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ABSTRACT 
The dissertation focuses on the oltrai^st primary photoprocesses of the title anti­
viral and anti-cancer agents, whose activity depends on light which is also accompanied by 
photoacidification in vesicles and living cells. 
By complementing the techniques of time-resolved absorption spectroscopy with 
those of fluorescence upconversion and applying them to hypericin, hypocrellin A and B, 
and their methylated analogs that are unable to execute proton transfer, it was 
demonstrated that intramolecular excited-state hydrogen atom transfer is a dominant 
primary nonradiative process. 
For hypocrellin A in viscous solvents such as octanol and ethylene glycol, an 
absorption transient of -10-ps duration, similar to the hypericin transient, can be detected 
together with another, much longer lived transient component (evident in only in 
pump/probe absorption spectroscopy). This long-lived 50-230 ps component exhibits a 
deuterium isotope effect and a strong solvent bulk viscosity dependence. Such behavior is 
rationalized by postulating that the excited-state tautomerization pathway, besides the 
proton stretch, involves at least one other reaction coordinate such as molecular skeletal 
motion or even conformational change. Temperature-dependant 'H-NMR and 2D ROESY 
studies of hypericin and hypocrellins provide strong evidence that there is only one 
conformational isomer/tautomer for hypericin in the ground state. On the other hand, we 
found three significantly populated groimd-state species for hypocrellin A. These species 
where identified and their relative energies and interconversion barriers were determined 
through dynamic NMR simulations. Hypocrellin B, like hypericin, was found to be 
essentially homogeneous in the ground state. This is attributed to the rigidity of its 
structure caused by the presence of a double bond in its seven-membered ring. 
viii 
Time-resolved fluorescence and absorption measurements of hypericin complexed 
with hiunan serum albumin (HSA) indicate that hypericin very rigidly binds to HSA by 
means of a specific hydrogen bonded interaction between its carbonyl oxygen and the Ni-H 
of the tryptophan residue in the 11A subdomain of HSA. 
Finally, the issue of absorption and emission "mirror-image" symmetry in the title 
polycyclic quinones, which was the key point of criticisms toward the very existence of 
excited-state proton transfer, is eflfectively addresses by appealing to the high symmetry of 
the ciromatic core. 
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CHAPTER I. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
OVERVIEW 
Since the very early stages of evolution, humans have faced a most important and 
inevitable problem: survival. Having limited supplies of food, fresh water and land 
resources and being poorly adapted to living on the ground man had to use the power of 
his intellect to overcome domination of other species, geographical boundaries and severe 
natural conditions and to expand his areas of habitation to the most far comers of the 
world. As human population on earth grew in number and the availability of natural 
resources diminished we could see how the fundamental urge to survive as species 
translated into the caill for being independent as a group, culture, nation and race. These 
days we speak more and more often about preserving endangered species and wilderness. 
However, despite our great achievements in science and technology the very biological 
aspect of the survival of human kind should not be underestimated. It is often forgotten 
that more people lost their lives fighting a deadly strain of bacteria or virus than fighting in 
a battle or due to starvation [1,2]. For centuries healers, medicine men and practitioners of 
all walks of life tried their best to find protection or a cure for symptoms caused by these 
most simple forms of life. Unfortunately, lack of a rational approach often impeded their 
progress or even led them astray. These days the majority of the population turns their 
aspirations to scientists in hope for a happier future, which is free from fear of 
uncontrollable diseases and disorders. Despite the growing success in such fields as 
genetics, virology, bacteriology and biomoleculzir science man continues to be challenged 
by the age-old forms of microorganisms (e.g. influenza, tuberculosis [3]) as well as recently 
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discovered viruses (such as Ebola [4] and HIV [5]) and even proteins that cross interspecies 
barrier causing transmissible spongiform encephalophathies (TSE, or prion diseases) [6,7]. 
An increase in population density and mobility together with poorly controllable 
administration of such drugs as antibiotics [3], worsen the problem even further not to 
mention the widespread air and water pollution acting as an additional stress to immune 
system and leading to the whole variety of disorders associated with cancers, tumors and 
lupus. 
As a result of tremendous efforts and dedication of a great number of chemists, 
biochemists, immunologists, biologists, medical doctors, etc. in the past few decades we 
see how traditional approaches to treating patients cire replaced or complemented with 
novel alternative methods. Chemotherapy [8,9] and radiotherapy[10] are now standard 
approached for dealing with cancer and malignant tumors. Gene therapy is in its aaive 
development stage now [11,12]. And this list continues to grow. 
Photodynamic therapy [13] utilizes the energy of light to be directly applied toward 
the target antigen, mutated or infected cell [14]. Its tremendous potential lies in the 
possibility to selectively disrupt the crucial steps in the life cycle of bacteria or virus in a 
way that can not be prevented by mutations. Of course, this approach requires a detailed 
understanding of exactly what happens once light is absorbed by a chromophore. With the 
recent progress in laser technology, especially in the visible portion of the electromagnetic 
spectrum, researchers were given an unprecedented range of tools to study molecular 
photophysics. Development of mode-locked pulsed lasers, such as the Ti: oscillator [15], 
enable us to investigate the very primary photophysical and photochemical processes in 
vitro and in vivo and to use that knowledge in a great variety of applications ranging from 
treating cancer [16] to holography [17]. Ultrafast laser spectroscopy enhances our 
understanding of events related to chemical bond dynamics [18], solvation dynamics [19-
3 
22], proton [23-27] and electron [28-31] transfer as well as slower but not less important 
processes such as protein folding [32-34]. 
The work presented in this thesis is a continuation of our efforts [35-55] to 
investigate steady- and excited-state primary photophysics of several members of the 
polycyclic quinone family, namely, hypericin, hypocrellin A and hypocrellin B. These 
naturally occurring products were found to be active ingredients of folk medicines used in 
Europe, China and North America. Of even greater importance is their recently 
discovered light-dependent anti-viral [37,38,41,54,56-63] and anti-tumor [64-72] activity. 
The author of the following chapters believes that the unified picture of excited-state 
photophysics of hypericin and hypocrellin presented in the Chapter VII is another 
significant step to bring these naturally and synthetically available molecules as potent 
drugs for treating AIDS [73-76] and cancer patients [16,77-81]. Alternatively, this 
knowledge will enable researchers to design and synthesize novel drugs for photodynamic 
therapies, such as the "molecular flashlight" [45], with higher specificity, virucidal activity 
and smaller side effects. 
HYPERICIN 
The most well-known natural source of hypericin (Figure 1.1a) is St. John's Wort 
(Hypericum perforatum or other members of genus Hypericum) that freely grows in 
Europe [82], North America, China [83] and Central Asia (Armenia, Jordan) [84,85]. 
Extracts of its yellow flowering tops have a long history of use as a folk medicine for 
treating a wide range of ailments including headache, rheumatism, inflammation in 
wounds and diarrhea [86]. American Indians hinted at its current use as an over-the-
counter antidepressant by chewing the fresh leaves for their sedative properties [87]. 
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(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
Figure 1.1 Strucmres of hypericin (a), protohypericin (b) and stentorin (d). Side-on view of 
hypericin showing twisted aromatic skeleton (c) is based on X-ray data from [88]. 
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Just as in case of plants, hypericin was found to be a photodegradation product of the 
structurally similar protohypericin (Figure 1.1b) also isolated from fimgus of genus 
Dermocybe growing in Australia [89] and South America as well as from various insects 
[901. 
Hypericin is closely related, both structurally and spectrally, to the chromophore 
(Figure l.ld) of membrane-bound protein stentorin in ciliates [91], Stentor coerulus [92,93] 
and Blepbarisma japonicum [91,94,95], which is responsible for protozoan photophobic 
and phototactic response. Song and coworkers have discovered pH decrease of the 
siirrounding solution upon illumination of stentorin embedded in protein and of the 
stentorin chromophore in vesicles [96]. Some ultrafest photochemical events of stentorin 
have been studied by Savikhin et al.[97] but their temporal and spectral capabilities did not 
allow for complete and unambiguous characterization of these processes. It has become 
clear, however, that understanding the photo-induced processes in this family of molecules 
is of primary biological relevance. 
Historically, it was probably farmers who first discovered the photodynamic action 
of hypericin. It was noticed that after cattle graze on the herb with little yellow flowers 
they develop the condition subsequently called hypericinism [98], which could lead to 
animal death if the animal was not removed from the sunlight [98]. Consequently, the 
Russian name for the St. Johns' Wort is "3Bepo6oH" (Zveroboy), literary "beast-killer". A 
systematic study of hypericin photophysics was not attempted until 1986, when Jardon and 
coworkers initiated a series of experiments on its triplet and singlet oxygen production 
[99]. Several years later it was discovered that the biological activity of hypericin, the most 
notable of which are inhibition of protein kinase C [66,70,71,100-103] and viruses 
[57,58,62,63,104-110,111 ], is triggered by light [73]. Many resejirchers suggested that such 
activity resulted merely from the ability of the hypericin excited-state to produce reactive 
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oxygen species (singlet oxygen, superoxide radical and anion [112-115]) [113,114,116-122]. 
A more detailed investigation by Fehr, Carpenter and Petrich at ISU revealed that 
hypericin retains its anti-retro viral activity even under hypoxic conditions [37]. The 
retention of toxicity in hypoxic conditions excludes the unique assignment of such activity 
to the trivial generation of singlet oxygen — even though hypericin does generate triplets 
in high yield [54] (however not as efiBcient as thought initially [99]). Recent results 
extended these observations to hypericin tumoricidal ability [65,68,70,71,81,100,123]. 
These experiments were encouraged by observation of light-induced acidification in 
vesicles [42,124] and living cells [67], just as it was found for stentorin [96]. While 
secondary oxygen dependence of hypericin biological activity should not be 
underestimated, it is evident that understanding a role of photogenerated protons is of 
primary relevance. This takes on additional significance in the context of the growing 
body of literature implicating a pH decrease with the above mentioned pharmacologically 
important functions [125]. Thus, it is imperative that a detailed picture of the primary 
photoprocesses of hypericin and other polycyclic quinones be established. 
Prior to the series of experiments initiated in 1992 [35] under the direction of 
Professor Petrich at Iowa State University little was known about the primary events that 
occurred after hypericin absorbed a photon of light. Hypericin's fluorescence lifetime has 
been determined to be in the range of 5.5-6.5 ns depending on solvent [126]. Fluorescence 
quantum yield, quantum yield of intersystem crossing and singlet oxygen production in 
micelles and vesicles (see Table 1.1) were also measured by Jardon and coworkers, who 
have performed numerous studies on the hypericin triplet state [118,127-129]. A 
phosphorescence lifetime of 2.79 ms at 1.2 K in ethanol was measured by Angerhofer et al. 
[130]; and Malkin and Mazur reported triplet transient absorbance spectra characterized by 
single exponential decay of 4.3 us at room temperature [131]. Their data suggest that in 
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Table 1.1 Basic photophysical properties of hypericin, HA and HB in benzene. 
Compound x/, ns 4*/ 't' 'Oi 
HYPERICIN [126] 5.5 0.3 0.7 0.36 
HYPOCRELLIN A [136] 0.98 0.14 0.86 0.83 
HYPOCRELIIN B [136] 0.66 0.058 0.76 0.76 
Tf — fluorescence lifetime; (j>f - fluorescence quantum yield; (j)T - triplet quantum yield; 
<|) 'Oz ~ siglet oxygen quantum yield 
the absence of oxygen the hypericin triplet state can abstract a hydrogen atom, resulting in 
the formation of semiquinone species. These species were subject to a number of studies by 
ESR spectroscopy [121,132] and exhibited dramatic signal increase when hypericin was 
illuminated with light corresponding to its absorption spectrum [112,133-135]. 
The ground state of hypericin was subjected to absorbance [137], NMR [138] and 
surface-enhanced and resonance Raman spectroscopy (SERRS) studies [139-149]. X-ray 
crystallography data [88,150] confirmed results obtained through molecular mechanics and 
semi-empirical quantum mechanics computations that suggested a twisted (helical) 
arrangement of polycyclic skeleton (Figure 1.1c). More notable is the close proximity of 
four aromatic hydroxy and two keto-groups capable of intramolecular hydrogen bond 
formation. This arrangement is propitious for ground and/or excited-state 
tautomerization, which has been extensively studied in such models as malonaldehyde 
[151], methyl salicylate [152-154], 3-hydroxyflavone [25,155-160], etc. The other two (3-
OH and 4-OH) hydroxyls are believed to sterically hinder to each other. Recent ab initio 
calculations performed in collaboration with Prof. Gordon at ISU [55] are the most reliable 
estimates to date of hypericin single and double tautomers energies (Figure 1.2). Existence 
of numerous species in hypericin ground state was subject to a controversy in literature 
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[49,150]. An extensive NMR study at various temperatures presented in the following 
chapters (supported by the above mentioned theoretical estimations) provide strong 
evidence that in non-ionizing and non-aqueous solutions the groimd state of hypericin is 
homogeneous (at least on the time scale of NMR experiment). 
In context of all this information it is siirprising how little attention the singlet state 
received before 1993. Although Yamazaki et al. performed time-correlated single photon 
counting and steady-state measurements, they erroneously concluded that no proton 
transfer takes place [161]. It is now evident that the time scale they used was inadequately 
long. With the implementation of a transient absorbance spectrometer providing ~1 ps 
time resolution our group was the first to observe hypericin excited-state tautomerization 
in solution [35]. These and other recent results, together with the evolving picture of 
hypericin and hypocrellin primary photophysics, are summarized in the section on 
INTRAMOLECULAR PROTON TRANSFER IN POLYCYCLIC QUINONES 
(page 15). 
HYPOCRELLIN A AND HYPOCRELLIN B 
Hypocrellins are members of relatively small but growing family of biologically 
active perylenequinonoid (P(3) pigments obtainable from natural sources [162,163]. Its 
three forms, which are referred to as A, B and C, can be extracted in about equal 
proportions from stromatal tissues of Chinese medicinal fungus Sbiraia bambusicola, 
which is parasitic on bamboo twigs [162]. Another fungus species, Hypocrella bambusae, 
is also a well-known source of both hypocrellin A (HA) and B (HB) [163]. Extracts from 
these fungi has been used as folk medicine for many years in the Peoples' Republic of 
China (PRC), particularly against skin lesions [163,164]. For that reason Hypocrellin A 
and B received considerable attention in a series of publications originating from the PRC. 
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MIN 0.0 
Figure 1.2 Four of hypericin relevant tautomers and their ground-state afc initio energies 
[55]in kcal/mol (values in parenthesis include zero-point corrections). 
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In &ct, the kinase inhibition [165] and the anti-viral [56,60] and anti-tumor 
[79.163.166.167] activity of these and other perylenequinonoid photosensitizers were 
discovered earlier than that of hypericin and were also shown to be light and oxygen 
dependent. They have been successfully used in photodynainic therapy of cancers 
[72.136.166.168]. 
All hypocrellins can be viewed as derivatives of 4,9-dihydroxy-3,10-
perylenequinone (Figure 1.3a). They have common unique structural feature: a seven-
membered ring formed by carbon atoms in the 'T)ay" region (positions C-1 and C-I2, 
Figure 1.3b). Just as many other members of PQ family, hypocrellins form two intra­
molecular hydrogen bonds which were studied both theoretically [169,170] and 
experimentally [171,172]. These bonds are believed to be essential in photoinduced 
biological activity as their methylation causes corresponding PQ to lose its valuable 
phcirmacological properties [173]. 
The exact structure and naming convention for hypocrellins is subject to confusion and 
misunderstanding in the available literature. To be consistent with the majority of 
publications we refer to structure in Figure 1.3b and 1.4a as the "normal" form of HA. 
Although the majority of the other perylenequinones have a similar ("normal") 
arrangement of double and hydrogen bonds in the aromatic skeleton, the X-ray data [174] 
suggest that the HA double-tautomer (Figure 1.4b) is dominant, at least in the crystal form. 
For similar reasons the "normal" structure of HB is drawn as in Figure 1.3c. Recently 
isolated hypocrellin C (which is referred to as Hypocrellin B in the original publication 
[162]) appears to be just a diastereomer of HA and can be assigned the structure shown in 
Figure 1.3d that is also consistent with its higher tolerance to dehydration reaction of 
which HB is a product [162]. 
HA and HB, similar to hypericin, are soluble in both polar protic and aprotic 
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Figure 1.3 Structures of 4,9-<Iihydroxy-3,10-peryIenequmone (a), hypocrellin A (b), 
hypocrellin B (c) and hypocrellin C (d). 
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solvents, but nnltlce hypericin they can also be dissolved in non-polar media such as 
cyclohexane and benzene [175]. Diwu et al. have measured most of the standard HA and 
HB photophysical properties in benzene which are summarized in Table 1.1. It appears 
that HB has a shorter fluorescence lifetime due to its higher intersystem crossing rate 
which, however, does not result in increase in triplet and singlet oxygen quantum yields, 
probably due to higher internal conversion rate [119,136] 
Hu and co-workers report absorption spectrum of the HA triplet state in 
cyclohexane [176]. They observe that the triplet state of HA decays monoexponentially 
with a decay time constant of 4-6 ^s at room temperature. It has edso been reported that 
hypocrellins produce superoxide, hydroxy radicals and hydrogen peroxide upon 
illumination by light [166,177]. Their degradation decay pathways involve semiquinone 
radicals (extensively studied by ESR spectroscopy [177-183]) and anions in the presence of 
reducing species [179,182,184,185]. HA and HB are also capable of chelate complex 
formation with bivcdent metals ions such as Mg^"" and in 1:1 ratio [186,187]. 
Fluorescence quenching by transition and rare earth ions in alchohols was also reported 
[188-190]. 
By the use of structural analogs Diwu et al. [175] suggested that intramolecular 
proton transfer plays an important role in the shape of HA fluorescence and absorbance 
spectra. A more detailed study of polarized fluorescence excitation spectra in a glass 
conducted in our lab [52] revealed two closely separated excited states with orthogonal 
transition dipole moments which is also the case for hypericin. It was also necessary to 
invoke the concept of ground-state heterogeneity in this class of polycyclic quinones to 
interpret peculiar details of their room temperature data. The most evident source of such 
heterogeneity is the phenol-quinone tautomerism found in majority of 4,9-dihydroxy-3,10-
perylenequinone derivatives [171]. A total of four different tautomers should be expected 
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Figure 1.4 Four possible tautomers of hypocrellins A, B and C (a-d) and ground-state 
tautomerization of naphthazarin (e). 
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from hypocrellin asymmetric stractore (Figure 1.4a-d). Based on solid state NMR data 
[171] and semiempirical AMI calculations [191] it is argued that only "normal" and 
"double" tautomeric forms (a) and (b) are significantly populated in the ground state 
whereas single tautomers (c) and (d) are expected to have lower energy in the first excited 
state. These conclusions are in qualitative agreement with experimental studies and ab 
initio calculations (see refe. in [171]) of naphthazarin in the ground state (Figure 1.4e), 
which provides slightly oversimplified model to study phenol-keto equilibria in our case. 
Finally, although it has been shown that the antiviral and antitumor activities of 
policyclic quinones can be dependent on oxygen [41,54,184,192,193], comparative studies 
of nine perylenequinones, including HA, HB, and hypericin, provide evidence that the 
quantum yield of singlet oxygen formation is not sufficient to explain the reported relative 
level of antiviral activities of these molecules, and that other structural features of 
perylenequinones are involved [56] (see also [194] regarding DNA damage ability). Of 
special relevance to the role of labile protons for this light-induced biological activity is the 
observation that hypericin and hypocrellin acidify their surroundings upon light absorption 
[42,64,67,124]. It is remarkable that, although no detectable acidification was observed for 
the DPPC vesicle interior in the presence of HA [41], this same agent caused pH decrease 
at a higher rate compared to the living cells [64]. 
It is yet to be revealed whether inter- or intra-molecular proton or hydrogen atom 
transfer is a key to understanding hypericin and hypocrellin photodynamic function. In 
any event elucidation of primary photoprocesses in both families of polycyclic quinones is 
of fundamental and urgent practical importance. 
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INTRAMOLECULAR PROTON TRANSFER IN POLYCYCLIC QUINONES 
Proton and hydrogen atom transfer reactions, like electron transfer reactions, are of 
fundamental importance in both the physical and biological sciences. Proton and 
hydrogen atom transfer lies at the hesut of acid-base chemistry and of a wide range of 
catalytic reactions in biological systems. Much progress has been made in understanding 
electron transfer reactions through the combination of experimental and theoretical work. 
Theoretical treatments for both nonadiabatic and adiabatic proton transfer [195-208] bear 
some similarities to those for electron transfer [209,210]. But many aspects of excited-state 
proton transfer reactions are poorly understood, in particular, the way in which the solvent 
or the intramolecular modes of the solute couple to the reaction. 
Ground-state proton transfer has been one of the most important topics in 
chemistry for many years [211,212]. Only recently, however, has the study of excited-state 
proton transfer become popular both experimentally and theoretically. Huppert [213] and 
Amaut and Formosiho [211,212] reviewed excited-state proton transfer reactions. These 
reviews include experimental results concerning inter- and intramolecular proton transfers 
in both the ground and the excited states. Two examples of molecules that exhibit excited-
state proton transfer behavior are methyl salicylate, described by Weller [214], and 3-
hydroxyflavone, described by Sengupta and Kasha [215]. Before fast laser sources were 
available, the methods employed to study excited-state proton transfer were mainly steady-
state approaches. For example, the Forster cycle [216,217] is used to determine the pKa 
change between ground state and excited state from the steady-state absorption and 
fluorescence spectra. Also, dual emission is taken as an indication of tautomerization in 
the excited-state. However, in the last decades, with the advent of fast pulsed laser light 
sources, kinetic data with ultrafast time resolution has become available for excited-state 
proton transfer processes. Many very interesting and important phenomena occurring on 
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the femtosecond timescales have been observed. Theoretical approaches have emerged to 
permit one to cope with the qoannim character of the proton at a molecular dynamics 
simulation level. Those include diabatic curve-crossing approaches [196,218], adiabatic 
quantum simulation techniques [197,219,220] and possible nonadiabatic extensions, path-
integral formulations [221-223] and semiclassical tuimeling algorithms [224,225]. 
Computational studies using these methods have helped us a great deal to understand 
many features of proton-transfer reactions in solution [196,218,221] and in biological 
systems [220]. For example, Hynes et al. [226] have developed a dynamic theory for the 
proton transfer rate constant both in the nonadiabatic, weak coupling regime and in the 
adiabatic limit. The overall rate constant is expressed as resulting from an incoherent 
superposition of proton tunneling events in a distribution of inhomogeneous solvent 
environments. The classical Arrhenius behavior is determined by the solvent molecules 
orientation and the vibrational factors. Three coordinates have been shown to play an 
important role: the proton coordinate; the intramolecular separation of the two "heavy" 
atoms (oxygens for example) between which the proton is transferred; and the collective 
solvent coordinate. In Hynes' work, electrons were treated adiabatically, but the proton 
transfer was considered either nonadiabatically or adiabatically depending on the 
separation of the two heavy atoms. The threshold between the adiabatic and nonadiabatic 
regions is determined by the 0-0 distance which was found to be 2.7 A. When proton 
transfer is in the adiabatic region, small isotope effect is expected. Otherwise tunneling is 
considered to be important and a large isotope effect should be observed[226]. 
The following summary puts together the recent advances in understanding excited-
state proton transfer in hypocrellin and hypericin which is often compared against its 
analogs (Figure 1.5). Our evolving interpretation of the observed phenomena is presented 
in the context of the theory developed by Hynes and coworkers [195,197-199,208]. We 
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have used the naturally occurring polycyclic aromatic quinones hypericin and hypocrellins 
to test this theory. 
Summary of Results 
The most significant accomplishments prior to this work are stmimarized below. 
1. Time-resolved absorption (stimulated emission) spectra and kinetics [35,39,40] 
indicate that the hjrpericin emission spectrum grows in on a 6-12-ps time scale in all 
the solvents investigated. Based on the model compounds, the rise time for the 
appearemce of the hypericin emission is taken as evidence for an excited-state 
proton transfer. In sulfuric acid, where all the carbonyl groups are expected to be 
protonated, the excited-state transient appears instantaneously. On the other hand, 
in a solvent such as DMSO, the transient appears with a finite rise time. 
3. Although no deuterium isotope effect for proton transfer is observed for hypericin, 
an isotope effect of 1.4 is observed in the excited-state transients of hypocrellin [46]. 
This unambiguously identifies the process as a proton transfer event. 
4. The proton transfer rate in hypericin does not depend on viscosity and depends 
only very weakly on solvent [35,39,40]. Hence, little charge separation is expected 
in the excited state. 
5. The proton transfer rate in hypocrellin has a strong dependence on the bulk 
viscosity and is very well correlated with polarity for solvents of a certain kind, for 
example alcohols [47]. The time constant for proton transfer in hypocrellin ranges 
from 50 to 230 ps in the solvents we have studied. The viscosity dependence is 
remarkable not only because it is absent in hypericin, but also because it appears to 
be exceedingly well described by a bulk property and does not require specific 
consideration of the structural aspects of the solvents, which vary considerably. It 
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Figure 1.5 Structures of hypericin analogs: 
(b) "hexamethoxyhyperidn", (c) "tetramethoxyhypericin". (a) mesonaphthobianthrone, 
is often the case that trends are only followed for solvents of a given kind; alkane or 
alcohol; primary alcohol or higher degree alcohol; hydrogen bonding or 
nonhydrogen bonding, etc. Das et al. [47] suggested that the viscosity dependence 
on the excited-state transfer process is a consequence of the coupling of the H-
transfer to a conformational change between twisted configurations about the long 
molecular axis. It is important to note, however, that similar twisted configurations 
exist in hypericin, which exhibits no viscosity dependence. This suggests that the 
hypocrellin seven-member ring plays an important role in such a process. 
The transient absorbance kinetics of hypericin differs with excitation and probe 
wavelengths [49]. This along with "mirror-image" symmetry of absorbance «md 
emission spectra (Figure 1.6) suggested that hypericin is heterogeneous in the 
ground state. In the light of a more detailed investigation presented in the 
following chapters it was found that peculiar structural features of this molecule 
allow for different interpretation which is also consistent with temperature-
dependent NMR data (see for example [150] and Chapter V) and the results of ab 
initio calculations [55]. 
In order to gain additional information on hypericin and hypocrellin excited-state 
proton transfer reactions, our group studied them as a function of temperature in 
1:1 ethanol/methanol mixtures (Figure 1.7a from ref. [227]). The activation energy 
for the hypericin reaction was 0.044 ± 0.008 kcal/mol; for the hypocrellin reaction, 
2.12 ± 0.07 kcal/mol. (In a previous study the estimated activation energy for the 
hypericin reaction was determined over a very limited temperature range [39].) 
Because the hypocrellin reaction exhibits a viscosity dependence and because 
viscosity is temperature dependent, the activation energy reported in point 7 above 
cannot be totally indicative of the intrinsic barrier in the conformationsil coordinate. 
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Figure 1.6 Comparison of the fluorescence excitation and emission spectra of hypericin (a) 
and hypocrellin (b) in a 1:1 ethanol/methanol mixture at room temperature. The excitation 
spectra were measured at 295 K (solid line) and at 77 K (dashed line). The excitation spectra 
were monitored at 650 nm at 295 K and at 620 nm at 77 K [52]. 
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In order to separate the contribution of solvent viscosity from the internal barrier, 
isoviscosity plots were constructed in which the temperature dependence of the rate 
could be examined at constant viscosity (Figure 1.7b). These plots indicate that the 
intrinsic barrier is indeed considerably higher than that in hypericin: 0.41 ± 0.09 
kcal/mol [227]. 
Ongim (and Lack of) an Isotope Effect 
In the early work on primary photophysics of hypericin, Feng Gai and co-workers 
assigned transients in the stimulated emission signal to proton transfer. This was based on 
the observation that protonation of the carbonyl group in the 7 or 14 positions renders the 
rise in the stimiilated emission instantaneous and causes the "stripped-down" hypericin 
analog (normally non-fluorescing), mesonaphthobianthrone (Figure 1.5a), to produce 
hypericin-like fluorescence. Even with this evidence the idea of intramolecular excited-
state proton was not readily accepted. Lack of change in risetime upon deuteriimi 
substitution and the presence of "mirror-image" symmetry in steady-state spectra were the 
key counterarguments against the proposed excited-state photochemisty. 
The absence of an isotope effect and whether proton or atom transfer is a significant 
nonradiative decay process in hypericin may be responded to in the context of work by 
Hynes, Borgis, and coworkers [195,197-199,208]. These workers discuss proton transfer of 
a linear system 0H***0 in the nonadiabatic and adiabatic limits. The limiting cases are 
determined by the extent to which the reactant and product species are separated by a 
barrier in the proton coordinate that is large with respect to the thermal energy, kT. When 
the barrier is large, the ground-state vibrational levels of the reactants and products lie well 
below the barrier, and the reactants and products are consequently localized, the transfer 
event can be described by a tunneling process, in which case very large isotope effects can 
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Figure 1.7 (a) Arrheniiis plots for hypericin and hypocrellin in a 1:1 methanoLethanol 
mixture [227]. Each point represents the average of at least five experiments. The error bars 
indicate one standard deviation firom the mean. The Arrheniijs prefactors and activation 
energies obtained fix)m these plots are: hypericin, A = 1.89 ± 0.06 x 10" s ' and E, = 0.044 ± 
0.008 kcal/mol; hypocrellin, A = 4.65 ± 0.62 x 10" s"' and E, = 2.12 ± 0.07 kcal/mol. For plot 
in acetonitrile A = 4.54 ± 1.11 x 10" s"' and £» = 1.75 ± 0.14 kcal/mol. 
(b) Five sets of isoviscosity plots for hypocrellin A. The solvents are (fix)m top to 
bottom, first point of each line): cydohexanone, butanol, pentanol, nonanol and decyl alcohol at 
room temperature. The corresponding viscosities of ethanol, at different temperatures are 
plotted as the end points. The viscosity independent Arrhenius energy of activation is 0.41 ± 0.09 
kcal/mol. 
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be expected. This nonadiabatic limit is expected to hold for weak or intermediate strength 
hydrogen bonded systenos that are characterized by heavy atom (O-O) distances of 2.6-2.7 
A. This O-O distance strongly modulates the magnitude of the matrix element that 
couples the reactant and product states and thus determines the size of the barrier 
separating them. 
When the heavy atom distance is less than 2.6 A, the adiabatic limit is obtained 
(Figure 1.8a). Here, because the vibrational energy levels of the proton stretch mode lie 
above a small barrier in the proton coordinate separating the reactant and product species, 
an isotope efifect will not be observed as a result of proton transfer. One can argue that 
hypericin falls into the adiabatic limit because its relevant oxygen-oxygen distance is 2.5 A 
[55, 88, 150]. In hypocrellin, this distance is only slightly higher [174]. The present work 
addresses the excited-state photophysics of hypocrellin in the light of what is known 
concerning hypericin and in terms of the theory of proton transfer referred to above. 
In the modem treatment of proton trsmsfer, a Bom-Oppenheimer separation is used 
to distinguish the fast proton motion (~2500 cm ') from the slow heavy-atom motion (e.g., 
the O-O vibration) and from the even slower solvent motions (-100 cm '). The proton can 
thus adjust immediately to any instantaneous nuclear configuration of these slow degrees 
of freedom. The proton wavefunction depends on the proton coordinate, q; and it depends 
parametrically on the heavy-atom coordinates, Q, and the solvent coordinates, S. 
Figure 1.8a presents schematic potential energy surfaces as a function of the proton 
stretch coordinate for a system in the adiabatic limit. Whether the system is in the reactant 
or product configuration or in an intermediate configuration depends on the stabilization 
imparted by the Q and S. In the theory, this stabilization is discussed mostly in terms of 
the solvent. Most reference to the heavy-atom coordinate is made in terms of the O-O 
vibration (i.e., the heavy atoms between which the proton is transferred) because it usually 
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has the most pronoimced efifect on the coupling between the reactant and product states. 
Because this distance is so short in hypocrellin and hypericin, we suggest that the proton 
transfer should always be considered to be in the adiabatic limit. More important heavy 
atom motions for hypocrellin and hypericin are likely to involve the twisting motion of the 
aromatic skeleton and the rearrangement of double bonds in the aronaatic skeleton 
subsequent to or during transfer. 
In the adiabatic limit, because the vibrational energy levels of the proton stretch 
mode lie above a small barrier, an isotope efifect will not be observed as a result of proton 
transfer. Staib et al. [199], however, suggest the intriguing possibility that deuterium 
substitution may lower the ground vibrational energy below the top of the barrier in the 
proton coordinate. Such a lowering of the ground state energy level would induce an 
isotope efifect because now the proton could tunnel through the barrier or undergo an 
activated crossing of it. We propose that the isotope effect observed in hypocrellin has its 
origins in such an explanation. That the isotope effect is relatively small suggests that the 
vibrational ground state is not significantly lowered below the barrier, and that the proton 
transfer is an activated process. Temperature studies and theory will permit us to confirm 
this hypothesis. 
Temperature Dependence of the Proton Transfer Rates in Hypericin and 
Hypocrellin 
The most striking features of the Arrhenius plots (Figure 1.7a) are i) the difference 
between the activation energies, ii) the essentially zero activation energy of hypericin, iii) 
and that the liquid-glass transition of the solvent does not have an effect on the hypericin 
plot; but, as this transition is approached, there is a dramatic efifect on the hypocrellin 
kinetics. The first two of these features are consistent with the lack of an isotope effect in 
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Figiue 1.8 (a) Schematic illustrations of the potential energy surfaces of hypericin and 
hypocrellin in the proton and "conformational" coordinates. Our justification for the placement 
of the zero-point level slighdy below the barrier for deuterated hypocrellin is explained in detail 
elsewhere [227]. It provides an elegant means, suggested by St^ et al. [199], to introduce an 
isotope effect in a situation where there is an adiabatic proton transfer and where the zero-point 
vibrational level for the protiated species lies above the barrier. 
0}) Ructuations of the polarization of the solvent and the solute are responsible 
for trapping the molecule in either a "normal" form Qeft side of well) or "tautomer" form (right 
side of the well). The potential energy curves at the top of the figure (in the proton coordinate) 
indicate a configuration of the solvent and solute polarization at which the normal and tautomer 
forms are isoenergetic. Note that the potential energy sur&ces drawn against the proton 
coordinate are simplified in that th^ depict a symmetric hydrogen bonding interaction. 
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hypericin and the small isotope efifect in hypocrellin. In particular, the near-zero 
activation energy in hypericin is consistent with our previous proposal that the proton 
transfer reaction is adiabatic in the proton coordinate and that the zero-point vibrational 
energy lies above the barrier in this coordinate (Figure 1.8a). 
If the zero-point energy lies above the barrier in the proton coordinate, the proton 
(or hydrogen atom) is effectively delocalized between the two oxygen atoms until a change 
in another coordinate can trap the system in the tautomerized form (Figure 1.8b). We 
propose that this latter conformational change is the rate determining step for the observed 
proton transfer time. 
In the model system for excited-state proton transfer, 3-hydroxyflavone [25,155-
158], the reaction occurs in -100 fe in dry non-hydrogen bonding solvents [25]. In 
hydrogen bonding solvents such as alcohols, the observed proton transfer time in 3-
hydroxyflavone reflects the timescale for the displacement of the solvent molecule, 
hydrogen-bonded to the enol proton of the solute, thus stabilizing the proton-transfer 
product. Specific hydrogen bonding interactions between hypericin and hypocrellin with 
solvent catmot explain the relatively slow proton transfer times (~10 ps) because the 
hypericin reaction is insensitive to solvent [35,39,40] and because the hypocrellin reaction, 
while sensitive to solvent, is only well correlated to the bulk viscosity of different solvents 
and not to solvents of a given "type" [47]. The insensitivity of the hypericin reaction to 
solvent is most likely a result of the strong association of the proton with the oxygens of 
both the peri hydroxy 1 and the carbonyl groups. 
Since the oxygen-oxygen distance (in the ground state) is essentially the same in 
both hypericin and hypocrellin (2.5 A), a different origin for the solvent dependence of the 
hypocrellin reaction must be found. The 2.12 ± 0.07 kcal/mol activation energy for 
hypocrellin, in addition to the strong dependence of its proton transfer reaction on 
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viscosity [47], indicate that, unlike hypericin, its conformational change must be rather 
large in amplitude and may involve torsion of the aromatic skeleton or displacements of its 
7-membered ring. Consistent with the idea of a large-amplitude transition occurring in 
hypocrellin is that the form of the kinetic traces changes drastically as the liquid-glass 
transition is approached. 
The negligible activation energy for hypericin is consistent with previous 
suggestions that the proton-transfer reaction is adiabaric [35,39,40,46,47,49-51] which 
requires that displacement in at least one other coordinate be taken into account in order to 
describe the reaction dynamics. The negligible activation energy for hypericin also 
indicates that the displacement in the "conformational" coordinate is very low-amplimde 
(Figure 1.8b). The proton transfer for hypocrellin is also considered to occur in the 
adiabatic regime, but the activation energy for the process is significant (2.12 ± 0.07 
kcal/mol), consistent with the strong correlation for the proton transfer reaction on bulk 
viscosity [47], and suggesting that a larger amplitude motion than for the case of hypericin 
comprises part of the reaction coordinate [227]. The conformational changes that are 
coupled to the proton transfer reaction in hypocrellin is a subject of the Chapter V of this 
thesis. Hypericin skeletal motions are much more subtle to observe and are currently 
under investigation. 
Toward a Uni&ed Picture of the Hypericin and Hypocrellin Photopbysics 
Based on the above points, we are constructing a unified picture of the excited state 
proton transfer phenomena in these molecules. At first glance, the similarity of the 
structures and the spectra (Figure 1.6) of hypericin and hypocrellin would lead one to 
believe that they exhibit, at least superficially, similar excited-state photophysics. This is 
not the case. The time constcmt for excited-state proton transfer in hypericin is ~10 ps and 
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essentially independent of solvent [35,39,40] whereas for hypocrellin it ranges from 50-250 
ps in the solvents we have investigated [47]. Also, the proton transfer reaction in hypericin 
exhibits no isotope eflfect, whereas in hypocrellin a small isotope effect of 1.4 is observed 
[46]. This further suggests substantial difference in origin of the primary excited-state 
reaction coordinate. 
As more and more experimental data become available we gain confidence in 
putting together different pieces of the photophysical puzzle. It is now clear that the 
"picture" of primary photoprocesses in hypericin and hypocreUins is not "plane" but rather 
involves a set of vibrational, conformational and possibly solvent coordinates. The 
challenge of building theoretically solid and consistent model that is also charged with 
considerable predictive power is complicated by inherently nonequilibrium nature of the 
processes under consideration. Indeed, in less than 300 after excitation the system is 
undergoing intemzil vibrational relaxation and solvent is reorganizing to adjust for the 
changes in electrical dipole moment and geometry of the excited state. Both vibrational 
energy redistribution (vibronic cooling) and solvent reorganization may affect the 
measured properties of the excited state. Nevertheless, we do not cease our efforts in 
constructing meaningful potential energy surfaces to explain excited-state photophysics of 
polycyclic quinones. 
DISSERTATION ORGANIZATION 
Comprehensive description of fluorescence upconversion apparatus constructed by 
the candidate is presented in Chapter II. It also includes a detailed account on the 
computer simulations of the transient absorbance and anisotropy decay in pump/probe 
type experiment, which we use to support self-consistence of the model for hypocrellin A 
excited-state photophysics. 
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Chapters m-Vn are based on the articles already published or in preparation for 
publication in scientific research journals. 
Our initial accounts on fundamentals of excited-state processes in hypocrellin A 
and a comparison with hypericin form Chapter HI. Just as with about any other project 
conducted in our lab this study involved joint efifort of several individuals with about equal 
contribution to the results presented- Being one of the keystones of the whole project 
inclusion of this paper was recommended by the Chair of the Program of Study Committee 
as a vital part of this thesis, strongly contributing to its integrity. 
The results of a more detailed study of hypocrellin A are shown to be consistent 
with the evolving picture of its photophysics by the computer simulations of the kinetic 
model developed in Chapters FV with details provided in Chapter II. An essential part of 
this work related to modeling the results of pump/probe absorbance experiment was 
performed and discussed by the candidate. The code for computer simulations is included 
as an appendix to Chapter IV. 
A long-needed investigation into the structural features and dynamics of hypericin, 
hypocrellin A and hypocrellin B ground-state, done by a combination of dynamic and 2D 
ROESY NMR techniques, can be found in Chapter V. 
Chapter VI demonstrates the use of time-correlated single photon counting and 
fluorescence upconversion as complimentary methods to study transient fluorescence of 
hypericin and hypocrellin, in this case, in complexes with subcellular components of 
pharmacological importance. This is our first publication to include description of 
fluorescence upconversion spectrometer presented in Chapter II in detail. Candidate also 
performed steady-state absorption and emission as well as conventional fluorescence 
lifetime measurements of the title compounds. 
In Chapter VII our latest results and ideas help bring together the whole body of 
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information collected in the past few years, as well as recent fluorescence upconversion 
results, to build what we believe is a unified picture of the hypericin and hypocrellin 
excited-state primary photophysics. 
General conclusions are summarized in Chapter Vm. Figures and lists of 
references can be found in the end of each chapter. Numbering for figures, tables and 
equations shows also the corresponding chapter number. 
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CHAPTER n. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 
AND METHODS OF COMPUTATION 
FLUORESCENCE UPCONVERSION SPECTROMETER 
Introduction 
Among the major steps in the new exciting developments of applied laser 
spectroscopy was the discovery by Sibbett et al. of a laser oscillator based on titanium-
doped sapphire crystal to operate in the self mode-locked regime [1]. This meant relatively 
cheap, readily available near-infrared pulses of sub-picosecond duration which can be 
frequency- doubled, amplified and "mixed" with other light of various wavelengths to 
produce excitation sources of up to petawatt peak powers [2]. Currently Tiisapphire based 
systems, besides being heavily employed by ultra-fast spectroscopists, are used in a 
spectacularly diverse range of applications: from pulsed X-ray generation [3,4] to 
microscopic imaging [5]. 
In the present work we combine the Tiisapphire oscillator ~50 fs pulse train and 
recent successes in non-linear crystal technology to obtain second-harmonic generation 
(-400 nm), which serves as a polarized excitation light source to prepare and to observe 
evolution of molecular fluorescence (and its anisotropy) on a femtosecond to nanosecond 
time scale. The key point of this set up is that time-resolution is only limited by the 
ftmdamental pulse width and optics cind not by jitter noise in detector or electronic 
components as in conventional time-correlated single photon counting technique (TCSPC) 
[6]. Disadvantages include low sensitivity (typical sample conc. is 10~* M, or 100 times 
more than in TCSPC), mandatory sample translation or circulation (due to power densities 
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as high as 3x10^ W/cm'^) and susceptibility to long-term drift in sample concentration, 
oscillator and pump source power. The fluorescence upconversion apparatus can be a 
challenge to construct but once set up and aligned it requires minimum tuning and 
maintenance especially if the pump laser has good, reproducible pointing stability and non­
linear crystals are coated for moisture protection. 
Besides the quality of the pump source (intracavity-doubled diode-pumped solid 
state lasers such as SpectraPhysics Millenia V are strongly reconraiended) the critical 
components include a high-reflective curved mirror or an anti-reflection coated microscope 
objective for efficient fluorescence collection, an efficient and properly cut non-linear 
crystal for sum-frequency generation (/J-barium borate, BBO, is recommended), and a high-
resolution stepper-motor driven translation stage for which excellent flatness over the 
entire usable range is a requirement. Spectral bandwidth is mostly determined by the 
acceptance angle of the upconversion crystal (~5 nm for BBO) but a monochromator with 
an appropriately blazed grating is still needed for wavelength calibration and to ensure 
acceptable signal/background ratio. A low or zero dark-count photomultiplier tube or 
microchannel plate with a UV-pass filter or, preferably a solar-blind device, is a good 
choice for the detector. Unfortunately, recently introduced avalanche photodiodes, known 
for their high sensitivity, cannot be utilized for visible fluorescence upconversion because 
of unresponsiveness to UV-light. On the other hand they may show their potential if 
difference frequency generation is used for time discrimination. 
Originally, the ultrafast fluorescence upconversion experiment was performed by 
Kopainsky and Kaiser in 1978 [7]. Initially picosecond tunable dye lasers were employed 
to study such molecules as tryptophan in water [8,9]. These systems are quite difficult to 
optimize and maintain, use complex mixtures of laser dyes which are subject to 
degradation and also require additional amplification stages [8]. When solid-state lasers. 
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Tirsapphire in pardcolar, came into play the applicability of technique expanded to studies 
of light harvesting complexes [10,11], P-carotene isomerization [12], green fluorescent 
protein [13], water mobility in reversed micelles [14] and excited-state proton transfer 
events [15-17]. One of the most exciting extensions of fluorescence upconversion would be 
coupling the detection system with output of a new generation optical parametric amplifier 
(OPA) which enables continuous tuning of the excitation wavelength from 475 to 785 nm 
with sub-200 fs pulsewidth [18,19]. Such a system effectively bridges the gap between the 
fiindamental and the second harmonic of Tirsapphire laser and is currently under 
construction in our laboratory. 
Frequency Doubled TiiSappbire OsdUator 
Introduction 
The broad gain bandwidth of Tirsapphire makes it an excellent solid-state material 
both for a femtosecond oscillator and amplifier. Its gain bandwidth extends approximately 
from 670 to 1100 nm, providing a large tuning range and the ability to produce ultrashort 
pulses. Various mode-locking schemes have been employed in Tirsapphire lasers whereby 
sub-lOO-fe pulses can be generated, one of them is the, so called, self-mode-locking [20,21]. 
Using passively mode-locked mechanisms, the shortest pulse which can be generated scales 
inversely with the gain bandwidth multiplied by the square root of the saturable 
absorption. Theoretically it is suggested that pulses as short as ~3 fs may be generated 
from Tirsapphire lasers [22]. Although the self-mode-locking mechanism is not fully 
understood, in the first approximation it is decribed through the non-linear phenomenon 
known as the Kerr lens effect [23]. The Kerr lensing occurs when when an intense pulse of 
light with a varying spatial profile propagates through material and causes intensity 
dependent change of refractive index. The Gaussian profile of a typical laser pulse causes 
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the index of refraction to increase more at the center of the beam than on its periphery. 
This results in a formation of a transient positive focal length lens that brings about "self-
focusing" or "self-narrowing" of the light pulse in the active medium. Here it should be 
noted that the Tirsapphire oscillator will also readily operate in spectrally narrow 
continuous-wave (CW) mode which is characterized by a certain minimum beam waist. 
Therefore by optimizing the laser components to favor the Kerr lens effect it is possible to 
preferentially select the self-modelocked set of modes over the CW modes. The most 
important factor in such an optimization is ight focusing of the pump source onto the 
sapphire crystal by a combination of a beam expanding 3x to 5x telescope and a 15-20 cm 
focusing lens. This is most efiScient with monochromatic pxmip lasers (such as intracavity-
doubled Nd'*:YAG or Nd^*:YV04) but also works well with Ar-ion gas lasers which 
contain a set of lines in their spectrum. Another technique which is most useful during the 
initial setup and alignment is to use the intracavity pair of prisms as a slit to filter CW 
which is dominant at shorter wavelengths. The main purpose for the pair of quartz prisms 
is, of course, compensation for the group velocity dispersion (GVD) in the the laser crystal 
itself as well as in the output coupler to produce the shortest possible pulses [1] 
Laser setup and operation 
In our lab we have built two oscillators based on the design by Mumane and 
coworkers [24]. Pulses as short as 17-fs have been generated by such systems. The primary 
difference between the two is the laser rod length. The crystal of the oscillator discussed 
here is a 4.75 nmi long Tirsapphire rod, 0.015% doped. It is about twice shorter than in 
oiu- first setup used for chirped-pulse amplification [25]. The shorter crystals are believed 
to produce shorter pulses at the expense of the maximum output power. (The main reason 
for choosing the smaller crystal was oxir initial plans to employ the oscillator for impulsive 
Raman experiment demanding the best available time resolution.) Initially we used 4.5-5.0 
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W of Spectra Physics 2060 Beamloc argon-ion laser as pump sourse. The typical mode-
locked output power was 400-600 mW. Later the gas laser was replaced by intra-cavity 
doubled diode-pumped Spectra Physics Millenia V, a solid state laser based on Nd^*-doped 
yttrium vanadate (YVO4) crystal which provides unprecedented power stability and ease of 
maintenzmce but was found to be sensitive to slight touch or vibrations. Despite the higher 
price, in the long run this solution for the pump source is a much cheaper alternative to 
plasma and flash-lamp pumped lasers as diodes have relatively long lifetime, cooling water 
is provided by a simple bath circulator and electrical power reqiiirements are no more than 
of a cooking stove. 
A detailed description of the complete setup and alignment procedures for the 
Tirsapphire oscillator has been addressed in the recent dissertations published by the 
members of our research group [25,26]. Here only factors of crucial importance are 
reiterated and additional information is provided regarding changes in system components 
or when non-standard procedures are to be followed. 
After expansion by 3x telescope (LI, L2), 2.3 - 5.3 W of 532 rmi horizontally 
polarized CW light (pump) is focused by a 12.5 cm focal length lens (L3) through 10 cm 
spherical dichroic mirror (M2) into the Ti:sapphire crystal. It is essential to have the green 
light passing through the centers of curved high-reflectors (M2 and M3) and to select a 
good spot on the crystal (CI) that produce minimal scatter. One should be able to see a 
sharp "needle" of light passing through the bulk of the crystal. It was suggested that the 
side of the crystal is better because of more efficient heat dissipation but I found that in my 
setup focusing in about the center axis produces even more mode-locked power (>1 W 
when pumped with 4.5-5.0 W of green). To avoid multiple pulses travelling in the cavity 
one has to reduce the amount of incoming energy to about 2.4 W which still afford enough 
power (400-600 mW). Also if oscillator is slightly mistuned to allow for both CW and 
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mode-locked output it was noticed that further increase in pump power will only suppress 
pulsed operation, increase relative amount of CW, and ultimately reduce the amount of 
second harmonic light that can be produced from the fundamental. 
To reduce its footprint on the table the oscillator cavity is folded by high-reflector 
M4 which is aligned ozUy at the initial setup. A pair of fused silica prisms (PI, P2) 
manufactured at a Brewster 63" angle are used to minimize the third-order dispersion in 
the laser cavity. Two ID-cm radius of curvature concave IR-coated mirrors (M2, M3) are 
employed to focus the reflected fluorescence back inside the crystal. An output coupler 
(M4) dumps 10% of the cavity energy out. The configuration of the oscillator is 
schematically shown in Figure 2.1. The total cavity length and the length on either arm of 
the laser are not critical, and they can be varied considerably. However, the separation 
between the prisms is somewhat critical in order to get the shortest pulse duration. Also, 
the sapphire rod position and the separation between the two curved mirrors M2 and M3 
aire very critical. Before any alignment is attempted each spherical mirror should be 
verified to be within distance of 100.0 ± 0.5 mm from the center of the Tirsapphire crystal. 
The Tirsapphire laser is self-modelocking but not self-starting. One needs a 
considerable amount of time and patience to get it lasing and mode-locked and to ensure 
that only a single pulse is in the cavity. Laser needs a warm up time of about 20 -30 min 
with full (regular) power applied. The crystal must be cooled with tap water for stable 
operation while in use. To achieve lasing conditions faster, 1 found it useful to maximize 
intensity of IR-light leaking through the high-reflector (Ml) by monitoring it with a large-
area unampliiied photodiode connected to a voltmeter. The output coupler side can also 
be used but with great caution as sudden lasing can damage the detector. Another hint is 
that the double spot on the output coupler can be quite misleading in that the brighter part 
as viewed with the IR-card is actually not the relevant one. 
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Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram of Tirsapphire oscillator with GVD precompensator and 
frequency doubler. Legend: BS - beam splitter, C - crystal, FC - fiber optics cable, ID - iris 
diaphragm, L - lens, M-mirror or output coupler, MC - monochromator, P - prism. 
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The detailed instructions on mode-locking have been already described elsewhere 
[25,26] but I should note that it is often a matter of luck when one wishes to get the results 
quickly. If the output power or pulse quality happens to be somewhat close to that desired, 
it is better to move on to the next alignment step rather than search for absolute perfection. 
If the system is slightly optimized on a daily basis, one usually obtains increasingly better 
results. On the other hand after about a week or two of down-time it is not uncommon to 
lose mode-locked state and even lasing. Generally for good mode-locking, a stable, almost 
Gaussian spectral profile with 30-40 nm fwhm (the wider the better) should be obtained. 
The maximum can be centered from 790 to 830 nm, but with our doubling crystal it is 
better to keep it close to 810 imi. Special care must be taken to avoid touching or vibrating 
any of the pump laser parts and metal post with polarization flipping mirrors (MO). 
Telescope lenses (M1-M3) and the above mentioned mirrors should be protected from dust 
as much as possible and cleaned only when necessary. Even when using soft tissue slight 
misalignment can hardly be avoided and may cause the oscillator to lose mode-locking. 
When mode-locked operation is achieved and the power is optimized, the laser spot 
should have a symmetric Gaussian profile as viewed by eye on white paper with mat 
finish. It is common to have a slightly diverging beam that approaches a diameter of ca. 5 
mm by the time it reaches the focusing lens for second harmonic generation (SHG). To 
achieve mziximum efficiency in SHG, this is even desirable since the smaller spot size Wo 
can be produced with the larger incident Gaussian beam of radius w, as it follows from 
^0=— (2-1) 
KW 
where f is the lens foccil length and X is the light wavelength [27]. 
At the same time having maximum possible power of SHG is critical for system 
performance. Because the amount of SHG is proportional to the square of the incident 
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power, the power of fireqaency-doubled light can be an indication of fundamental 
pulsewidth . This is especially handy when one realizes that the first focusing lens 
inevitably contributes to pulse broadening but that the autocorrelation function often only 
can be measured before or after the "doubler". Thus the usefulness of the autocorrelator is 
limited to an estimation of the temporal profile of the pulse but it is still essential to 
monitor the number of pulses in the cavity. To compensate for GVD in the focusing lens 
and the residual GVD within the laser cavity, a second pair of prisms (P3, P4) cut at 
Brewster's angle and gold mirror (M6) . This second pair of prisms was chosen to be made 
firom a higher refractive index glass (cut at 60.9° from SFIO glass, not widely available) 
because it provides better dispersion and hence able to fit within limited space on the laser 
table. One should be very careful to position both prisntis at the angle of "minimum 
deviation" and parallel to the laser beam as translation of one of them while monitoring 
the pulsewidth or SHG power should not result in beam deviation causing misleading 
observations. The prisms and the gold mirror should be inserted sequentially only after 
each previous element has been completely aligned. At this time it is useful to position the 
second prism on a rail so that later it can moved later should the initial distance (ca. 45 
cm) happen to be too long or too short for proper dispersion. 
In our setup a small portion of light is reflected to the autocorrelator by a thin 
microscope cover slide (BSl) just before entering the frequency doubler. When aligning 
the autocorrelator it is crucial to keep in mind that the beam polarization of the Ti:sapphire 
oscillator is parallel to the laser table (otherwise utilization of Brewster's prisms could be 
problematic). Thus for successful type II autocorrelation function generation the 
stationary and delayed beams should travel one above the other and not in the horizontal 
plane, as for a typical dye laser. It is also imperative to filter out the fundamental 
efficiently and let SHG be detected by PMT. Most conventional UV-pass filters are not 
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suitable as they generally also transmit close to 50% of IR radiation. An interference filter 
centered about 400 or 410 nm works quite well despite their higher reflectivity. With the 
gold plated retroreflectors and the points mentioned above in mind the autocorrelation can 
be set up in less than an hour. With the Ar* laser as a pump source the shortest measured 
fwhm of autocorrelation function was 64 fs corresponding to -43 fs Gaussian pulsewidth 
(a value of ~60 fs was measured before second pair of prisms was inserted). 
Another important characteristic of any laser radiation is its frequency spectrum. A 
method adopted in our lab uses a single-mode fiber (F) to direct suitable reflection of 
fundamental or "blue" light into the entrance slit of an ISA H-10 monochromator (MCI) 
equipped with beam profiler. The dispersed spectrum can be observed on the screen of 
oscilloscope. The monochromatanor calibration is easily done with a conventional He-Ne 
or diode laser and was found to satisfy the factory specifications. With our setup, near-
transform-limited pulses were produced with a typical spectrum of 30-35 nm fwhm which 
corresponds to the temporal pulsewidth of 20-30 fs. 
Second baimoDic generation 
Second harmonic generation was produced by type I phase matching in an oven-
protected lithium triborate (LBO) crystal (1 nmi thick) specially cut (Super Optronics) to be 
used at about 800 nm fundamental wavelength. The crystal (C2) was mounted in a mirror 
holder with 3 micrometers for fine adjustments in both angle and distance to the first 
focusing lens. For the success of further alignment, it is desirable to have the beam after 
the "doubler" be parallel to the table. For that, one must then insert the focusing (L4) and 
collimating (L5) optics in the beam path. Having an IR card with a aperture in the middle 
is very useful when trying center the lens. If everything is done carefully enough, there is a 
chance that a portion of incident light and SHG is reflected during optimization directly 
back to the laser, which can cause sudden loss of mode-locking. Possible solutions for this 
problem include inserting a pinhole in front of the "doubler", changing one of the crystal 
angles, and finally finding a different fundamental center wavelength if nothing else works. 
The crystal optical axis has to be adjusted for maximum blue power. Typically 60-120 mW 
of SHG was produced corresponding to about 15-20% conversion efiBciency. One has to be 
careful using short-pass filters when measuring the amount of second harmonic generated. 
Many filters are not designed to block IR radiation efficiently. The amount of power 
registered by our meter seems to have a noticable dependance on the spot size and hence 
on the distance from the source. The most practical way to check for the second harmonic 
component is to place a power meter just in front of the second prism (P6) for blue light 
GVD precompensation (see Figure 2.2 in the following subsection). With this arrangement 
ER. component is greatly reduced by the dichroic mirror and directed away from the 
sensitive portion of the meter by dispersion with the first prism (P5). The approximate 
crystal position can be found simply by hand, then optimized when moimted. For 
maximum conversion, one of precompensation prisms (usually the first) needs to be 
translated in a certain direction. This also helps obtain the shortest possible pulse. Finally, 
the doubling crystal may need further small corrections, which are also needed each time 
the laser is remode-locked. 
Pumped with 532 nm of CW mode of a solid state laser, our frequency-doubled 
Ti:sapphire oscillator produces 60-120 mW of 400-415 nm vertically polarized femtosecond 
pulses collinear with 200-400 mW of residual fundamental in horizontal polarization. 
Time-coTrelated Detection of Fluorescence Signal by Sum-Grequency Generation 
Introduction 
Detection of fluorescence intensity by mixing with intense laser light of a different 
wavelength can be quite a challenge. The major problem here is to achieve above-threshold 
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conditions for power density in the non-linear crystal. Optical components with high 
numerical aperture are needed. Then the GVD of both the excitation soucre (especially if 
SHG or THG is used) and the fluorescence itself need to be addressed to avoid "smearing" 
information in time as light pulses travel toward the mixing crystal. All-reflective optics 
can be used for demanding applications but they are very expensive and difiicult to align. 
For example our attempts to use an elliptical reflector for one-step focusing of fluorescence 
were unsuccessful apparently because it was sightly bent in the machine shop and because 
it had so many degrees of freedom to adjust before upconverted light could be found. 
However, it was not di£5cult to obtain THG and generate cross-correlation function with 
the SHG excitation light. Since our research objective called for time-resolution of no 
better that 100 fs reflective part was replaces with a fused silica microscope objective which 
is the major time-broadening element in the whole system. Another challenge is to find an 
appropriate position for the sum-frequency mixing crystal relative to the incident 
fluorescence and residual frindamental (gate) pulse train which has to be controlled within 
±0.1 degree. Less important difficulties include high background level arising from 
fundamental self-doubling and self-tripling when detecting fluorescence close to the red 
(700 nm) and the blue (450 nm) edges respectively of the spectral window of the apparatus. 
Due to the generally low efficiency of non-linear processes especially at the threshold the 
power density, the upconverted signal has to be well separated from all other light sources 
and detected by means of single-photon counting technique. 
Theory of measurement 
The instantaneous power of the radiation generated at the sum frequency in a 
nonlinear optical mixing experiment is proportional to the product of the instantaneous 
power of the two input waves. In an optically sampled fluorescence measurement, a high 
power gate pulse is mixed with a low power fluorescence signal. For a fixed gate pulse 
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power, the temporal shape of the fluorescence decay can be mapped out by delaying the 
gate pulse with respect to the fluorescence excitation pulse and measuring the upconverted 
power as a function of the optical delay. Since radiation at the sum frequency can only be 
generated when both waves are in the crystal simultaneously, the crystal acts as an optical 
sampling gate that is only open for the duration of the gate pulse. The observed signal S(t') 
at the sum frequency ivf+ v) as a fimction of delay time t' is given by [28] 
S(t') = (2.2) 
where P,(t) is the pulse shape of the dye laser fundamental at frequency v, and ly^t) is the 
sample fluorescence intensity at time t and frequency Vf. The experimentally measured 
fluorescence intensity is related to the true fluorescence decay function, ivf(t), that would 
result with delta function excitation by the convolution operation 
P.3) 
where PzM is the second harmonic excitation pulse shape. Combining equations (2.2) and 
(2.3) gives 
S(t') = (2.4) 
where Cj^t) is the measured cross-correlation fimction for the fundamental gate pulse and 
second harmonic excitation pulse given by 
(2.5) 
The cross correlation is measured by generation of the third hamnonic of the dye 
laser in the same crystal and through the same optics used for upconversion of the seimple 
fluorescence. It is the appropriate instrument response function for deconvolution of the 
optically gated fluorescence data <ind requires no assumptions about the laser pulse shape. 
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in order to determine the fluorescence anisotropy decay, the sum frequency correlation 
functions for the polarization components of the emission polarized parallel, Ipu(t), and 
perpendicular, lper(0> to the excitation polarization are measured as well as the cross-
correlation fimction for the gate and excitation pulses. The observed polarized emission 
curves are related to the impulse response decay functions, ip^t) and ipaCO by convolution 
with the cross-correlation function as shown previously. The excited state population 
decay law, the anisotropy decay law, r(t)t are related to the deconvoluted 
emission curves by [29] 
K(t) = i^(t) + 2i^(t) (2.6) 
in>r(0 - i^(t) (2.7) 
Setup, alignment and maintenance 
The schematic diagram for the fluorescence upconversion spectrometer is presented in 
Figure 2.2. It features a minimum number of reflective surfaces, pump GVD 
precompensation for better time resolution, and a coUinear geometry for type I 
precompensation for better time resolution, and a collinear geometry for type I sum-
frequency generation (upconversion). The latter greatly simplifies the alignment procedure 
by eliminating another degree of freedom and speeding the process of emission wavelength 
tuning. This is, of course, done at the expense of somewhat greater background level 
which is not a significant problem for upconverted wavelengths in the range from 295 to 
365 nm. Both Fleming et al. [8] and Maroncelli [30] used a combination of a fused silica 
prism and a manually translating lens to reduce contributions from SHG and fundamental, 
but this also introduced a number of additional reflective surfaces that attenuate the 
already weak (~300 counts per second) signal. 
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Figure 2.2 Schematic diagram of fluorescence upconversion spectrometer with GVD 
precompensator for excitation pulse. Legend: BS - beam splitter, C - crystal, F - filter, L -
lens, M - mirror, MC - monochromator, P - prism 
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The frequency-doubled exdtadon light for our experiment, typically centered about 
414 nm, is separated from the fundamental by a 400-nm dielectric mirror BS2 (CVT 
Optics). To precompensate for group velocity dispersion a third pair of prisms (P5, P6) 
made of fused silica specially cut and oriented at Brewster's angle (63°) is used before 
focusing into the sample with 15 cm convex lens (L6) with anti-reflection coating for 400 
nm In order to reduce energy losses during precompensation, a 400-nm zero-order quartz 
half-waveplate (Wl) is used to minimize reflections at air-prism interfaces. The 
polarization orientation of the excitation light is then adjusted to the desired angle by 
another similar half-waveplate (W2). The excitation light is removed from fluorescence by 
a 450-nm long-pass filter (Fl). This is not necessary for time scales shorter than 30 ps since 
400 nm light is considerably delayed by microscope objective relative to fluorescence. The 
residual fundamental pulses are used as the time gate during upconversion of fluorescence, 
which is collected with an LMH-lOx microscope objective (MO) from OFR Precision 
Optical Products coated for near infrared transmission. After being combined by the fused 
silica dichroic mirror (BS3) coated for 800 nm, both the fundamental and the collimated 
fluorescence are focused by a 15-cm quartz lens CL7) onto a type I 0.4-mm BBO crystal (cut 
at 31° and mounted by Quantum Technology, Inc.). The crystcil (C3) is protected with 
MgFi coating and does not require desiccation overnight. It is desirable to keep it in dry 
place when not used for a long time. The polarization of both excitation and gate beams is 
controlled with a set of zero-order half-wave plates memufactured for 400 CW2) and 800 nm 
(W3) respectively. The upconverted signal is sent directly into H-10 (8 nm/mm) 
monochromator (Instruments S.A., Jobin Yvon/Spex Group) coupled to a Hamamatsu 
R760 photomultiplier equipped with UGll UV-pass filter (F2) and operated at maximum 
sensitivity. Spectral resolution was limited by the bandwidth (more specifically, 
acceptance angle) of the upconversion crystal (BBO) and was estimated to be ca. 5 nm 
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[31]. The photomuldplier output is amplified with two stages (a total &ctor of 25) by a 
Stanford Research Systems SR-445 DC-300 MHz amplifier with input terminated at 500 SI 
and carefully calibrated (zeroed) after a long (1-2 hours) warm-up. Photon arrival events 
are registered with SR400 gated photon counter operated in CW mode with threshold level 
of 100-120 mV. A translation stage (Klinger Scientific) with a resolution of 1 step/^mi or 
10 microsteps/^m is used to delay gate pulses and is controlled by a computer via an IEEE 
interface and Klinger Scientific CD-4 motor driver. The cross correlation function is 
obtained by combining the non-absorbed second harmonic (excitation) and the 
fundamental (with the long-pass filter removed): the resulting third harmonic intensity is 
plotted against delay time. Cross correlation fimctions typically have a fwhm of 280-300 fs 
and for time scales greater 20 ps are safely assumed to be delta-function like. All curves 
were fit and deconvoluted from the instrument response function using an iterative 
convolute-and-compare nonlinear least-squares algorithm. 
The key alignment steps include: 
1. Ensure that fundamental is exactly parallel to the translation stage. In the previous 
section it was already made parallel to the laser table so only minimum adjustment 
of mirror M7 may be needed. The horizontal component should be controlled by 
slight rotation of the stage itself around the vertical axis. If a comercube is 
employed, care should be taken to avoid the beam hitting the mirror junction lines. 
For a pair of mirrors, the second mirror (Mil) must provide a beam that is not 
shifted upon stage translation. Deviations must only be corrected after the incoming 
beam is made exactly parallel to the stage ! 
2. Next pump beam alignment can be attempted. First, the third pair of prisms (P5, 
P6) is inserted just as described in the section on the oscillator. Then, the beam is 
made to propagate parallel to the table in the desired direction. Next the 
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fundamental is combined with the SHG by a dichroic mirror (BS3) and is directed 
collrnearly towards a monochromator (MC2). At this point one should be able to 
see each component coming out the MC2 exit slit when set for the appropriate 
wavelength. Then the sample cell, microscope objective (MO), pump focusing lens 
G!.6) and fluorescence focusing lens (L7) are sequentially introduced so that blue 
and red light is still going through the MC after each step. The frequency-mixing 
crystal (C3) is mounted at the last step with the initial orientation ~30° to the 
incident radiation. At this point it is beneficial to fill the sample cell with 
fluorescent dye and adjust the microscope objective for synmietric coUimated 
fluorescence that is also collinear with the fundamental. The crystal is then moved 
to a spot where fluorescence is focused. The fundamental may have a smaller spot 
size whereas the SHG (pump) will appear loosely fociised, which is just enough. 
All this is to ensure minimum adjustment when real fluorescence upconversion is 
attempted after time-zero and THG signal are found. Before the next step one 
needs to have the SHG and fundamental overlapped in the crystal, both going well 
through the MC. The PMT with UV-pass filter must be mounted and optimized for 
photon counting mode of detection. Another short-pass filter just after the 
objective (in place of Fl) may be useful to facilitate spot overlap. 
3. Now it is time to look for time-zero by monitoring THG intensity with photon 
counter. The following conditions must be used: 
a) MC should be set for the expected wavelength, calculated from the wavelength 
of maximum intensity of SHG; 
b) polarization of both incoming beams should be set vertical with the 
corresponding half-waveplates (W2 and W3) to within 0.5° and the optical axis 
of the upconversion crystal (marked by a line on its holder) must be set at about 
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45° to the beams polarization; 
c) both MC slits should be removed and ambient room light should be minimized. 
With both beams blocked 3-4 counts per second (cps) is acceptable. Total 
backgroimd should be definitely less than 300 cps. 
d) PMT is set for maximum sensitivity; 
e) photon counter is set for continuous operation with 0.3 s period time and 
minimiiTn wait time. Typical discrimination level is -100 mV but sometimes it 
can be lowered to -80 mV without too much dark count increase; 
f) translation stage is set to operate in microstepping mode with minimum speed 
and acceleration. 
By scanning the stage within the estimated range of time-zero position and carefiilly 
observing photon counter readout it is usually a matter of minutes to register a spike of 
THG. Once found, upconversion crystal and overlap should be optimized for maximum 
intensity. 
When looking for fluorescence upconversion a dye with high quantum yield and 
not very short fluorescence lifetime (1-5 ns) should be used. Zinc tetraphenylporphyrin 
(Zn TPP) in alchohols was found to be a good choice. It has absorption maximum close to 
second harmonic and exhibits ultrafast rising component at emission maximum. Setting 
the translation stage 100 ps past time zero, and the monochromator to the calculated sum-
firequency of the peak in fluorescence spectrum and slowly scanning the BBO angle (C3) 
with rotary stage micrometer along the vertical axis while continuously monitoring the 
count rate (count period 3 s) should allow one to find signal fairly easily. Attempts to do 
so "by hand" are most often unsuccessful as the proper angle within <1° has to be 
maintained for at least 3 seconds before appreciable number of photons above background 
can be detected with photon counter. 
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When using a cutofif filter to block SHG, one should bear in mind that the 
microscope objective delays shorter wavelengths more than longer ones, so that a cross-
correlation function tnayiTTmni occurs about 5 ps after the apparent instantaneous rise in 
fluorescence signal (with all other necessary optical elements in the path). A filter will add 
another 5 ps of delay to the fluorescence. 
As it is follows fi-om the previous discussion the signal detected is proportional to 
the 3"* power of fundamental and to the chromophore concentration. A digital power 
meter with response time of <0.3 s should provide resonable indication of laser stability 
when used to monitor SHG. Fluctuations should be in the last decimal place. Fleming et 
al. [8] had to use special precautions to minimize noise in signal but with such Millenia V 
as a fairly stable pump source such experiment complication is not imperative but may be 
required with the OP A pumped by a chirped-pulse amplifier as excitation source. 
Robust Data. Acquisition and Instrument Communication Techniques: 
Visual Basic Program "AquiSys" for Data Collection and Instrument Control 
This experiment requires timely coordination of data flow produced by photon 
counter, movement of translation stage and real-time plotting for monitoring purposes. An 
original data acquisition program, "AquiSys", with modular design, was written in MS 
Visual Basic 4.0 (16 bit) environment by the author of this dissertation. The choice of 
programming language was determined by short learning curve and development time and 
also availability of a variety of custom controls and more importantly "Visual Test 
Extension" software from Keithley Metrabyte which provides a useful and efficient set of 
modules for data collection, separation, analysis and plotting in Visual Basic. 
The program is has standard Windows interface, easy to use, modify and expand 
when new equipment is available. All communications with instruments are currently 
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handled through one of the computer standard COM ports. Hardware with IEEE-488 
interface is daisy-chained to RS232-IEEE converter "500-SERIAL" from Keithley 
Metrabyte so that several device can be handled with just a single serial port. Currently 
supported devices include Klinger Scientific CD-4 and Compimiotor for stepping motor 
drivers and Stanford Research SR400 photon counter and SR830 digital lock-in amplifier 
for signal source. 
Sensitive detection systems and data communication lines are always subject to 
electromagnetic noise in the research lab environment. A fluorescence upconversion 
experiment often lasts several hours and is not be possible to complete without data 
protection mechanisms. These mechanisms including digital garbage rejection, spike 
elimination and drift detection are all built into the program and allow for easy real-time 
tuning. Signal fluctuations due to dust particles in the air, sample inhomogeneity, air 
bubbles in solution, sudden vibrations or change in lighting conditions in the room can be 
easily handled. 
At each delay step, the signal is obtained by averaging 3-5 count periods (samples) 
normally lasting for 1 s each. To eliminate noise due to the factors mentioned above data 
are resampled if significant (user defined) relative standard deviation or relative drift is 
detected. Then translation stage is moved one step further and the process repeated. A 
typical scan consists of 100 steps and normally averaging 5-10 scans provided acceptable 
signal to noise ratio. 
Another highly recommended feature of this original data acquisition system is 
real-time signal monitoring complemented with easy to read digital and bar-graph displays. 
Plotting capabilities include accumulated average display, automatic rescaling and 
intuitive zooming along the intensity axis. 
A limitation exists for the maximum number of steps imposed by the VTX graph 
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module which should be less than 8000. Practically more than 500 steps for each scan may 
slowdown data collection process, especially with an old computer, as the majority of the 
rimp will be spent on replotting the data. Another point where care should be exercised is 
when the total number of steps or microsteps in one full scan exceeds (2"-l) or about 
65500. Such a big number is outside the limit of motor driver internal step counter and 
may cause unexpected behavior especially in the "manual" mode. A fairly successful 
attempt was made to automatically handle this problem but not all the glitches were 
eliminated. 
The complete program code cannot be included as an appendix for practical reasons 
but is freely available from the author upon request along with a set of all the necessary 
modules. 
Sample Preparation 
Typically 1 mg of dye such as hypericin or hypocrellin is enough for one or two 
days of experimenting depending on solvent and the excitation power. 
A sample of a total volume of -10 ml was constantly pumped through a 1-mm 
quartz flow cell by a dye circulator or pulsating pump with voltage-controlled rotation 
speed. A conical flask with specially positioned inlet cmd outlet was desinged to eliminate 
bubble trapping during sample ciroilation. Tygon* tubing with the Teflon* lining was 
used to avoid destruction by solvents. A septum in place of a glass stopcock with a thin 
short needle for pressiire equilibration helped slow down solvent evaporation dramatically. 
All experiments, excluding sample preparation, were performed in an unlit room. 
Sample degradation can be noticed by decoloration of solution. Absorption and 
emision spectra need to be registered before and after each experiment for each new 
solvent used. DMSO was found to be most destructive for hypocrellin A and alchohols 
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were poorly tolerated by hypericin. Solvent deoxygenation for about 30 minutes helped 
slow down the process but could not impede it completely. 
Low-temperature Control with the Joule-Thompson ReMgerator 
Several experiments were attempted by means of MMR Technologies Joule-
Thompson refrigerator. This device uses temperature drop arising from adiabatic 
expansion of nitrogen or argon gas from regulated high (500 psig) to atmospheric pressure. 
Degassed sample in sealed in 1 mm cuvette is motmted within 10x4x2 cm vacuum sealed 
aluminum container with quartz optical window on each side. Sample mounting point is 
equipped with thermocouple and flat resistor which allow for acciirate (±0.05 K) 
temperature control and monitor via microcomputer based communication device. 
When preparing sample one should use a little more volume than desired as solvent 
does evaporate during the freeze-pump-thaw cycles. Usually during the 3"* cycle no 
bubbling is observed while thawing and sample can be frozen again in liquid nitrogen and 
quickly sealed off with acetylene-oxygen burner. Sharp melting point transition is also an 
indication of good degassing. 
During the experiment sample in its vacuum chamber was horizontally translated at 
a frequency of 5-7 Hz. This was necessary to avoid thermal blooming and sample local 
heating. When approaching melting point of pure solvents it may take 5-10 min before all 
the heat gradients and flows are settled. Often it is exceedingly hard to distinguish 
between very viscous solvent at reduced temperature and true glass formation. One factor 
to periodically check on is solvent volume which drops noticeably upon liquid to solid 
transition. Hypocrellin A in 50/50 methanol/ethanol glass behaved very well and was not 
loosing its transparency even at liquid N2 temperatures. 
The common difficulty working with this appjiratus is apparent clogging in the gas 
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line which often appear within a hour of operation. This leads to interruptions is gas flow 
and instability in temperature of even its uncontrollable rise. The only remedies are either 
to keep increasing the pressure until the tnayiTmiTn allowed is reached or, without lowering 
the pressure, make the sample warm up above freezing point of water, or wait for the gas 
flow to normalize and allow it cool back down again. 
COMPUTER SIMULATIONS OF THE TRANSIENT ABSORBANCE AND ANISOTROPY FOR 
HYPOCRELLIN A EXCITED-STATE DYNAMICS 
Introduction 
This section is devoted to the description of theory behind simulations of 
hypocrellin A excited-state dynamics thoroughly discussed in Chapter FV. The proposed 
model, illustrated in Figure 2.3, includes two species in the groimd state and three species 
in the first excited-state which undergo H-atom transfer, capable of excited-state 
absorption, stimxilated emission, intersystem crossing to form triplet and decay to the 
ground state. Isotropic rotational diffusion is accounted for every state except the triplet 
since its contribution to the signal becomes significant only at times much longer than the 
anisotropy lifetime. The values of the intersystem crossing, internal conversion and 
radiative decay rates were calculated from the known fluorescence lifetime and the 
quantum yields for fluorescence, triplet and singlet oxygen production reported in [32] 
The discussion below follows in part the treatment of internal conversion between 
low-lying 'L, and 'Lb states of tryptophan presented by Fleming and coworkers in 
reference [8]. 
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Theory of Isotropic Rotational Difhsion: Application for Pump/Probe Anisotropy 
Experiment 
Simulations of hypocrellin A time-resolved absorbance and its anisotropy including 
the effects of excited-state proton transfer were based on the treatment of fluorescence 
depolarization given by Cross et a].[33]. A more general treatment by Szabo [34] gave 
identical results for this problem. In the algorithm of Cross et al., it is assumed that the 
excited-state dynamics can be described by first-order rate processes that are independent 
of 
N(SJ I(SJ I(T,) T(SJ 
N(T,)-=--N(S:)—  ^I(S,) ^ 2^-T(S,) 
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588 nm 
-T(T,) 
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Figure 2.3 Schematic diagram for the simulated model of hypocrellin A excited-state 
photophysics. 
the overall orientation of the molecules and that molecular reorientation occurs by 
anisotropic rotational diffusion. To simplify the problem, it is assumed that the rotational 
difi[usion tensor is state independent. The ground- and excited-state populations are then 
given by 
= (2.8) 
d/ 
i = 0,1 , n-l 
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where K!'\t) is the number density of molecules in state (i^, and is is a matrix of first-
order rate constants in the n-Ievel system. The normalized orientational probability 
distribution for each level (state) is defined such that the probability of finding a molecule 
in a state with an orientation between £2 and Q+dQ is proportional to f'^( C2, t) dQ, and 
A:'"(O= (2-9) 
where Q s (a, p, y) are the Euler angles that specify the orientation of the molecular axis 
with respect to the laboratory fixed axis system, and the integration is over the limits 
0 ^ a < 2tc, 0<p<ii, 0 2n. Assuming that the orientation of the molecule does not 
change during a state-to-state transition, the set of coupled partial differential equations 
that describes the time solution of the system can be written as [33,35] 
(2.10) 
1 = 0,1 , ..., n-l 
where Dj'^ (a = 1, 2, 3j are the diagonal elements of the diffusion tensor in the molecular 
coordinate system for state (i), and La are the orbital angular momentum operators with 
respect to the molecular coordinate system. This set of equations can be solved by 
expanding the probability function for each state in terms of asymmetric rotor wave 
functions [36]. The time evolution of the system can then be separated out and described in 
terms of the expansion coefficients. The general result can be expressed as 
= ~ l i + 2  c S c o ^ i C c o s e ) ]  ( 2 . 1  D  
47C 
where (0 is the only non-unity (due to certain boundary conditions) time-dependent 
coefficient in the Green's function |n,^) expansion with spherical harmonics. 
Green's frmction is obviously defined as [35]: 
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(2.12) 
where /^'^(£i.) = /^'\0.) = ^ [l + 2P2(cos0.)] is a normalized anglular distribution of 
transition dipoles relative to pulse polarization just after the excitation at time f=0 and 
ijCcosO.) is a second-order Legendre polymonial with respect to cos0. . 
A detailed account of the methods iised in solving this set of equations can be found 
in ref. [33-35] and references therein. 
In our experiment the signal measured at each polarization, I| i(t) and Ix(t) is sum of 
contributions, which are proportional to the instantaneous population of species (i) 
and the square of the scalar product of its transition dipole vector in its current orientation 
(fl,/) and the probe pulse polarizarion direction , averaged over all possible Q : 
I'sO 
n-l 
A C ) = Z  V ' c ) = K " ( ' )  M U  •  
I'sO 
I AO=2/j."'(0 = 2^ M "(0,0 
1=0 Q 
/"'(Q,Odn (2.13a) 
(2.13b) 
Since the absorption and (stimulated) emission transition dipoles are body fixed 
vectors in the molecular axis system, an effective excited-state absorbance or stimulated 
emission intensity for each state (i) can be defined with respect to an arbitrary ground-state 
absorption transition dipole Q), forming an angle with transition dipole for such 
absorption (emission). After substitution of /'"(Q,/) in the expressions found above and 
evaluating the surface-average one obtains: 
//"(»)= 
j + -^C«!,(')P3(cos6'") 
i-^ca(')i5(cos6"') 
-(<) 
y-
- ( / )  
(2.14a) 
(2.14b) 
Since the overall molecular tumbling behavior of hypocrellin A in alchohols as 
measured by fluorescence depolarization is well described by a monoexponential decay 
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[37] with time constant Zr,, it can be reasonably approximated as a spherical difiiiser with 
a state-independent diffusion coefiScient D=l/(6Tr) over the time scale of interest in these 
initial simulations. This then leaves as parameters only the angles between the ground-state 
absorption and stimulated emission (or excited state absorbance) transition dipoles in each 
L(«)( _ irr*"! 
state and corresponding probability coe£5cients, which we shall refer to as 1 1 p | • 
For generality we shall thinlc of as signed property with negative values 
corresponding to processes associated with photon emission, such as fluorescence and 
stimulated emission. Of course, sample fluorescence is not relevant to our case as it is not 
detected in pump/probe experiment. 
Hence, after expansion of Legendre polynomial, for each radiative transition that 
species (i) can afford we have: 
/x (0 = e'' 
^ + ^exp(-6Z>0(3 cos^ 0'" -1) 
^exp(-6Z>0(3cos^ -1) 
(2.15a) 
(2.15b) 
Finally the total observed time-dependent change in absorbance A(4(0 is a sum of 
contributions form photobleach, excited-state absorbance and stimulated emission 
(negligible for triplet state) [38]: 
A^(r) = j(A4,(r) + 2A^j.(/))= /pb(0 + /ea(0 + /SE(0 (2-16a) 
= /„jb(0 + /,^EA(0 + (2-16b) 
A^x(0 = /X.pb(0 + /X.EA(0 + IjjsbU) (2-16C) 
The anisotropy decay can then be easily extraaed as 
r{t) = (2.17) 
To minimize the number of degrees of freedom we postulate that excited-state 
absorption transition dipole (Si-^SJ for each species is orthogonal to its ground-state 
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counterpart (So-^St) because of molecule near C2T symmetry. Further, since decay to the 
triplet and the ground state occurs on time scales at least one order of magnitude longer 
than the depolarization time, it is assumed that decay to any of these states also induce a 
complete depolarization. Other simplifications of the model include equivalence of all 
decay rates to triplet state, equivalence of all the triplet state absorption coefficients, and 
also equivalence of normal (N, N*) and tautomeric (T, T*) species light absorption 
(emission) properties with the exception of excited-state "intermediate" (I*). It is also 
assumed that N, N* and T, T* have identical orientations of all transition dipole moment 
with respect to molecular frame but at some angle (|) relative to those of I*. The sum of 
radiative and nonradiative rate constants as well as the intersystem crossing rate were set 
equal to the experimental values found in [32]. 
After all these simplifications, the fitted parameters of the model are the absorption 
coefficients of each of the excited states (including triplet), stimulated emission 
coefficient for N*, T* and I* and the angle <j>. In this context the physical meaning of is 
simply the probability for specific type of species to absorb (for EA) or emit (for SE) 
photon relative to the ground state (PB). To bind all these model parameters to the 
experimental data in the most direct way we first performed simulations-fitting with 
MathCAD software for isotropic averages of these variables and then used that 
information to simulate and fit the experimental anisotropy profiles so that ^ can be 
extracted and SE can be separated fi-om EA components. Our very first step, of course, 
was the solution of coupled differential equations that describe model kinetics. We found 
that Maple V was the easiest way to accomplish this with symbolic expression as an output 
(see Appendix for Chapter IV)-
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CHAPTER m. EXCITED-STATE PROCESSES IN POLYCYCLIC 
QUDSrONES: THE LIGHT-INDUCED ANTIVIRAL AGENT, 
HYPOCRELLDSr, AND A COMPARISON WITH HYPERICIN 
A paper published in the Journal of Physical Chemistry' 
K. Das, D. S. English, M. J. Fehr, A. V. Smimov, and J. W. Petrich^ 
ABSTRACT 
Hypocrellin is a naturally occurring perylene quinone that possesses light-induced 
antiviral activity, most notably against the human immimodeficiency virus (HTV), as does 
the related molecule, hypericin. White-light continuum is employed to examine the 
excited-state processes in hypocrellin from the picosecond to the nanosecond time scales. 
These processes are assigned to intramolecular proton transfer, intersystem crossing, and 
interconversion between different conformations of hypocrellin, which is constrained to be 
nonplanar in its ground state owing to its bulky side chains. The ground state of 
hypocrellin is suggested to be heterogeneous and to be comprised of an equilibrium 
between at least two tautomeric forms. The results are discussed in terms of the properties 
of hypericin, which bears marked similarities and differences with respect to hypocrellin, 
both in terms of its excited-state properties as well as its mode of induced antiviral activity. 
' Reprinted with permission from Journal of Physical Chemistry, 1996, 100, 18275-18281. 
Copyright © American Chemical Society 
^ To whom correspondence should be addressed. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Hypocrellin and hypericin (Figure 3.1) are naturally occurring polycyclic quinones 
that have been used for centuries as folk tnedicines in the orient [1] and the Occident [2,3], 
respectively. Hypericin is the pigment foimd in the common plant, St. John's wort. 
Hypocrellin is obtziined from the mold, Hypocrella bambusae. Our motivation for the 
study of hypocrellin is that, owing to its similarities with respect to hypericin, which are at 
least superficial, it may provide a means of better understanding hypericin and hypericin-
like molecules. 
Our laboratory's interest in hypericin was stimulated by the report that it possesses 
antiviral activity against the human immunodeficiency virus (HTV) [4-7] and by the 
discovery of Kraus and Carpenter that toxicity against the class of enveloped Antiviruses, 
of which HIV is a member, absolutely depends on light [8,9]. Hypericin is in fact currently 
being used in clinical trials for HIV [10-13]; and extracts from St. John's wort can be 
purchased in health food stores and are taken orally by individuals infected with HTV 
[14,15]. Resxilts from our group [16] as well as from others [17] indicate that hypocrellin 
also exhibits antiviral activity that absolutely depends on light. The enormous potential of 
such quinone species in photodynamic therapies against viruses and tumors [18,19] 
prompted our investigations into the role of light in virucidal activity and into the nature of 
the excited-state species that are responsible for such activity [20-26]. 
The proximity of the enol and keto groups in organic molecules provides an 
environment that is propitious for excited-state intramolecular proton transfer or hydrogen 
atom transfer (in this article, we use the two terms interchangeably). Malonaldehyde [27], 
salicylic acid [28], 3-hydroxyflavone [29], benzothiazole [30], and tropolone [31] are but a 
few of the examples of a litany of species that execute intramolecular excited-state proton 
transfer. The disposition and the number of enol and keto groups in hypericin is 
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immediately suggestive of the possibility of excited-state intramolecular proton transfer, 
and we have interpreted our picosecond spectroscopic studies of this molecule in these 
terms [20-22]. Of special relevance to the role of labile protons for light-induced antiviral 
activity is the observation that hypericin retains its toxicity in the absence of oxygen and 
that it acidifies its surroundings upon light absorption [23,24]. The retention of toxicity in 
the absence of oxygen excludes unique assigzmient of antiviral activity to the trivial 
generation of singlet oxygen-even though hypericin does generate triplets in high yield 
[38-40]. 
In parallel with our investigations into the origin of the light-induced antiviral 
activity of hypericin, we have begun a program devoted to the specific targeting and 
triggering of its activity by the chemiluminescent generation of light in virus-infected cells 
[25]. Preliminary results with dog cells in vitro indicate that chemiluminescence can be 
specifically induced by the presence of the infecting virus [25,26]. We have focused our 
attention on the development of this type of a gene therapy [26] because it can in principle 
reduce the appearance of drug-resistant mutants, which typically emerge and block the 
efficiency of current treatments [32,33]. 
The structural similarities of hypocrellin and hypericin would seem to suggest that 
hypocrellin exhibits excited-state and antiviral behavior similar to, if not identical with, 
that of hypericin. But this is not the case. Hypocrellin absolutely requires oxygen for 
antiviral activity whereas hypericin does not. Also, hypocrellin does not provide a light-
induced pH drop of its surrounding, as a result of intermolecular proton transfer, under 
conditions in which hypericin does exhibit such an effect [16]. Clearly the superficial 
resemblance between hypocrellin and hypericin belies more profound differences that 
demarcate their activities. In this article, the excited-state photophysics of hypocrellin are 
investigated. White-light continuum is employed to examine the excited-state processes in 
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hypocrellm from the picosecond to the mmosecond time scales. These processes are 
assigned to intramolecular proton transfer, intersystem crossing, and interconversion 
between different conformations of hypocrellin, which is constrained to be nonplanar in its 
ground state owing to its bulky side chains. The ground state of hypocrellin is suggested to 
be heterogeneous and to be comprised of an equilibrium between at least two tautomeric 
forms. In the Conclusions section, these processes are summarized in a kinetic scheme and 
comparisons are made with hypericin. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Hypocrellin A (to which we refer as hypocrellin) was obtained from Molecular 
Probes Inc. and was used as received. Solvents were obtained from Aldrich. 
Methylcyclohexane and 2,2,2-trifluorethanol, which were used in fluorescence lifetime 
measurements, were carefully distilled under nitrogen and over calcium sulfate. Octanol 
was dried by stirring overnight with magnesium sulfate. The solvents were subsequently 
used in transient absorption experiments after which a drop of water was added and the 
experiments repeated. This was done to assure that the transients were not a result of 
residual water in the solvents. 
All experiments were performed at ambient temperatures (22 "C). Fluorescence 
spectra were measured with a Spex Fluoromax with emission and excitation bandpass of 4 
nm. The time correlated single photon counting experiments are performed with an 
apparatus described elsewhere [34]. The instrument response function had a full width at 
half maximum of 70 ps. 
Pump-probe experiments with white-light continuum were performed with the 
apparatus described elsewhere [21,34]. The time and spectral resolution are 1-2 ps and ±4 
nm respectively. Transient absorption spectra were obtained with a liquid nitrogen cooled 
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charge-coupled device (CCD) (Princeton Instruments LN/CCD-1152UV) mounted on an 
E[R 320 (Instruments SA, Inc.) monochromator with a grating (1200 grooves/mm) blazed 
at 5000 A. The following protocol was employed. The CCD pixels were binned such as to 
allow simultaneous collection of both the probe and the reference beams, I and Ig 
respectively, of the transient absorption spectrometer. The signal was integrated for 5 s. 
Four five second acquisitions were averaged to give a single spectrum. Absorption spectra 
were constructed from -log(I/ IQ )- These spectra were corrected by subtraction of back 
ground spectra obtained by delaying pump pulse to cirrive after the probe and reference. 
The horizontal array of the CCD consists of 1152 pixels. In our optical arrangment, there 
were 19 pixels/nm, giving a full scale spectral range of 60 nm. 
Transient spectra are presented in Figures 3 and 4. Although the two panels 
could, in principle, be displayed as one, covering the whole 120 nm range of our 
experiment, we chose not to splice the data together in this way for three reasons. First, 
such a presentation without the aid of colored graphics is very congested and makes it very 
difficult to follow a single trace through the entire region. Secondly, due to slight 
difference in laser intensity and spatial overlap of pump and probe beams from experiment 
to experiment it was not always possible to ensure an exact match up at the blue edge of 
one experiment to the red edge of the other experiment that would be required in order to 
splice the spectra together correctly. Lastly, the region around 588 rmi is contaminated by 
leakage from the pump laser pulse. Distortions from the pump source are still detectable in 
the deviations of the flat negative time signal from zero (Figure 3.4). 
Sample concentrations for Hypocrellin were 4x10*5 M for steady state and time 
correlated single photon counting experiments and 5x10"^ M for transient absorption 
measurements. 
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For transient absorption measurements care was taken to prevent destruction of 
the sample and introduction of artifacts from high pulse powers. Typical peak pump 
intensities were 2.5 GW/cm^. At very high intensities, artifacts arise, perhaps from triplet-
triplet annihilation, since hypocrellin has a substantial triplet yield [351-
Kinetic traces acquired at various wavelengths were fit using a global fitting 
procedure found in Spectra Solve The global parameters in our case were time 
constants and local parameters were amplitudes or preexponential factors. The time 
constants are specified and each curve is fit iteratively varying only the local parameters, 
that is the amplitudes. A local is calculated for each local fit. After all curves are fit 
(typically 4 to 8), a global yp- is calculated as shown below. The global parameters are 
varied zmd the whole process is repeated to calculate a new global x^- This process is 
repeated imtil a minimum is reached for x^i which is defined as: 
2 
" y 
^localJ 
n 
where Xbatj obtained for each curve letting all parameters local and global (that is 
amplitudes and time constants) vary; and n is the number of curves. The quality of the fit 
was determined by visual inspection of the fit and its residuals. 
Four contributions are considered when fitting the pump-probe data. These are: 1) 
a rising component in the induced absorbance; 2) an instantaneous component 
corresonding to appearance of signal within the pump pulse; 3) a long lived component 
(assigned to a time constant of infinity for experiments on time scales up to 200 ps) 
corresponding to the triplet state; and 4) a decaying component in the stimulated emission. 
The time constants obtained in this manner are reproducible to within ±10%. 
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The absorbance data are fit to the following form: 
AA(t) = ai [l-exp(-t/Ti)] + a2 exp(-t/T2) + a.3 exp(-t/«)) 
The stimulated emission ptimp probe data were fit to the form; 
AA(t) = -aj exp(-t/Ti) - a2 exp(-t/Qo) 
RESULTS 
Figure 3.2a presents the steady-state absorption and emission spectra of hypocrellin 
in ethanol. These spectra differ significzintly from those of hypericin (Figure 3.2b), which 
exhibit a remarkable mirror image symmetry and whose emission has no Stokes shift. For 
comparison, we present the spectra of the analog, mesonaphthobianthrone [21] in H2SO4 
(Figure 3.2c). In aprotic solvents this analog has no visible absorption and no detectable 
emission. In strong acid, however, its spectra resemble those of hypericin and especially of 
hypocrellin. 
Figures 3.3 and 3.4 present the time-resolved spectra of hypocrellin in ethanol and 
octanol, respectively. The salient features of the transient spectra are the following: 
1. Both stimulated emission and induced absorption are present at zero time. 
2. The stimulated emission decays with time. 
3. In addition to the component of transient absorption that is present at zero time, 
there is also transient absorption that grows in with time. Transients appearing on the 
picosecond and the nanosecond time scales are resolved. At some probe wavelengths, the 
transient absorption appecirs very rapidly and does not decay on the time scale of the 
experiment (~2 ns). 
The evolution of the above spectra and the relationship between the species giving 
rise to them can best be studied by monitoring kinetics at individual probe wavelengths. 
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These data are presented in Figures 5 and 7 for ethanoL Stimulated emission and transient 
absorption are observed. 
Absoiption transients are present at zero time and are also seen to grow in with 
time. The amount of transient absorbance appearing instantaneously depends on the probe 
wavelength. Consequently, it may appear that the measured time constants depend on the 
probe wavelength. A global analysis of the data, bowever, indicates that the 
aoninstantaneous rise time of the transient at all probe waveleagths matches, within 
experimental error, the decay time of the stimulated emission. This time constant is 80 ps 
in ethanol and 100 ps in octanol. Because of the presence of multiple components of 
transient absorption and their dependence on probe wavelength, it can be misleading to use 
a single transient absorption trace as a measure of the intramolecular proton transfer time 
(see below) unless care is taken in the data analysis. The decay of stimulated emission 
provides a much more direct and uncomplicated measure of the proton transfer time. 
In octanol, both stimulated emission and transient absorption are also observed 
(Figure 3.6). As for ethanol, both an instantaneous and a slow component of transient 
absorption are observed. In addition to these, however, is the appearance of transient 
absorption that grows in on an intermediate time scale, i.e., with a time constant of ~10 ps. 
A 10-ps component is also observed for hypocrellin in the even more viscous solvent, 
ethylene glycol (Figure 3.8). 
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DISCUSSION 
Exdted'State Processes: Intramolecalar Proton Transfer, Intersystem Crossing, 
and Conformational Relaxation 
A. Proton Transfer 
We assign the decay of stimulated emission and the concomitant rise in induced 
absorbance to excited-state intramolecular proton transfer. This assignment is based on the 
huge precedent established in other aromatic molecules [27-31], including hypericin [20-
22]. It is supported by the kinetic relatedness of the stimulated emission to the induced 
absorbance, and by the observation, discussed immediately below, that the decay time of 
the stimulated emission is comparable to the fluorescence decay of hypocrellin in H2SO4. 
Hypocrellin in H2SO4 is weakly fluorescent. As is indicated in Figure 3.9, in 
H2SO4 its fluorescence decay comprises a 200-ps component that represents ~60 % of the 
intensity. The fluorescence quantum yield of hypocrellin in H2SO4 is 0.02. The 
fluorescence decay of hypocrellin in all the other solvents we investigated is single 
exponential and ranges from 1.3-1.6 ns. The fluorescence quantum yield in, for example, 
benzene [35], is 0.14. 
We are unable to observe a rapid component in the fluorescence decay of 
hypocrellin in any nonacidic solvent. That we cannot observe, for example, a 80-ps 
component in the fluorescence decay of hypocrellin in ethanol (fluorescence lifetime of 1.3 
ns) is surprising given the appearance of the 80-ps component in the stimulated emission 
(Figure 3.5). The point is discussed below and in the Conclusions section. We rationalize 
this result by postulating that hypocrellin exists in the ground state in a tautomerized form 
(Figures lb or Ic) and that this species is as weakly fluorescent as hypocrellin in H2SO4. 
In the excited state, this tautomeric species undergoes a "back transfer" reaction to 
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produce the normal form (Figure 3.1a); this reaction occurs in 80 ps in ethanol (Figure 
3.5). We propose that it is the nomoal form of hypocrellin that is strongly fluorescent and 
that gives rise to the ~1.5-ns fluorescence decay referred to above. We further propose that 
the fluorescence spectrum of the normal form overlaps with that of the tautomer 
substantially. Owing to this spectral overlap, as the normal form is produced, the rise in its 
emission roughly cancels out the decay of the emission of the tautomer, at least within the 
spectral resolution of our experiment (16 nm). See Figure 3.10 for more details. 
B. Intersystem Crossing 
Above we have discussed the absorbance transients in terms of the appearance of a 
back transfer reaction occurring on a time scale of 80-100 ps to produce the normal form of 
the hypocrellin molecule. Examination of the transient spectra and of the kinetic traces 
indicates that very long lived species are also produced. We assign these transients to the 
production of triplet species. The triplet yield of hypocrellin in benzene is 0.83 [35]. 
The generation of triplet is most clearly manifested in Figures 3 and 4 and in 
Figure 3.7 where the trainsient absorbance appears on a nanosecond time scale at 600 nm. 
The time scale for these rise times is in very good agreement with the fluorescence decay 
time of the singlet state of hypocrellin. (Note that we have identified the long-lived 
fluorescent state of hypocrellin with the untautomerized or normal species. Figure 3.1a. 
See above.) 
Of additional interest is the transient in ethanol in the region from 500-570 nm. 
This transient appears with both an instantaneous and a 80-ps component (Figures 5). But 
examination on a 2-ns time scale (Figure 3.7) indicates that it does not decay. Clearly, a 
contribution to the transient absorption at this wavelength must also be due to triplet-
triplet absorbance. We propose that the triplet species whose formation is revealed in these 
kinetics arises from the decay of the hypocrellin tautomer (Figure 3.1b or Ic). See Figure 
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3.10 for a detailed kinetic scheme. 
We are obliged to conclude that the transient absorbance in the region of 570 mn 
for hypocrellin in ethanol arises from: 
1. singlet-singlet absorption of the normal form of hypocrellin that is produced 
immediately upon optical excitation; 
2. the singlet-singlet absorption of the normal form of hypocrellin that is formed by 
excited-state back proton transfer; 
3. the absorption of triplets produced from the tautomerized and the untautomerized 
species. 
Similar assignments of the absorbing transients are made for hypocrellin in 
octanol. 
C. Conformational Relaxation 
In ethanol the subnanosecond transients at all probe wavelengths can be described 
by a global analysis employing instantaneous and ~80-ps molecular responses. The 
kinetics for hypocrellin in octanol are more complicated in that the absorption kinetics 
reveal a 10-ps component (Figure 3.6) in addition to the longer 100-ps component, which 
corresponds to the decay of stimulated emission (and consequently to the proton transfer 
time). 
We interpret this 10-ps component as a slow conformational change of the excited-
state normal form (Figure 3.1a) of hypocrellin that is produced upon optical excitation. 
This component is not observed in solvents of low viscosity, but it is observed in high-
viscosity solvents such as ethylene glycol (Figure 3.8). 
The x-ray structure of hypocrellin indicates that it is not a planar molecule [36]. 
(Similcir conclusions can be drawn from semiempirical calculations or, more simply, from 
molecular models. Hypericin is also a twisted molecule [37].) The large side chains 
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protruding from the perylene quinone skeleton repel each other and prevent the molecule 
from acquiring a planar conformation. We propose that upon optical excitation 
hypocrellin converts from one twisted conformation to another. This process is too rapid 
to be observed with our time resolution in ethanol, but is proposed to occur in 10 ps in 
octanol. That a time constant of ~10 ps is also observed in the much more viscous solvent, 
ethylene glycol, suggests that this process is already saturated with respect to viscosity in 
this solvent. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the above results, we present the following kinetic scheme for hypocrellin 
(Figure 3.10). Both untautomerized (N) and tautomerized hypocrellin exist in the ground 
state. They are excited in roughly equal proportions. The 80-100 ps decays of stimulated 
emission correspond to excited-state back proton trjinsfer to form the "untautomerized" 
or "normal" species. 
Absorption transients are seen to appear on a nanosecond time scale (Figures 3, 4, 
and 7). They are also seen to appear in < 100-ps and not to decay on a nanosecond time 
scale. These transients are attributed to triplet-triplet absorption. The former are formed 
from the fluorescent species of hypocrellin, the untautomerized form N, that has a ~1.3-ns 
lifetime. The latter is formed from the excited-state tautomer of hypocrellin, which is 
characterized by a 80-ps decay in ethanol and a 100-ps decay in octanol. 
Finally, a component of ~10 ps is resolved in the rise time of transient absorbance 
in octanol and ethylene glycol. This transient is tentatively attributed to a conformational 
change between twisted forms of the aromatic ring that occurs in the excited state. 
These results and conclusions provide an interesting point of comparison with 
those for the antiviral agent, hypericin (Figure 3.Id) [21,22]. Hypericin is strongly 
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fluorescent in H2SO4, whereas hypocrellin is not (Figure 3.9). 
As noted in the Introduction and as can be seen from Figure 3.2, hypericin has a 
mirror image symmetry between its absorption and emission spectra. Elsewhere we 
rationalized this mirror image relationship in terms of the presence of ground-state 
tautomerized hypericin [21,22}. The time-resolved data for hypocrellin are very suggestive 
of ground-state heterogeneity. For example, on a subnanosecond time scale, the transient 
absorbance appears with two time constants. There is a component that appears 
instantaneously, that is, within the excitation pulse width. And there is another 
component with time constants of 80 ps and 100 ps in ethanol and octanol, respectively. 
In the context of what is known concerning hypericin and hypocrellin, the analog 
mesonaphthobianthrone (Figures le and 2c) is of considerable interest. In aprotic solvents 
such as DMSO, it has no visible absorbance and no detectable fluorescence. In H2SO4, 
however, it acquires absorption and emission spectra in the visible. In large part because 
of this observation, indicating that protonated carbonyl groups are responsible for the 
fluorescent species, rise times in the stimulated emission of hypericin were attributed to 
intramolecular proton trzmsfer in this molecule. 
Although the two-dimensional aromatic skeleton of hypericin is essentially 
identical to that of mesonaphthobianthrone the absorption and emission spectra of the 
latter in H2SO4 are much more similar to those of hypocrellin than of hypericin. It is not 
clear how to interpret this similarity. Also, while hypericin is strongly fluorescent in 
H2SO4 [21,22], hypocrellin is not (Figure 3.9). 
Because protonated hypocrellin is weakly fluorescent, the 80-100-ps transients 
cited here are attributed to back intramolecular proton tnmsfer, which forms the longer-
lived nanosecond fluorescent species. 
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The stiixmlated emission observed in hypericin is more complicated than that in 
hypocrellin. This is not surprising since there are twice as many hydroxyl hydrogens that 
may transfer to the carbonyl oxygen. In hypericin, the time of stimulated emission, 
attributed to intramolecular proton transfer, is essentially independent of solvent and 
occurs in 6-12 ps. There is also a 1-2-ps decay of stimulated emission, whose origin is less 
certain [21,22]. 
That the proton transfer time in hypericin is almost negligibly dependent on 
solvent is of considerable interest. For example, in one of the best studied excited-state 
proton transfer systems, 3-hydroxy flavone [29], the transfer time is on the order of 100 fe 
in aprotic solvents. In a hydrogen bonding solvent such as an alcohol, however, the proton 
transfer time is determined by hydrogen-bonding interactions between the solvent and 
solute. In other words, in a hydrogen-bonding solvent, the proton transfer reaction is 
strongly coupled to the solvent coordinate. The independence of solvent on the proton 
transfer rate in hypericin suggests that the reaction is coupled to intramolecular 
conformational changes. This conclusion is very likely appropriate for hypocrellin as well. 
But at this point, it is unclear why the proton transfer times in ethanol and octanol are 
almost an order of magnitude longer than those in hypericin. 
In conclusion, the superficial structural similarities between hypericin and 
hypocrellin are belied by their different modes of antiviral activity (for example, hypericin 
does not require oxygen; and hypocrellin does not acidify a solution in the presence of 
light) and by their different behaviors in the excited state. Further clarification of these 
excited-state photophysics will be of importance not only to the development of light-
induced antiviral and antitumor therapies, but also to the development of molecules that 
provide light-induced pH drops. Most importantly, understanding these differences will 
prove fundamental to an understanding of excited-state intra- and intermolecular proton 
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transfer reactions. 
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a) hypocrellin 
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d) hypericin 
e) mesonaphthobianthrone 
Figure 3.1 Two-dimensional structures of (a) the normal, that is imtautomerized, form of 
hypocrellin A; Qa) a partially tauotmerized form of hypocrellin; (c) the completely tautomerized 
form of hypoCTellin A; (d) the normal form of hypericin; and (e) the hypericin analog, 
mesonaphthobianthrone. It is important to note that these Figures are very misleading in that 
hypericin and hypocrellin are not planar molecules: interactions of the substituents on the 
aromatic skeleton twist these molecules out of planarity [37]. This twisting is particularly acute 
for hypocrellin [36]. 
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Figure 3^ Steady state absorption (solid lines) and emission (dashed lines, = 588 nm) 
spectra of (a) hypocrellin in ethanol; (b) hypericin in DMSO; and (c) mesonaphthobianthrone in 
H2SO4. Emission spectra are arbitrary normalized to the maximum of the visible absorption 
band. 
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Figure 3.5 Kinetic traces of hypocrellin in ethanol at various probe wavelengths, Xpamp - 588 
nm. The smooth lines passing through the data are the result of a global fit of the kinetic traces 
at all probe wavelengths. 
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Figure 3.6 Kinetic traces of hypocrellin in octanol at various probe wavelengths, Xp^np = 588 
nm. The smooth lines passing through the data are the result of a global fit of the kinetic traces 
at all probe wavelengths. Note that the traces presented as insets are on a 40-ps time scale. 
= 588 nm. The smooth lines passing through the data are the result of a global fit of the 
kinetic traces at all probe waveleng^. Note that the traces presented as insets are on a 40-ps 
time scale. 
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Figure 3.7 Kinetic traces on the nanosecond time scale of hypocrellin in ethanol at = SCO 
lun and A-pmbe = 600 nm; Xp,mp = 588 nm. 
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Figure 3.8 Transient absorption of hypocrellin in ethylene glycol, = 588 nm. The 
ground-state bleach of the dye nile blue in ethanol is presented for comparison because it <i£fords 
an instantaneous response. The rise time for ±e transient absorption of hypocrellin in ethylene 
glycol is ~10 ps. 
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Figure 3.9 Fluorescence decay of hypocrellin in H2SO4. A fit to a double exponential jrields 
F(t) = 0.54 exp(-t/230 ps) + 0.46 exp(-t/4200 ps), = 0.94. 
Figure 3.10 Kinetic scheme for the excited states of hypocrellin. kn- is the back proton transfer 
i^te; kconf is the rate of conformational rearrangement suggested to be observed in octanol and 
ethylene glycol between states denoted as N and N. The intersystem crossing rates of the 
excited-state normal and tautomer forms are given by k^ijc and k^isc, respectively 
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CHAPTER IV. PICOSECOND LINEAR DICHROISM AND 
ABSORPTION ANISOTROPY OF HYPOCRELLIN: 
TOWARDS A UNIFIED PICTURE OF THE PHOTOPHYSICS OF 
HYPERICIN AND HYPOCRELLIN 
A paper published in the Journal of Physical Chemistry' 
K. Das, A. V. Smimov, M. D. Snyder, and J. W. Petrich^ 
ABSTRACT 
The photophysics of hypocrellin are examined by means of transient absorption 
spectroscopy. On the shortest time scale investigated, an ~IO-ps component is observed in 
the isotropic ("magic angle") transient absorption, AA(t), and in the anisotropy decay, r(t), 
for hypocrellin in viscous solvents such as octanol and ethylene glycol. Because the 
excited-state intramolecular proton transfer time of the related compound hypericin is ~10-
ps, the observation of a transient of similar duration in hypocrellin is interpreted as 
evidence that the photophysics of hypericin and hypocrellin have common features. In 
particular, it is suggested that their ground- and excited-state potential energy surfaces are 
similar and that what distinguishes the observed kinetic behavior, which c<in differ 
' Reprinted with permission from Joum<d of Physical Chemistry, 1996, 102, 6098-6106. Copyright 
<0 Americsin Chemical Society 
^ To whom correspondence should be addressed. 
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significantly, is the gronnd-state heterogeneity, that is, the number and population of 
diffpTgnt forms of hypericin or hypocrellin, which may be tautomers, ions, or 
conformational isomers. 
INTRODUCTION 
The naturally occurring poiycyclic quinones hypericin and hypocrellin (Figure 1) 
are of current interest because of their light-induced [1] antiviral (especially anti HIV) and 
antitumor activity [2-11]. In addition, hypericin has attracted attention for its 
antidepressant activity [12-15]. We have discussed elsewhere several aspects of the 
excited-state photophysics of hypocrellin and hypericin [16-25] and have proposed means 
of exploiting these properties [26,27]. These molecules have been the subject of several 
reviews [27-30], 
It has been shown that the antiviral and antitumor activities of hypericin can be 
dependent on oxygen [9,10]. However, the mechanism of action of hypericin at the 
cellular level still remains unclear. Usually photosensitization processes involve molecules 
having a high triplet yield [31]. The triplet state of a photosensitizer, such as hypericin, 
may induce two different kinds of common and well known photoreactions. The first and 
perhaps most common is the so-called Type II, oxygen-dependent, mechanism. Singlet 
oxygen formation occurs via energy transfer from the triplet state of the photosensitizer to 
the ground triplet state of molecular oxygen. The second is the Type I radical mechanism. 
This complex mechanism involves the superoxide anion [32-37] and, when hypericin is the 
photosensitizer, perhaps the hypericinium ion. 
In addition to the well known Type I and II mechanisms, alternative origins for the 
photoinduced biological activity of hypericin and hypocrellin have recently been proposed 
[38-42,71]. Comparative studies for nine perylenequinones, including hypocrellin and 
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hypericin, provide evidence that the quantum yield of singlet oxygen formation is not 
sufiBcient to explain the reported antiviral activities of these molecules and that other 
structural features of perylenequinones are involved [43]. In fact, the quantum yield of 
singlet oxygen from hypericin is much less than had initially been presumed. Recently, 
Jardon and coworkers have revised their earlier estimation of a singlet oxygen quantum 
yield of 0.73 [32], essentially equal to the triplet yield, to 0.35 in ethanol and less than 0.02 
in water [44]. Based on this result, mechanisms involving oxygen clearly cannot explain 
aU the activity of hypericin. 
It has been our thesis from the very first that a significant nonradiative process in 
hypericin and its cmalogs is intramolecular proton (or atom) transfer [16-25]. The 
argument for such a process is the following. The hypericin analog lacking labile protons, 
mesonaphthobianthrone (Figure Id), is significantly fluorescent and has optical spectra 
that resemble those of hypericin only when its carbonyl groups are protonated. In 
hypericin, the fluorescent state grows in on a time scale of several picoseconds, as 
measured by the rise time of stimulated emission. Therefore, the combined observations of 
the requirement of protonated carbonyls for strong hypericin-like fluorescence and the rise 
time of fluorescence in hypericin was taken as evidence for intramolecular excited-state 
proton transfer in hypericin. 
Of special relevance to the role of labile protons for the light-induced biological 
activity of hypericin is the observation that hypericin acidifies its surroundings upon light 
absorption [39-42,71]. The role of photogenerated protons takes on significance in the 
context of the growing body of literature implicating pH decreases with pharmacologically 
important functions, such as virucidal activity (optimum pH values are important in the 
life cycles of many enveloped viruses) [45], antitumor activity [46,47], apoptosis (a form of 
cell death associated with DNA fragmentation and chromatin condensation) [48-50], and 
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the subcellular distribution of hexokinase [51]. In this light, current work on subcellular 
localization of hypericin [52] and the interaction of hypericin with DNA [53-55] and 
proteins [56-58] is of considerable interest. 
The structural similarities of hypocrellin and hypericin, especially the hydroxyl 
groups peri to the keto groups, may initially give the impression that these two molecules 
exhibit very similar excited-state photophysics. This is not the case, and the photophysics 
of these molecules is compared and contrasted in Section A of the Discussion. Because of 
the different behavior manifested by the proton transfer reactions in hypericin and 
hypocrellin, these two molecules provide unique systems with which to clarify and to 
understand aspects of proton transfer reactions, which have been a subject of much 
experimental and theoretical study. An important goal, consequently, is to construct a 
unified and self-consistent model of the groimd- and excited-state potential surfaces of 
hypericin and hypocrellin, with the aim of describing the proton or atom transfer in this 
class of polycyclic quinones. Such a model should necessarily include information on the 
number of ground-state species of hypocrellin and hypericin and which of them 
interconvert upon optical excitation. In order to address these topics, time-resolved 
experiments with polarized pump and probe pulses have been performed, from which 
anisotropy functions are constructed. If the excited-state tautomerization process is 
accompanied by a conformational or other change that induces a change in the transition 
dipole moment, this change should be detected in the polarized absorption data. Such 
effects are indeed observed in hypocrellin, as noted below. Measuring the time-dependent 
anisotropy thus permits a mapping out of the excited-state potential energy surface and a 
characterization of the species involved in the excited-state proton transfer. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
Hypocrellin A was obtained from Molecular Probes. Time-resolved linear 
dichroism experiments are performed with amplified dye laser pulses of ~ 1-3 ps duration at 
30 Hz [21]. The time-resolved anisotropy of the hypocrellin transients was constructed for 
two solvents, ethanol and octanol, and was studied on time scales ranging from 40 ps to 2 
ns (Tables 4.1 and 4.2). In these experiments the polarization of the probe was always kept 
constant, while the polarization of the pump (588 lun) was rotated. A photodiode was 
employed to integrate the pimip energy in order to provide a shot-to-shot normalization of 
the intensities of the polarized kinetic traces. 
The anisotropy was obtained as follows. All the parallel traces were globally fitted 
and the time constants and respective amplitudes were extracted. For the perpendicular 
traces, the transient at 595 nm is different from the other traces (570, 560 and 550 nm). 
Thus, the 595-nm trace was fit individually and the other three traces were fit globally, 
from which time constants and amplitudes were extracted. From those respective 
amplitudes and time constants deconvoluted decay au^es for parallel and perpendicular 
polarization were constructed and finally the "magic angle" decay curves were construaed 
as follows: 
AA(/)= AA,(r) + 2AAj,(r) 
The magic angle or isotropic transient absorption trace was also measured directly. This 
direct measurement is what is presented in Figures 3 to 7. And the anisotropy was found 
as usual: 
AA,(/)-AAj^(0 
r( t )  — AA,(/) + 2AA^(0 
Because the anisotropy is discontinuous at 595 nm, only the other three probe 
wavelengths at 570, 560 and 550 nm could be employed in a global fitting procedure to 
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extract the amplitudes and the time constants. AA(t) and r(t) are fit to sums of two 
exponentials. Some data sets are presented for hypocrellin in the respective panels of 
Figures 3-7. In some cases (Table 4.2) the absolute magnitude of the limiting anisotropy is 
greater than the theoretical limit of 0.40. There is nothing contradictory in such a result 
since this limit corresponds to a single transition in the absence of coherence effects 
[59,60]. A limiting anisotropy whose absolute magnitude is in excess of 0.40 thus indicates 
that several different transitions are being probed simultaneously. Similar results have 
been obtained elsewhere [61,62]. 
RESULTS 
Hypocrellin transients were typically investigated at four probe wavelengths: 595, 
570, 560, and 550 nm. Time constants are extracted from these four wavelengths using a 
global fitting routine [21]. The main features of this study are the following. At 595 nm, 
there is stimulated emission for parallel pump and probe, whereas induced absorbance 
(whose signal is much weaker) is observed for perpendicular pump and probe. As a result 
the anisotropy is discontinuous (Figure 3). At the other three probe wavelengths (570, 560, 
550 nm) induced absorbance is present for both parallel and perpendiculcir probe 
polarizations. However, the intensity for the perpendicular orientation is always greater 
than that of parallel, resulting in a negative anisotropy at these wavelengths. In viscous 
solvents (e.g., octanol) the parallel transients at 570, 560 and 550 also have a fast risetime 
(~7 ps) which is absent in the perpendicular traces. 
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DISCUSSION 
A. Intramolecalar Proton Transfer 
We have provided the first detailed investigations that use both < 1-ps time 
resolution and white-light continuum to examine and to unravel the excited-state primary 
pbotoprocesses of hypericin and hypocrellin and have argued that the excited-state 
transients we observe, coupled with data from model compounds, can be interpreted in 
terms of excited-state tautomerization [16-25]. The structural similarities of hypocrellin 
and hypericin, especially the hydroxyl groups peri to the keto groups, may initially give the 
impression that these two molecules exhibit very similar excited-state photophysics. We 
have made the following observations and concliisions: 
1. The deshydroxy analog of hypericin, mesonaphthobianthrone 
(phenanthro[l, 10,9,8,0,p,q,r,a]perylene-7-14-dione, (Figure Id ), is nonfluorescent 
except in strong acids [eg. sulfuric acid or triflic acid (CF3SO3H)] where it produces 
a fluorescence spectrum that has nearly the same shape as that of hypericin in 
DMSO (Figure 2). These results demonstrate the importance of a protonated 
carbonyl group for producing bypericin-Uke fluorescence [17,24]. 
2. The hypericin emission spectrum grows in on a 6-12-ps time scale in all solvents 
except in sulfuric acid where it is instantaneous. Based on the results for 
mesonaphthobianthrone (see above), the rise time for the appearance of the 
hypericin emission is taken as evidence for an excited-state proton (atom) transfer 
[17]. Confirming this interpretation are the fluorescence upconversion 
measurements [24] of hypericin and methylated hypericin analogs, which are 
incapable of executing intramolecular excited-state proton transfer reactions. 
3. The transient absorbance [19,20] and upconversion [24] kinetics of hypericin differ 
with excitation wavelength and probe wavelength, respectively. These results are 
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strongly suggestive of ground-state heterogeneity. Also, the fluorescence properties 
of hypocrellin in sulfuric add and the X-ray structure of hypocrellin suggest that it 
exists in the tautomerized form in the ground state (Figure Ig) [21-23,65]. 
4. The proton transfer rates of hypocrellin and hypericin differ almost by an order of 
magnitude. The X-ray and fluorescence data (above) consequently lead us to 
propose that hypocrellin exists at least partially in a tautomeric form that is similar 
to that which hypericin would assume in the ground state (Figure 8), if it were 
thermodynamicaUy feasible. Given this assumption, the 50-230-ps transients in 
hypocrellin are interpreted in terms of "back transfer" reactions [64] with respect to 
the corresponding hypericin reaction. 
5. The proton transfer reaction in hypericin is not dependent on viscosity and 
depends only very weakly on solvent [18]. This suggests that intramolecular 
vibrations control the proton transfer reaction in hypericin. However for 
hypocrellin the reaction is very strongly dependent on viscosity and polarity 
[21.22]. 
6. No deuterium isotope effect is observed for hypericin [17]; but a deuterium isotope 
effect of 1.4 is observed for hypocrellin [23]. This isotope effect unambiguously 
identifies the excited-state process as a proton transfer event. 
7. For hypocrellin in viscous solvents such as octanol and ethylene glycol, a transient 
of ~10-ps duration is also deteaed [21]. This is a crucial and unifying result for 
understanding the pbotopbysics of these systems. 
8. The fluorescence lifetimes of hypericin and hypocrellin, measured with ~50 ps time 
resolution, are independent of excitation wavelength: identical results are obtained 
exciting at 300 or 570 nm [25]. Assuming that the ground-states of these species are 
heterogeneous, as noted above, this result suggests that the fluorescent species 
I l l  
(detected via methods with time resolutioii no better than 100 ps) for both 
hypocrellin and hypericin is an intermediate between (two) tautomeric or isomeric 
species. 
9. The absorption transients of hypocrellin exhibit a strong polarization dependence 
(Figures 3 and 6) at a probe wavelength of 595 nm. While the traces obtained using 
the pump and probe polarized parallel to each other or at 54.7° (the "magic angle"), 
AA||(t) and AA(t), are essentially superimposable, the trace obtained using 
perpendicularly polarized ptmip and probe pulses, AAj.(t) is opposite to that of the 
parallel and magic angle traces at 595 nm. This result indicates the simultaneous 
probing of two species whose transition dipole moments are at large angles to each 
other. 
Based on these results and conclusions, we are constructing a unified picture of the 
excited state proton transfer phenomena in these molecules. 
B. Towards a UniGed Picture of the Hypericin and Hypocrellin Photophysics 
Structurally hypericin and hypocrellin are very similar. They both possess extended 
aromatic skeletons whose most important functional groups are the hydroxy and keto 
groups peri to each other. In this regard, the most significant structural difference between 
them is that hypocrellin possesses two fewer peri hydroxyl groups. (Another significant 
difference is that hypocrellin has a seven-membered ring in the "bay area.") The current 
picture that we have formed of the excited-state dynamics of hypericin and hypocrellin is 
that the different photophysical behavior that we have enumerated above of these two 
structurally very similar molecules <irises because we are probing different regions of veiy 
similar potential energy surfaces. We suggest that at least one of the ground-state species 
excited in the hypocrellin experiments is very similar to the ground-state tautomer of 
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hypericin (Figure lb), which we propose is thermodynamically inaccessible. These ideas 
are summarized schematically in Figure 8. A crucial result in forming this hypothesis is 
the observation that in viscous solvents such as octanol or ethylene glycol we resolve a 
time constant in the hypocrellin photophysics that is comparable to that observed in 
hypericin. This ~lO-ps component in bypocrellm uniGes our picture of the photophysics of 
hypericin and hypocrellin if we can interpret it as an exdted-state proton transfer arising 
&om another tautomeric species and if we can relate it to the corresponding process in 
hypericin. 
The absence of a deuterium isotope effect on the excited state proton transfer in 
hypericin and the presence of a deuterium isotope effect on the excited-state proton 
transfer in hypocrellin can both be qualitatively understood in terms of a process that is 
adiabatic in the proton coordinate, in the sense of the theory developed by Borgis, Hynes, 
and coworkers [66-69]. We have considered the excited-state potential energy surfaces of 
hypericin and hypocrellin in terms of this theory [23,25]. 
The oxygen-oxygen distance between which the proton or hydrogen atom is 
transferred strongly modiilates the magnitude of the matrix element that couples the 
reactant and product states and thus determines the size of the barrier separating them. 
When the O-O distance is < 2.6 A, the adiabatic limit is obtained [68,69]. Here, because 
the vibrational energy levels of the proton stretch mode lie above a small barrier in the 
proton coordinate separating the reactant and product species, an isotope effect will not be 
observed as a result of proton transfer. We have argued that hypericin falls into the 
adiabatic limit [17,23] because its relevant oxygen-oxygen distance is ~2.5 A [70]. In 
hypocrellin, this distance is comparable [65]. 
Staib et al. [69], however, suggest the intriguing possibility that deuterium 
substitution may lower the ground vibrational energy below the top of the barrier in the 
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proton coordinate. Such a lowering of the ground state energy level would induce an 
isotope effect because now the proton could tunnel through the barrier or effect an 
activated crossing of it. We propose that the isotope effect observed in hypocrellin has its 
origins in such an explanation. That the isotope effect is relatively small suggests that the 
vibrational groimd state is not significantly lowered below the barrier and that the proton 
transfer is an activated process. Temperature studies will be useful to confirm this 
hypothesis. 
C. Simulating the Bxdted-State Kinetics 
Our picture of the excited-state kinetics of hypocrellin, and their relation to 
hypericin, has evolved significantly since our early work on hypocrellin [21]. Here we 
present the simulations for the excited state dynamics of hypocrellin A based upon the 
pump-probe transient absorbance data presented above. The unified model of the excited 
state photophysics for hypericin and hypocrellin is based upon the experimental 
observations cited above in Section A. 
Based on the above results and conclusions, the simplest approach would be to 
assume that in the ground state there are two tautomers (N and T) in equilibrium. We also 
assume that the triplets and the excited singlets of the above mentioned tautomers were the 
only species responsible for the excited state photophysics: 
N(S„) 
i k 
T(SJ 
i i 
N(T,)<—N(S,)=®==f==a=T(S,) "-TCTi) 
: A  -230 ps A ?  
V V 
N(So)— T(So) 
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At best this model is capable of providing one rapidly rising or decaying component 
and one slowly decaying component (to the triplet or the gromid state). Solvent relaxation 
processes can be viewed as negligible here since no Stokes shift was observed for the 
hypocrellin analog, hypericin, in fluorescence upconversion measurements with 100-fs time 
resolution [24]. The above model is not, therefore, consistent with our observation of at 
least three different transient components for hypocrellin on time scales from 40 to 2000 
ps. 
Consequently, it is necessary to introduce at least one more species into the kinetic 
scheme. In this new model the main feature is the intermediate tautomer (or 
conformational isomer) I(Si) that is produced from both N(Si) and T(Si). 
N(SJ I(SJ I(T,) T(S^ 
if 
N(T,)^—N(S,) -lOps 
pump 
588 nm 
I f S i )  
"iso) 
-230 ps (s,)- -T(T,) 
pump 
588 nm 
N(So)' T(So) 
Other alternatives for the excited state kinetic scheme presented above include: 
N ( S , )  — T ( S i )  I ( S , )  
N(S,) —--P^ I(S,) 
T(Si) N(S|) I(S,) 
These alternative schemes are readily eliminated if we assume that N(Si) and T(Si) 
have similar absorption and emission spectra, and if we interpret the experimental kinetic 
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traces as arising from an intermediate I(S{). If this is the case, no contribution to the 10-
and/or 230-ps components should be observed when N(Si) and T(Si) interconvert into 
each other directly, or indirectly through I(Si). For example, in the first and third 
alternatives, if N(Si) decays into T(Si), equivalence of the excited-state spectra will render 
the transition undetectable. The second alternative is merely equivalent to an excited-state 
equilibrium of N(Si) with I(Si). 
To evaluate the model, we performed computer simulations in an attempt to 
reproduce the main featiires of the data obtained for hypocrellin in ethylene glycol. First 
we solved the system of the first order ordinary differential equations as dictated by our 
kinetic scheme. Then we used the resulting time-dependent populations of the species 
involved to construct parallel and perpendicular transient absorbance traces. This required 
the use of different values of the extinction coefficients (for absorbance and stimulated 
emission) for different probe wavelengths. In order to allow for possibility of negative 
initial absorbance anisotropy for hypocrellin one has to assign in the first approximation 
orthogonality of transition dipole moments from the ground to the first excited and from 
the first excited to the second excited states. This can be also viewed as a consequence of 
the nearly C2v symmetry of hypocrellin. In our model, each of the excited-state singlets is 
characterized by two orthogonal extinction coefficients, 8|| and Sj.. More specifically, 
when probing at 595 nm, the parallel component (sn) is made negative to account for the 
dominating contribution of stimulated emission. On the other hand, the perpendicular 
component (sx) is made positive to account for the excited-state absorption that was 
present in all the data collected for perpendicular probe polarizations. It is assumed that 
all triplet states have very similar absorption spectra and that they do not contribute to the 
stimulated emission. 
Depolarization owing to rotational diffusion of hypocrellin was taken into account 
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(TR~ 100-800 ps, depending on the solvent). Other mechanisms of depolarization were also 
taken into account: namely, conversion of one tautomer to another or intersystem crossing 
to the triplet state. In terms of our model this leads to the conclusion that the transition 
dipole for I(So) I(Si) is in fact at some angle relative to that for N(So) N(Si) and T(So) 
T(S,). 
In order to model the rotational difiiision, we assumed hypocrellin to be a spherical 
rotor and used the general formalism developed by Chuang and Eisenthal [72] for an 
asymmetric rotor for fluorescence depolarization, which we extended in our case to the 
pump/probe experiments discussed here. For each species the corresponding contribution 
to the signal for the appropriate polarization is given by: 
r t 
t  t  
where P,{t) is the probability for the species with transition dipoles oriented at angles 0,,|| and 
9,J. relative to the ground-state absorption to survive by the time t. 
In a program written for Maple V, we simulated both perpendicular and parallel 
transient absorption traces, from which the anisotropy decay was constructed. No 
convolution procedure was necessjuy for our piuposes, given the time scale of the 
simulations. Semiquantitative values for the Sn cmd ex are obtained by trial and error 
method. Time-dependent plots of intermediate populations are used as guidelines for this 
multiparametric search. Separate simulations with globally fixed temporal and 
orientational parameters for the transition dipoles were performed for each probing 
wavelength until a reasonable agreement with experimental data was achieved. Figure 9 
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describes the simulation results, the parameters are listed in Table 4.3 . It should be noted 
that though we were able to reproduce qualitatively the anisotropy and stimulated emission 
features, the absorbance features do not agree quantitatively with the experimental 
observations. 
To summarize, the model proposed to rationalize hypocrellin transients absorbance 
traces proves to be self-consistent by providing reasonable parameters for the E) i and ex-
Although the real picture might be much more complicated from our point of view we 
found the simplest possible semiquantitative description of this remarkable photophysical 
system. 
We stress that we have made no effort to fif the experimental Idnerics, owing to the 
huge number of variable parameters, which we have noted above. We also note that the 
scheme provided is neither complete nor unique. It is our goal merely to reproduce 
qualitatively the salient features; and, indeed, the scheme presented is consistent with our 
emerging picture of the hypericin and hypocrellin photophysics. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Over the past few years our efforts have been directed towards demonstrating that a 
fundamental primary photoprocess in hypericin and its analogs that possess hydroxyl 
groups peri to keto groups is excited state proton (or atom) transfer. This work addresses 
the excited-state proton transfer of hypericin and hypocrellin and attempts to incorporate 
their different behavior into a coherent picture. The link between the photophysics of 
hypericin and hypocrellin is established by the observation that under certain conditions a 
hypericin-like transient is observed in hypocrellin. We have proposed kinetic schemes and 
ground- and excited-state potential surfaces for these systems that are consistent with the 
experimental data. 
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We note that the excited-state proton transfer reaction observed in our experiments 
(ranging from 10-200 ps) is not detectable in steady-state fluorescence experiments or even 
in most time-correlated single-photon counting experiments. Consequently, it must be 
borne in mind that such experiments (e.g., fluorescence titrations [63,73-75]) can only yield 
information on the species that are formed as a result of these 10-200 ps proton transfer 
processes, that is, the long-lived nanosecond-duration fluorescent species that are deteaed 
in the steady-state measurements. While steady-state fluorescence titrations cannot report 
on the picosecond proton transfer events, they have been useful in demonstrating the 
acidity of the hydroxyls in the "bay region" of hypericin [63,73,74]. 
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Table 4.1 Magic angle decay parameters for hypocrellin*. 
solvent timescale^ XprobeC^Un) ai ti(ps) a2 
ethanol 200 ps 595 -0.014±0.001 80±5 -0.001±0.0005 00 
570 -0.06±0.02 80±5 0.01±0.005 CO 
S60 -0.08±0.02 80±5 0.02±0.01 00 
550 -0.08±0.01 80±5 0.02±0.004 00 
octanol 40 ps 570 -0.03±0.01 8±I 0.007±0.001 00 
560 -0.05±0.02 8±I 0.005±0.0003 00 
550 -0.03±0.01 8±1 0.001±0.0003 00 
500 ps 595 -0.05±0.02 230±18 -0.001±0.0004 CO 
570 -0.09±0.03 230±18 0.02±0.003 00 
560 -0.10±0.02 230±18 0.01±0.001 00 
550 -0.05±0.01 230±18 0.01 ±0.001 00 
* ^ump = 588 nm. 
** Time constant for this second component is much greater than the time scale of the experiment. 
T2 = 00. The errors cited are the standard deviations of the average of several measurements, when 
more than one measurement was performed. 
^ On some timescales only two probe wavelengths <ire employed for the global fit. 
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Table 4^ Anisotropy decay parameters for hypocrellin.* 
solvent Time scale*^ KoUranf ai ^2 T2(PS)'' 
ethanol 100 ps 570 -0.34 129 -0.22 CO 
560 -0.25 129 -0.1 CO 
200 ps 570 -0.18±0.05 118 ±6 -0.36±0.04 00 
560 -0.20±0.02 118 ±6 0.001±0.001 00 
550 -0.2I±0.02 118 ±6 0.003±0.001 00 
2000 ps 560 -0-12 176 -0.11 00 
550 -0.09 176 -0.11 00 
octanol 40 ps 570 -0.20±0.1 6.3 ±0.3 -0.18±0.06 GO 
560 -0.35±0.0I 6.3 ±0.3 -0.13±0.03 00 
550 -0.24±0.06 6.3 ±0.3 -0.22±0.06 00 
500 ps 570 -0.22 728 -0.08 00 
560 -0.27 728 -0.04 00 
2000 ps 570 -0.20 774 -0.09 00 
560 -0.10 774 -0.17 00 
550 -0.08 774 -0.22 00 
^ Kamf = 588 mn. 
'' Time constant for this second component is much greater than the time scale of the experiment, 
T2 = 00. The errors cited aie the st<mdard deviations of the average of several measurements, when 
more than one measurement was performed. On some timescales, only one measurement was 
performed. 
^ On some timescales only two probe wavelengths are employed for the global fit. 
Data for A^nobe = 595 nm could not be fit owing to the discontinuity incurred (see experimental 
section). 
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Table 4.3 Parameters and results for the simulations of hypocreUin photophysics. 
Parameter type Value 
N(S,)->1(S0* 
T(S,)->I(S,r 
Rotational difiiision time' 
SI —> So 
inverse radiative rate** 
inverse intersystem crossing 
rate'' 
Transition dipole shift for 
I(So)^l(S,) 
Extinction 
coeflfident^ 
Probe wavelength 
560 mn 570 mn 595 nm 
£N(SI).| I 0.82 0.30 -0.15 
SN(SI)J. 0.95 1.90 0.92 
ST(SI).|| 0.82 0.30 -0.15 
ST(SI)J. 0.95 1.90 0.92 
0.95 0.70 -3.23 
0.95 1.80 3.68 
SNCTi), eT(Ti)> ^^CTi) 1.82 2.00 2.81 
^ ExperimentJd observations from our laboratory. 
** Inverse of the radiative rate kn of N(Si), T(Si), and I(Si) to the ground state. We assume kg, to be 
the same for all three of these species. Based on the reported [81] triplet yield of hypocreUin in 
benzene. 
Shift in angle relative to the ground-state absorption dipoles of N and T that was necessary to 
account for lower than theoretical initial fluorescence anisotropy value. In terms of our model 
this leads to the conclusion that the transition dipole for I(So) <-> I(Si) is in fact at some angle 
relative to that for N(So) N(Si) and T(So) <-»• T(Si). 
Extinction coefficients relative to those of groxmd-state species, eN(SO), eT(SO), which are tJiken 
to be unity. All of these, except for eN(TI), eT(Tl) and eI(Tl), are determined to within ±0.05. 
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0(13) 
COCHs 
Figure 4.1 Two-dimensional structures of (a) "normal" form of hypericin, (b) one of the two 
possible hypericin mono tautomers , (c) one of the three possible hypericin double tautomers, (d) 
mesonaphthobianthrone (phenanthro[l,10,9,8.o,p,q,r,a]perylene-7-14-dione), (e) O-
hexamethoxy hypericin (0 O-tetramethoxy hypericin. Two-dimensional structures of the 
"normal" form of hypocrellin (g) and the double tautomer of hypocrellin (h). The distortion of 
the hypocrellin skeleton due to the interactions of the side chain groups is indicated in (i). For 
hypocrellin, twist angles of 27.3° and 24.4° are measiired with respect to C(3) and C(4) and C(9) 
and C(10), respectively. Comparable twist angles are observed in hypericin. 
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Figure 4.2 Noraialized fluorescence spectra (dashed line) and absorption spectra (solid line) of 
hypericin (a) and hypocrellin (b) in DMSO. The spectra of hypocrellin and hypericin are 
rdatively insensitive to solvent. The steady-state emission spectra bear a "mirror symmetry" 
relationship to the visible portion of the absorption spectrum. We attribute this symmetry to the 
presence of ground-state tautomers [17], ions or conformational isomers. Transient absorption 
measiirements using two different excitation wavelengths are consistent with such heterogeneity 
[19,20]. Also consistent with this assignment is the observation that fluorescence 
upconversion measurements yield different kinetics at different emission wavelengths [24]. 
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Figure 4.3 Transient absorption of hypocrellin in ethanol: = 588 nm, Xprobe = 595 nm. 
Note that the sign of the perpendicular trace is opposite that of the parallel and magic angle 
traces. 
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Figure 4.4 Transient absorption of hypocrellin in ethanol; Xpump = 588 run, A,probe = 570 
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Figure 4.5 Transient absorption of hypocrellin in ethanoi: X^axat ~ 588 nm, \cdot - 550 nm. The 
bottom panel compares the anisotropy calculated from the Gts of the parallel and perpendicular 
traces (smooth line) with the anisotropy obtained direcdy from the experimental parallel and 
perpen^cular traces (noisy line). 
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Figure 4.6 Transient absorption of hypocrellin in octanol: Xp„nip = 588 nm, = 595 nm. 
Note that the sign of the perpendicular trace is opposite that of the parallel and magic angle 
traces. 
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Figure 4.7 Transient absorption of hypocrellin in octanol: Xp„njp ~ 588 nm, A,p„be = 560 nm. 
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Figure 4.8 Unified picture depicting the ground- and exdted-state potential energy sur&ces for 
hypericin-like and hypocrellin-Iike molecules as a function of the proton stretch coordinate. The 
right-hand side of the ground-state potential energy sur&ce depicts our proposal that ±e 
hypericin bi tautomer (Figure Ic) is not populated in the ground state, whereas the hypocrellin 
tautomer (Figure Ih) is popxilated. On the exdted-state siir&ce, the zero-point vibrational levels 
for an 0H«*«0 or an 0D**«0 system are depicted [69]. The hdght of the zero-point level with 
respect to the barrier in the proton stretch coordinate determines whether an isotope eflFect will be 
observed. The third potential well, the middle of the Figure represents dther another possible 
tautomeric form or some other intermediate between, for example, the normal and the fully or bi 
tautomer spedes of hypericin. The arrows in the diagram are meant to remind the reader of the 
time constants for the proton transfer processes in hypericin and hypocrellin. One should not 
identify the proton coordinate for the reaction coordinate in this system. 
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Figure 4.9 Results of simiilations based on the kinetic scheme proposed in the text. 
(a) Isotropic ("magic angle") transient absorption, AA(t), of hypocrellin in octanol at — 560 
and 595 nm. 
(b) Anisotropy decay, r(t), of hypocrellin in octanol at Xf^be ~ 560 and 595 nm. Note the 
discontinuity for the 595 nm trace at aroimd 230 ps. 
These simulated traces when compared with their experimental counterparts (data not shown for 
octanol at longer time scales) shows that the salient features of the kinetics are qualitatively 
reproduced in all cases. 
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APPENDIX 
Compater Implementation with "MAPLE V** Software: Solving System of 
Differential Equations 
Below is a script written for Maple V that allows one to find solutions for each 
species population as a function of time. This information is necessary for the second part 
of simulations performed with MathCAD which also allows us to find the best model 
parameters that reproduce experimental data. 
Script starts here (user commands start with 
Kinetic model for hypocrellln A prlmaxy photoprocesses In alcohols. 
N3 
A 
I Kt23 
Kn3 Knt | Ktt Ktl3 
H3< N1 >T2< T1 >M3 
\Kt20 " 
KnlO II V II KtlO 
I I KO T20 I I 
First lets define our differential equations: 
> deN2:=diff(tl(t),t)=-(Ktl3+Ktt+Ktl0)*tl(t); 
> deN3;=diff(t2(t),t)=-{Kt23+Kt20) *t2(t)+Ktt*tl(t)+Knt*nl(t); 
> deNl:= diff(nl(t),t)=-(Kn3+Knt+Knl0)*nl(t); 
d 
deN2 := -- tl(t) = -(Ktl3 + Ktt + KtlO) tl(t) 
dt 
d 
deN3 := -- t2(t) = -(Kt23 + Kt20) t2(t) + Ktt tl(t) + Knt nl(t) 
dt 
d 
deNl := -- nl(t) = -(Kn3 + Knt + KnlO) nl(t) 
dt 
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> sys:= deNl, deN2,deN3 ; £ns:s {n.l(t), tl{t), t2(t)}; 
d 
sys := -- nl(t) = -(Kii3 + KnC + KnlO) nl(C), 
dt 
d 
-- tl(t) = -(Ktl3 + Ktt + KtlO) tl(t), 
dc 
d 
-- t;2(t) = -(Kt23 -t- Kt20) t2 (t) + Ktt tl{t) + Knt nl{t) 
dt 
fns := {nl(t), tl(t), t2(t)} 
Next we find initial amounts of N1 eUid T1 just after the pump went 
through the sample and excited n*100 % of the grotind-state population 
NOo. KO is equil. konstant. This will define boundary conditions. 
> NlO:=N0o*n/(l+KO) : TlO:=NlO*K0: 
> solution:=simplify{dsolve({sys, nl(0)=Nlo, tl{0)=Tlo, t2(0)=0}, 
fns)): 
Extract solution for T2 time-evolution: 
> T2 : = ( (rhs (op (select (has, solution, t2 (t) ) ) ) ) ) ; 
T2 := - NOo n (Ktt KO Kt23 %1 + Ktt KO Kt20 %1 - Ktt KO Kn3 %1 
- Ktt KO Knt %1 - Ktt KO KnlO %1 - Ktt KO %3 Kt23 
- Ktt KO %3 Kt20 + Ktt KO Kn3 %3 + Ktt KO Knt %3 
+ Ktt KO KnlO %3 + Knt KtI3 %2 + Knt Ktt %2 + Knt KtlO %2 
- Knt Kt23 %2 - Knt Kt20 %2 - Knt Ktl3 %1 - Knt Ktt %1 
- Knt KtlO %1 + Knt Kt23 %1 + Knt Kt20 %l)/( 
(Ktl3 + Ktt + KtlO - Kt23 - Kt20) (1 + KO) 
{-Kt23 - Kt20 + Kn3 + Knt + KnlO)) 
%1 := exp(-{Kt23 + Kt20) C) 
%2 := exp(-(Kn3 + Knt + KnlO) t) 
%3 := exp(-(Ktl3 + Ktt + KtlO) t) 
Extract solution for T1 time-evolution: 
> T1;=rhs(op(select (has,solution, tl(t) ) )) ; 
exp(-(Ktl3 + Ktt + KtlO) t) NOo n KO 
Tl := 
1 + KO 
Extract solution for N1 time-evolution: 
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> II1:= rhs (op (1, select (has, solution, nl (t)))) ; 
exp(-(Kn3 + Knt KnlO) t) NOo n 
Nl := 
1 + KO 
The three results above are very importemt as we use them in our 
MathCAD simulations. 
Let NOo be conc. of normal species in ground state BEFORE n*100% 
molecules were excited up with the pulse; 
Let No be conc. of normal species in ground state just AFTER the pulse. 
To -- same for tautomer 
Here we assume that absorbance coeff. of normal species and tautomer 
are the same. 
> No :=N0o*(1-n)/(1+KO); 
NO:=simplify(rhs(dsolve({diff(nO(t),t)=KnlO*Nl, nO(0)=No}, nO(t)))); 
N O o  ( 1 - n )  
No := 
1 + KO 
NO := - NOo ( 
-Knt + n Knt - Kn3 + KnlO exp(-(Kn3 + Knt + KnlO) t) n + n Kn3 
- KnlO)/{Kn3 + Kn3 KO + Knt + Knt KO + KnlO + KnlO KO) 
> Tlo:=No*KO; TIO:=simplify(rhs(dsolve({diff(tlO(t),t)=KtlO*Tl, 
tl0(0)=Tlo}, tlO(t)))); 
NOo (1 - n) KO 
Tlo := 
1 + KO 
TIO - KO NOo (-Ktt + n Ktt - KtlO + n Ktl3 
+ KtlO exp{-(Ktl3 + Ktt + KtlO) t) n - Ktl3)/( 
Ktl3 + Ktl3 KO + Ktt + Ktt KO + KtlO + KtlO KO) 
Here is place where we can find explicit expression for ground state of 
T2 population: 
> T2o:=0; T20:=siraplify(rhs(dsolve({diff(t20(t),t)=Kt20*T2, 
t20(0)=T2o}, t20(t)))): 
(Output is not shown due to complexity) 
Here we also assume that in the ground state the proton transfer rate 
is too small on our timescale. 
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Now we can start evaluating triplet (N3) dynamics: 
> deN4:= diff (n3(t) ,t)=Kn3*Nl+Ktl3*Tl+Kt23*T2,• 
d Kn3 %2 NOo n Ktl3 %3 NOo n KO 
deN4 := -- n3(t) + - Kt23 NOc n ( 
dt 1 + KO 1 + KO 
Ktt KO Kt23 %1 + Ktt KO Kt20 %1 - Ktt KO Kn3 %1 - Ktt KO Knt %1 
- Ktt KO KnlO %1 - Ktt KO %3 Kt23 - Ktt KO %3 Kt20 
+ Ktt KO Kn3 %3 + Ktt KO Knt %3 + Ktt KO KnlO %3 + Knt Ktl3 %2 
+ Knt Ktt %2 + Knt KtlO %2 - Knt Kt23 %2 - Knt Kt20 %2 
- Knt Ktl3 %1 - Knt Ktt %1 - Knt KtlO %1 + Knt Kt23 %1 
+ Knt Kt20 %l)/((Ktl3 + Ktt + KtlO - Kt23 - Kt20) {1 + KO) 
(-Kt23 - Kt20 + Kn3 + Knt + KnlO)) 
%1 := exp(-{Kt23 + Kt20) t) 
%2 := exp(-(Kn3 + Knt + KnlO) t) 
%3 := exp(-(Ktl3 + Ktt + KtlO) t) 
Boundary condition is that no triplet present at time zero: 
> M3:=(rhs(dsolve({deN4, n3(0)=0}, n3(t)))): 
(Output is not shown due to complexity) 
Computer Implementation with "MatbCAD" Software: Transient Absorbance 
Signal Modeling and "Fitting" Procedure. 
The symbolic expressions for the time-dependents populations of N*, T* and I*, 
obtained with Maple V in the previous section are now put to use in a procedure written 
for MathCAD 6.0. MathCAD interface is much more intuitive and also capable of 
formatted output of calculation results. The main advantage for using MathCAD is its 
ability to perform a muMparametric search for the best parameters provided function 
partial derivatives can be calculated. The whole procedure is composed of two steps: 1) 
find best parameters that describe isotropic system behavior <md 2) use that information 
and experimental anisotropy decay to separate photobleach from excited-state absorbance 
and estimate angle between transition dipole moments. 
A sample MathCAD protocol for this procedure is given below. 
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Fitting procedure for isotropic parameters of 
hypocrellin A excited t^ate i(inetics in octanol. 
(with the the third tautomer in the ground state) 
Initial conditions for excited state populations immediately after time-zero: 
No Tlo=NO„-j^^ 
T 2 O - T I „  N 3 „ = 0  
wtiere T] is the fraction of population excited t>y the pump pulse. This additional parameter is 
needed later as a scaling factor wtien fitting experimental data. 
For the ground state initial conditions will appear as (immediately after time-zero); 
NO 0 = K T-NO TIO 0 = NO O~^ 
T20o =T10o 
sobitioh ^  jtUr) - nKO = t2(f) = iCa%3 kao- kakitsko 
+ koku<mktu-t-koku'ii2i:jtlo + koku^3kn3 + ki23yi\iatko-v»\kut:hloko 
-vtxkmkttkd^'amatkaoko-ktlslookw^z-^kiitva.kus-'^xkhtkus-kaskiu'via. 
-'a\kmktlo^kt23vt,\k>a-*-'vi,\ kiukt20 + kmv<iiai0-i-k>ay^ku-kmy>zkt20-<iik\k>uku)h 
N0ol(.(.KtI3 + Kil3KO-t-Ku+Ku XO+KcJO + XtWKO-020-Kt20K0-Kt23 - Kt23 KO) 
(.kt30 +1023 - kn3 - km-  io tyo ) ) |  
%2 •= r) 
Now we introduce results obteined with Maple V scnpt (see picture above): 
N(t) = No-e TI(t) = T1 ^ .e ' -"uo 
-t-kma-kizo 
•i K t'k tt" •nn3 ^ tn3 '^nnO ''nt~''t20 ' 
I nt ' ^ tn3 " tlO ^ tn3 ' t20 " tt' 
t-.'lcm-ltnn3-^''nn0; 
nt"'J'tn3 ''tlO " ''tt " ;^tn3 "^'^120 ^ : •• 
"''tnS ''imO *''nt ~''tlO • T2(t) = N O - I T -
: ktn3 ••'120 ' '•'nt ^ ''nii3 ~ ''nnOl j ~''tn3 * ''tlO " ''t20' ' t 
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T2(0) — 0 as expected 
N3(t) is better to evaluate numerically 
'•t 7  - 1 7  N3(t) -- kn^-N(tl)-ktn3-(Tl(tt)-T2(tt)) dtt-N3o-—-trcxp —t -
. - 9 'BTO 9 
'0 
N 3 ( t )  — '  - j - l  
NO j<t) = N(t) - Tl(t) - T2(t) - N3(t) 
Here we introduce anisotropic components: 
^O.par^*) ^ ®0'P02.par^*'®) ^O.pcr^*) ^ ^0'^02.per(*'®) 
®N.par(^ ) " eNj| Po2.par't'*Nji' "  ^02.parC '^0) ena is for exdted-state absorbance. 
„ , is for stimulated emission 
®N.per^'^ " ®Nji 02.pcr'^'^Na ~ ®N.c'^ 02.per^*'®) 
®Tl.par(*) = ®TlA*P02.par "®Tl.e P02.par(t'®) 
^Tl.pcr^*) "®Tl^'P02.per *'*T1A "^Tl.e P02.per(^'®> 
® T2.par' T2^'* T2.e " ® 72^ ^  02.par'^'* T2^ " ^  72.6 ^  02.par'*•* T2.e 
® T2.per'T2^'* T2.e " ^ 12^ ^  02.pcr 72^ "^T2.e P 02.per'^'* T2.e 
 ^N3.par(^  ^  ^ ® NS ? 02.par N3  ^ ® N3.per(t)  ^  ^N3 P 02.pcr' t.* N3 '^ triplet onV absorbs iij light 
A pjir',t»+T2^*^T2^. " '®0.par^*^'^® ~ ® ® •" 
•^®T2.par'*'*T2A'*T2.e * ®N3.par(*)*N3(t) 
^ p e r ' * ' ^ T 2 ^ ' ^ T 2 . e  "  " ® 0 . p e r ( * ^ " ^ ®  ~  ® ^  ®  —  
T2.per' T2a'* T2.e "^^(t) - 6N3,per(') N3(t) 
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^ ' 2"^ par ^•Aper H 
We can also verify, that the magic angle result is equvalent to using non-poiaiized light 
EN"®N.a" ^ N .e = Tl"®Tla"®Tl.e T2"^T2.a-^T2.e 
A t.ejy,,ETi,e-p2.eN3'^ ^-EO NO ^(t) - 6|^ N(t) - e-pi-TUt) 
+e-j2"T2(t) -ej^3-N3(t) 
Our goal is to fit this magic angle transient absortiasnce to experimental data 
Now we see that we really need the values of & n3 sums of e ^  and e  ^
components. The most straightfonward way to get the is to consider the isotropic transient profile that we 
obtained earlier and fit it to the experimental data. 
assume ^N'^T2*^N3 
177 221 1 1 1 177 
•t Ti-iexp 1 exp 1 
,875 2 1750 A.t.EN,8xi,eT2.8N3.^ —Ti exp —t " n ^50 9 
when collenting on exponents simplifies to 
1 1 -221 1 17 1 
AA t.eN'®Tl-ST2'eN3'^ = — Sjl - ^ ^ 12 t " 9 ®T2 - ^ " ^•®N3' 
But in our model we postulate that 
^Tl.a"®N.a ®Tl.e"®N.e 
Hence After sui)stitution we get 
A t,e|s{,e-p2.EN3,Tl = AA,t,E|^,ef^,e j2'eN3.^ 
1  1  2 2 1  , 1  1 7  1  1  
A (tf  8 , E  T 9  K  T 9  * C X p '  ' t  •  "  — 6  X 9  i ' C X p '  ' t  ' Z  N' T2 N3 • N ^3 TZ 40250 9  ^ 72 72 \^875 18 18     
Lefs define fitting functional F y (^t,p) as; 
A(t,pl,p2,p3,p4) 
Id 
: dpi 
A(t,pi,p2,p3,p4) 
—A(t,pl,p2,p3,p4) 
; dp2 II 
1 
:dp3 
I d  
^dp4 
A(t,pl,p2,p3,p4) 
A(t,pl,p2,p3,p4) 
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FA(t.P) 
11 221 1 1 7 
•Pi 4« P2 40250 ^ ' 9 72 72 18 ^ 18 
1 1 
exp 1 -
875 
1 177 
^ Pi P2 «p 
1 221 
—exp 
18 40250 
1 177 
—exp 
18 1750 
—exp 
18 40250 
-t -p^ 
177 221 1 1 1 
1 exp 1 exp 
9  ^875 18 1750 •P4 
—exp 1 -p  ^
72^ 875 72 * 
221 177 
18 •''i *"^  40250  ^ 9^  ^ 72 72875 * 18 •®*P i75( 
Some preparation for actual fitting is needed. 
Define data to fit and the fitting points; The experiments were done in the time range of t ' 
N^20 Number of points in fit „ . .. Maximum time 
300 
Select fit points 
parN-4 Number of parameters 
max 
. - V, ^ - 1)^ . 
I = 1 .. N tl; 1 J a (N - ir 
Define experimental data to be fitted; 
^ exp.par^^^ 9^ 230 
t 
12 
this is an example for 595 nm probe wavelength in octanoi 
A exp.per^ * "^ ~~ " 0.05-exp-  ^0.06-exp  ^
1159 50000 
^ expj" '  ^  exp.par'  ®i "  exp.per 
Plot of experimental data for octanoi 
'^cxp.paiH"i 
^cxp.perf°i 
^exp^>ar(°i -*"^exp^ier'.°i —— 
-0^ 100 200 300 
"i 
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Define Vector of parameters to be fitted and initial guesses; 
.85; GCN 
GeT2 .3 :GeT2 
^N3 3.8 
guess - GeN3 
Gti . .1 . G^ 
Actual fit operator is here; P  ^genfiti tt.A ^ p»P a 
Fit results; 
P = 
0.727 
0.392 
2.845 
0.044 
^fit ^ ^ A 
0.00S Plot before and after the Fit 
«Pi 
A. Oj, Ge Ge Ge , Gq 
-0.008 
0. 
I 
Plot of the Fit Residuals 
A expj-
300 Q 
Fit quality; 
1 ' 
'T' «Pi I 
N - parN 
Q =0.153 
a. 
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Results 
Rnaliy, we obtain ''i ®T2 ^2 ®N3 ^*3  ^ **4 0.727 
®T2 0.392 
2.845 
^N3 
0.044 
. . 
Output the fit results to data file; 
N'^ 100 Number of points in fit The experiments were done in the time range of f  ^300 
(ii-1) ^min"®*® 
i isl-N* ^j ' '^ max "  min' ~ ^ min 
FTTjj = augmeiit(tt,FIT) 
WRITEPRN(outfile) ^ RES 
Summary of results: Wavelength A. =5.6-10  ^ -m 
®NA=®-® ^Tl.a"^N.a 
® N . e = ® N " ® N ^  ® T l x " ^ N . e  
®T2.a 
--n7nA _ These angle are yet to be found 
 ^T2.e - E T2 • ® T2ji ® T2.e m|| _ .^ jgg in the anisotropy part 
6^3=2.845 
Global model parameters and some constants definitions: 
nm^lO -m 
Observation(probe) wavelength: A.HS60-iiin 
K {= 1 equilibrium constant We postulate equivalence in energy from ground-state spectra data. 
ground-state concentration. Really not nnportant 
Ti - 0.1 fraction of sample excited by the pump. Can be found fitim optical density, average power of the 
beam and sample thickness. In simulations it is used as a scaling factor to adjust for the observe 
signal intensity. 
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Rate constants in ps'^ ; 
k-,;— nonnatto tautomer 
nt 10 
k  ^ normal to ground state 
7000 
k  ^ normal to triplet 
nn3 ^QOO 
1 ™ k- = tautomertoTZ tt 230 
k,in-—— tautomer to ground state tlO 7000 
''®3 "iooo tautomer or T2 to triplet 
*^120"  ^ ground state 
7000 
D - -1—- rotational diffusion rate constatnt 
800 6 
The parameters that we ate k)oking for are the absorption and extinction 
coefFicients together with relative transition dipole angles. 
These values are, in general, wavelength-dependant 
e 0 = 1 ground-state absorption used as a reference value. We assume tautomers have similar absorption 
spectra. 
For probe wavelength of A.=5.6-10~  ^ -m 
Guesses for absorptran coefficients iq,. excited-state absorption dipoles relative to the ground-stati 
transitions; 
ej^^ = 0.8 
•N.a"2 due to near C2v symmetry 
= 5 due to near Czv symmetry 
'TU-O-" ^ 
^Tl.e''''^  ^T2.e~*- postulated to be different from N and T1 
" ^ T2.e'^  due to near Cgv symmetry 
Et2 2.4 *N3.a-® 
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Fitting procedure for anisotropic parameters of 
hypocreilin A excited-state icinetics in octanol. 
Initial conditions: 
No ^Kt-NOo--^ Tlo ^N0„- ^ 
^  °  K f l  "  ®  K ,  - 1  
T 2 o = 0  N 3 o = 0  
where T) is the fraction of population excited by the pump pulse. 
For the ground state initial conditions will appear as: 
NO 0 K t-NO TIO 0 ^ NO K j - 1  "  " K f l  
T20o =0 
softtfion := "KO " t2(f) = (-iCOifStt 943 Xl20-%l£ti  Kh3 KO 
•^KOKu'ViaKnt-k-KOKu.'VaKnlO-^-KOKu'VaKni-^KaS'^X KttKO-V,\ Ku KhW KD 
-yi,\KntatKjO+V,\Kua20KO-Kt23KOKu'm + Kia^iai3-'^\Kiai:U3-ta23K>uyi2 
-'M.KiaKtlO-^KaSVtXKia-'r'M.KiaKaO-^KM'^KtlO-^Kiit'lfia.Ku-KMtVia.KtlO-VtXKiaKU^H 
N0of(.iKtl3-*-l^3K0-¥KU-k-tatK0-*-KtW-t-ai0ia}-Kt20-i:t20K0-Kt23-i:t23tC0'i 
iKt20 + Kt23 ~ Kn3 -K>a- iOfiO))| 
^2 ^  + *« + ^ 0) f) 
N(t) -.NQ-C 
T l ( t )  - T l Q - e  
e- ^ "•'nnS "''tn3 nnO ' nt "t20' " 
I 
- k. 
+knt*;-ktn3 tlO "tn3 ^ t20 "tti 
T2(t) =N0 _ I T . 
; •'"i*nt-''nn3 ""imO J . r. . i t i 1 
^ •'' nt • tii3 tlO tt " ' tn3 " t20I " 
i-tflCjj+knj^lCtlO; , ... . . U I, 
c -  • K j - k j j - l k ^  t n 3  ~ n n O  ' n t  ' ' t Z O /  
•^013 "''t20 " '^nt * ''nn3 iinO/tt ' tn3 '"''tlO " ^tZO ~ 
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. 7 17 N3(t) ^ Ic„n3 N(tt)-ko,3 (Tl(tt)-T2(tt)) :dtt-N3o- —ii-exp —-t -- ti: 
_ ^ • Q 0/9 Q 
.'0 
N3(t) 
NO jd) = N(t) - Tl(t) - T2(t) - N3(t) 
P 02.p««.*) = I - ~ 3 - 1 •« 
•" 02jjer<'» • j - - 1 e 
® 0.par^*) " ® 0"^ 02.par^*'®^ ® 0.per^^^ " ® 0"^ 02.pcr^*'®) 
® N.par(^^ ' ® 02.par' ~ ^ N.c''* 02.par(^'®^ 
^N.per(^) '^N^ P02.per'''*N^ * ^02.per(^'®) 
^Tl.par(^) '^TlAP02.par'^'*Tl^ •®Tl.eP02.par(^'°^ 
®Tl.per<^) "®Tl^P02.per'^'*TlA^ ^^Tl.e P02.pcr(*'®) 
^T2.par'^'*T2^'*T2.e " ^72^-^ 02.parl^'*T2^; ^ ®T2.e P 02.par'^'*T2.e 
® T2.per' T2^'* T2.e ^ ^ T2a*P 02.per T2^; ' ® T2.e'P (G-pcr^ T2.e' 
®N3.par(^) = ®N3"P 02.par;7 '*N33 ®N3.pcr(*> " ®N3"P 02.per(7~^—'•N3J: 
*®D>J3 \^D.N3 
Apar( t.*T2^.*T2.e ^ = '^  0.par(t)-NO £(t) - Sj^ j^(t) N(t) - STi.par(O Tl(t) e.r2.par(t.*T2j 
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Apcr^'*T2^'*T2.e ' •®0.per(*>*NO z(0 " ~ ^T2.per^**T2j'*T2.e 
1 2 
 ^ " 3'^  par T2ai'^  T2.e ~ 3'^  per' T2 '^^  T2.e 
We shall also verify, that the magic angle result is equvalent to using non-polarized light 
^N"®NA"^N.e ®Tl"®TlJi-^Tl.e ®T2"®T2^ ' ®T2.e 
Ai ,e J2»®N3.^ - -Ej,^-N(t) ^ e-p|-Tl(t) , 
+6T2"^ ^*) ^  e|i^3-N3(t) 
Now construct anisotropy: 
Apgr't,4T2A.*T2.e " Aper't,+ x2A>T2.e 
r i t ,^T2^'TT2e '  
A ^ 2-A peri x2J,* T2.C 
Tl^ '^  T2 '^® N '^^ TLe'® T2.e'® N3'• T2^«* T2.e 
The results below are very long and truncated to fit page as their exact fbrm is not of great importance. 
Here we display reluts explidtiy to obtain functional fbrm for anisotropy 
now we can define fitting function based on the result above 
2 ^ 221 , 25 
'^•^'^N.a'^Tl.a'^T2^'SN.e'®Tl.e'^T2.e'^N3'*T2.a'*T2.e ' Y' 40^'^ e " ^-exp; — 
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Next we approach fitb'ng anisotroov data. Constants e js} .e 77 N3 ot>tained from ttie magic angle 
fit 
But in our model we postulate that 
® T1 Noi ® T1 e"® N e Hence e jyj«e jj So, do some substitutions: 
mt,ENj,ET2^,e|^e'^T2.e'*T2^'*T2.e, ^ '^•*'®N^'^Na'®T2j'^N.e'^N.e'^T2.e'^N3'*T2^'*T2 
5*10 -16 
-S-10 
Quick chcck 
100 
To minimize uncertanity in fitting space, it's time to use already familiar relations: 
assume 
e .^e T2.e N .^e t2ji,6 N.e.e T2.e 
given 
®N"®N^"®N.e 
^'®N.e'®T2.e ~ 
®T2"®T2^*®T2.e 
1.768 
1.908 - 6^2^ 
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8 ^ 3 already determined dur^  tiie magic angle fit 
Substitution of emission coefficients in rr t,e g,e T2ai'* T2.e 9"®® ^  
function: 
After sut)stituti0ns: 
^Tl.e ®N-®NA 
cos'>-r7- cos -^p2e use constant for faster 
procesing 
and collecting on exponentials we define final fitting anisotropy function 
2 -I ;  :  ' ' 2 * ® o s * x 2 e - ' ' ' 2  " > S + T 2  
t.eNji'^T2u»'«»*T2e ^ V®^\800"* " 
Here we evaluate fitting functional 
r'(t,pl,p2,p3) 
^r-a.pl.pZ.pS) , 
I  d p i  
l-r'{t.pl.p2.p3) 
dp2 
' ^—r'(t,pl,p2,p3) 
dp3 
2 1 
r'(t,pl,p2,p3) - --exp: —-t 5 <800 
-^•E Y2 12"p2 - 12*p3^*p2 - 7*e 12*p3^*i E'p2 ~ p2; - 1 i'cxp! ~~—-t | 
\ 875 
I  1  - 8 E  T: 
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Using these results we define our fitting functional (ifs exact fbnn is not of interest): 
P'l»P2'P3 
2 1 
—exp 1 
5 800 
4-6x2 - IZ-Pj - 12- - 7-8^3 - 12- p, ^- 8^2 " P2 " "^P ^ t 
1  - 8 -e T2 
2 1 
—exp 1 
5 800 
1  - 8 e  T2 
2 1 
—exp. 1 -T 5 ,800 
1  - 8 .e T2 
2 1 
—exp! 1 i-— 
5 800 
-24-p3P2-24-p3-,E-i^ 
1 -8ex2 
Define data to fit and the fitting points: 
NB20 Number of points in fit The experiments were done in the time range of 100 
parN = 3 Number of parameters t^ gMn.gr? a.cos^T?rsq 
Select fit points 
(i 1)' 
i H1.. N tt; 1 we need more points wtiere fast change occurs 
(N-1)' 
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Define data to t)e fitted: 
A ^(t) = 0.035- 1 - - 0 012- " 0 036-oq> 
'exp.par^ 
A„_„^(t) = 0.02-exp —^ -0.14-exp ^— 
exp.pcrw ^1591 ^ 50000 
^ exp.par' ^  ~ A exp.per' "i 
From the isotropic (magic angle) fit we obtain 
:1.768 : 
1.908 
1-«3 E^.P, =N3.P, 
0.096 
11. 
Initial guesses for the vector of parameters to be fitted; 
0.945 
®T2.a " '0-952 i ^N.a 
_«»®*T2e; 0.703 guess v ®T2.a 
;cos+T2ej 
Actual fit is here: PP ^ genfitf tt,r^^,Pp.^,F ^ 
Fit results: 
0.945 
PP= 0.953 
0.705 
^ guess ' 0-952 
0.945 
0.952 
0.703 
®N 1.768 
• ®T2 ; 1.908 
'®N3 1.823 
\ 0.096 
«Pi 
Plot of data and tiie Fit 
Tfitj -0.2S - _ • 
-0.4 100 
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C- m 0.945 Rnaiiy, we obtain 
^TLa O"" ®TZa = 
cos*-p2c «»+T2c 
n 
^T2e ' scosiPPj 
 ^T2 g =45.185-deg * T2  ^  ^ j " * * T2  ^= 135.185 -deg 
®N.e ^12.6 ' "®T2^"®T2 g^^=0.953 ®T2.e=®-®®® 
^Tl.e' ^ N .e ® T 1 = ^ N  
Summary of results; Wavelength A. =5.6-10  ^ -m 
eN^0.94S sn3=1^ 
e N.e =® ®23 e Tl.e"^ N.c g ^ =0.823 
• •p2.e =^-185-deg 
Output the fit results to data file; 
W-IOO Number of points in fit The experiments were done in the time range of 300 
ii = 1  N *  t t  =  . / t '  - 1 '  •  - t "  •  II - I.. I-* Ujj ^ J ' max '• mm mm 
FTTij =Ff.ttj;,PP^ RES = augment(tt,FIT) 
WRITEPRN(outfile) ^ RES 
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Plot of the Fit Residuals 
"^exPi 
0.02--
Fit quality: 
T 
N - paiN 
Q =0.065 
«i 
Global model parameters: 
Observation(probe) wavelength: A.=560-nm 
K,=-1 
nmnlO *111 
equilibrium constant We postulate equivalence in energy from ground-state spectra data. 
NO Q  ^1 ground-state concentration. Really not important 
r\ - 0.1 fraction of sample excited by the pump. Can be found from optical density, average power of the 
beam and sample thickness. In simulations it is used as a scaling factor to adjust for the observe 
signal intensity. 
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Rate constants in ps~  ^: 
nt 10 k „t = —- normat to tautomer 
k ^ 0" nomiai to ground state 
k __•! - —  ^ normal to triplet 
nn3 1000 
k- = -^  tautomer to T2 
•tt" 230 
k,tn  ^ tautomer to ground state 
"" 7000 
k  ^
 ^1000 tautomer or T2 to triplet 
k ton - —— T2 to ground state 
7000 
1 1 
D ^  rotatk>nal diffusion rate constatnt 
800 6 
The parameters that we are kxiking for are the absorption and extinction 
coefficients together with relative transition dipoie angles. These values are in general wavelength-depenc 
8 0 = 1 ground-state absorption used as a reference value. We assume tautomers have similar ab 
spectra. 
For probe wavelength of A. =5.6-10"^  -m 
due to near C2v symmetry 
^N.e^®N'®N.a 2 
®Tl.a-®N.a due to near C2v symmetry 
^T2.e^®T2' ®T2.a 
 ^N3.a ^   ^  ^guess. It shouMnt really influence the result 
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CHAPTER V. EXPLORING GROUND-STATE HETEROGENEITY 
OF HYPERICIN AND HYPOCRELLIN A AND B: DYNAMIC AND 
2D ROESY NMR STUDY 
A paper submitted to the Journal of American Chemical Society 
A. V. Smimov', D. B. Fulton^, A. Andreotti^, and J. W. Petrich' 
ABSTRACT 
A NMR study was conducted on the antiviral and antitumor agents, hypericin and 
hypocrellin A and B, whose activity is light induced. Elucidation of the 
conformational/tautomeric properties of these polycyclic quinones is important for 
interpreting their photophysical behavior in the excited state. Evidence for interconversion 
between ground-state tautomers or other conformational isomers was sought in 
temperature-dependent 'H NMR and 2D-ROESY studies. For hypericin and hypocrellin 
B, only one ground-state species is observed. For hypocrellin A, however, three species are 
significantly populated in the ground state due to the higher flexibility of the carbon 
skeleton. In the latter case dynamic NMR simulation were performed to obtain kinetic and 
thermodynamic parameters for the sequential interconversion occurring between the three 
species. The implications of these results for the interpretation of the light-induced 
' Department of Chemistry, Iowa State University 
^ Department of Biochemistry, Biophysics and Molecular Biology, Iowa State University 
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primary processes in these systems are discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
The polycyclic quinones hypericin and hypocrellin (Figure 5.1) exhibit light-
induced antitumor and zmtiviral activity [1-4]. Consequently, these compounds have been 
the subjects of numerous ultrafast and steady-state spectroscopic studies with the goal of 
elucidating the energetic and dynamic properties of their electronic excited states [5-24]. 
The corresponding properties of the electronic ground state, though important for 
interpreting the photophysical data, have, apart from some exceptions [27-31], received 
relatively little attention. 
Each of the compoimds has a twisted carbon skeleton resulting from the steric 
strain induced by substituents in the "bay" regions (positions 3, 4 and 10, 11 for hypericin. 
Figure 5.1a, and positions 6, 7 and 1, 12 for hypocrellin, Figure 5.1c) of the polycyclic ring 
systems. In addition, for hypocrellin A, the axial chirality arising from such twisting, 
combined with the chirality of the asymmetric carbon atoms, gives rise to diastereomerism. 
For some members of the perylenequinone family it has been possible to isolate both 
diastereomers and to observe their thermal interconversion [31]; but, until now, evidence 
for interconversion among the hypocrellin A conformers has not been observed. 
Hypericin and the hypocrellins are capable of intramolecular hydrogen bond 
formation so that keto/enol tautomerism is possible. It can be shown through calculations 
[32,33] and by experimental observation [31] that only certain tautomers are sufficiently 
stable to be significantly populated at room temperature. For example, in a nonionizing 
environment hypericin in the ground state is thought to exist as only one tautomer, the so-
called normal form [32] (Figure 5.1a). On the other hand. X-ray [34] and photophysical 
data [9, 15] suggest that hypocrellin A in the ground state exists in at least two tautomeric 
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forms (Figures Ic and Id). 
In this article we present an investigation of the ground-state tautomeric and 
conformational isomers of hypericin and hypocrellin and their temperature-dependent 
interconversion processes. 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Hypericin and hypocrellin A imd B were purchased from Molecular Probes, Inc. 
and used without further purification. 'H-NMR spectra were measured in anhydrous 
DMSO-dfi and acetone-di (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories) with a Bruker DRX-500 
spectrometer. The concentrations were ca. 2 mg cm"^. Chemical shifts are reported relative 
to 0.05% internal Me4Si. Cross-peaks in 2D ROESY spectra as well as values reported in 
[31] were used in signal assignment. 
ID 'H NMR spectra of hypocrellin A and B were recorded at 293, 298, 308, and 
318 K in DMSO and 240, 250, 260, 268, 273, 288, 298, and 313 K in acetone. The 
lineshapes of spectra below 268 K appeared to be in the slow exchange regime. Two-
dimensional ROESY data were obtained at 268 K in acetone for two spectral regions: -2.0 
to 18.0 ppm and 15.3 to 16.6 ppm. 
For hypericin, ID 'H NMR spectra were recorded at 298, 313, 323, and 333 K in 
DMSO and 240, 268, 273, 298, and 313 K in acetone. 2D ROESY data were obtained at 
298 K in acetone for the spectral range from -2.0 to 18.0 ppm. Hypericin samples were 
found to decompose upon prolonged exposure to ambient light and were kept in the dark 
as much as possible. 
The 2D-ROESY spectra were acquired at 499.87 MHz with a continuous spin-lock 
during mixing (RF power 2.5 kHz, mixing time 300 ms) and the carrier frequency set at 8.0 
ppm. Typically 340-512 complex FIDs of size 4096 were collected (10 kHz spectral width. 
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relaxation delay 2.0 s, 8 scans/FID) employing the States-TPPI method [38] for phase-
sensitive detection in Fl. The data were Fourier transformed, zero-filled, and apodized 
with a 90° shifted sine-bell squared function to yield 4096 x 512 real data points. The 
baseline of the 2D spectrum was corrected in both dimensions with a fifth degree 
polynomial fitting algorithm. In the second hypocrellin ROESY experiment (over a 
spectral range of 15.3 to 16.6 ppm)) ofi^et and sweepwidth were adjusted to obtain a high-
resolution spectrum of the down-field hydroxyl region. The spin-lock frequency was set 
up-field from the region of interest to avoid coherent (TOCSY-type) transfer artifacts [39]. 
Dynamic NMR simulations were performed with the program XNMR written by 
Uwe Seimet, Germany (available at ftp://acp5.chemie.xini-kl.de/pub/xnmr) and Mex 
written by Alex Bain, McMaster University (for information see 
http://www.chemistry.mcmaster.ca/faculty/bain). The two simulation programs produced 
identical results. The spectrum at 240 K was treated as having a zero interconversion rate 
for every pair of species. This was necessary to estimate chemical shifts and line widths at 
the slow exchange limit, which were fixed parameters in the simulations. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Hypericin 
The aromatic skeleton of hypericin adopts a nonplanar, twisted geometry due to the 
steric repulsion between the two methyl groups. This geometry retains a C2 symmetry axis 
and magnetic equivalence of the corresponding protons in the upper and the lower part of 
the molecule (Figure 5.1a), resulting in a rather simple NMR spectrum. However, anzilysis 
of the NMR data was complicated by the presence of impurities in the commercially 
available material. The signals from impurities, water and the partially deuterated solvent 
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molecules were discriminated on the basis of their relative integrals and the expected 
values of their chemical shifts. 
The 'H NMR signals were assigned mostly based on the values of the chemical 
shifts (Table 5.1). We note that two methyl resonances were shifted considerably to the 
low field (2.75 ppm) as a consequence of anisotropic deshielding by the polyaromatic 
system in combination with the significant steric hindrance. 
The primary goal of our NMR study of hypericin was to obtain experimental 
verification of the species populating the hypericin ground-state, which may consist of at 
least six non-ionized tautomeric species [321: the normal form (Figure 5.1a); two 
monotautomers, arising from the transfer of one proton; and three double tautomers (e.g., 
Figure 5.1b), arising from the transfer of a proton at the "top" and the "bottom" of the 
molecule. One of these double tautomers, in which the proton is transferred from opposite 
sides of the molecule, does correspond to a minimum on the potential energy surface [32]. 
We collected 'H-NMR spectra in the temperature range from 240 to 333 K in 
DMSO and acetone, solvents of different viscosity and polarity. Our attention was 
directed to the aromatic and very low-field (13-14 ppm) regions of the spectra where 
tautomerization processes are expected to be the most evident. In the aromatic region of 
the spectrum we observed two strong singlets at 6.6 and 7.4 ppm each flanked by a number 
of weaker satellites (Figure 5.2). In DMSO over the temperature rzinge 298 to 333 K no 
lineshape coalescence typical of an exchanging system was observed. The temperature 
dependence of the satellite chemical shifts appeared to be either negligible or about an 
order of magnitude greater than that of the main components (from 6.63 ppm at 298 K to 
6.40 ppm at 333 K). In addition, a small peak emerged from the shoulder of the aromatic 
hydrogen signal at 7.4 ppm, shifting to lower field as the temperature increased. By 
carefully overlaying and comparing the data obtained at various temperatxires for this 
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spectral region we concluded that the observed changes in the NMR spectra were due to 
impurities and to the temperature dependence of the chemical shifts and linewidths of 
hypericin aromatic signals. We conclude that this line narrowing arises from the lower 
viscosity of DMSO at higher temperatures and not from an increased interconversion rate 
among possible tautomers. Consistent with this conclusion is that as the temperature is 
lowered to just above the freezing point of DMSO, and even lower (240 K) in acetone, no 
substantial increase in the line broadening of either aromatic or peri-hydroxyl signals was 
observed. 
Hypericin possesses three pairs of non-equivalent phenolic hydroxyls in its most 
stable tautomeric form, the "normal" form (Figure 5.1a). In DMSO, the 'H NMR signal of 
the bay hydroxyls was observed as a broad line in the expected region (8.1-8.3 ppm) that 
shifted slightly to higher field as the temperature increased. On the other hand, another 
pair of relatively narrow lines were observed at very low field (14.08 and 14.73 ppm at 298 
K) and exhibited almost no chemical shift temperature dependence, attributes indicative of 
intramolecular hydrogen bonding [40]. These lines were assigned to the perf-hydroxyls 
(positions 1, 6, 8, 13 (Figure 5.1a)). 
We conclude that the ground state of hypericin at temperatures as high as 333 K is 
represented by a single tautomer. Based on the x-ray data [36,37] and the results of afa 
initio quantum mechanical calculations [32], the structure of this tautomer is given by 
Figure 5.1a. As will be shown below, this is in contrast to what is observed for hypocrellin 
A. 
To assist in the assignment of the low-field phenolic and aromatic signals of 
hypericin a 2D ROESY (rotating-frame Overhauser enhancement spectroscopy) NMR 
spectrum [39,41,42] was acquired in DMSO at 298K (Figure 5.3). The ROESY experiment 
has two advantages over NOESY [43] for this study; the magnitude of rotating-frame cross-
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relaxation is fovorable for molecules of this size, and ROE cross-peaks are readily 
distinguished fiiom chemical exchange or J-correlated cross-peaks by their negative phase 
relative to the diagonal signals. Both positive- and negative-phase sigzials can be observed 
in the ROE experiment. In the absence of TOCSY and HOHAHA artifacts, positive-phase 
signals indicate a chemical or a conformational exchange process in which the proton 
changes its chemical shift (i.e., its environment). Negative-phase signals arise from the 
interactions of protons, in close proximity, within the molecule (i.e., the same 
conformational or tautomeric species). 
The aromatic signal at 7.4 ppm (assigned to 9-H and 12-H) is correlated to the 
methyl singlet at 2.75 ppm via an intense negative ROE cross-peak, whereas its neighbor at 
6.6 ppm (2-H and 5-H) has no cross-peaks at all (Figue 3). Due to their proximity to the 
bay hydroxyl groups, protons 9-H and 12-H are deshielded relative to protons 2-H and 5-H. 
This is because hydroxyl groups are much stronger jt-donors than methyl groups. 
It is more difficult to assign the nonequivalent intramoleculcir hydrogen-bonding 
hydroxyls (in the 14-15 ppm region) since neither of these signals has negative cross-peaks 
with the aromatic or methyl hydrogens 
Although DMSO bears no labile hydrogens, significant hydrogen chemical 
exchange among all three types of hydroxyls was evident from positive cross-peaks in the 
ROESY spectrum. If we assume that this exchange, although perhaps mediated by traces 
of water in the solvent, is intramolecular, then it is reasonable to expect that the proton 
exchange rate among hydroxyls in close proximity will be greater than for those that are 
fiirther apart. Hence, positive cross-peaks in the ROESY spectrum should a have higher 
volume for correlation between I-OH and 3-OH (and, by symmetry 6-OH and 4-OH) as 
compared to 13-OH and 3-OH (and, by symmetry, 8-OH and 4-OH). Based on this 
consideration, the peak at 14.08 ppm can be assigned to 1-OH and 6-OH and that at 14.73 
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ppm to 8-OH and 13-OH. 
B. HypocTellin A 
L Ground-State Coaformatioaal Isomers 
The room-temperature 'H NMR spectrum of hypocrellin A in acetone is almost 
identical to that which has been previously reported [31]. However, we observe that 
lowering the temperature to 268 K results in significant changes and increased spectral 
complexity, especially in the low and medium-field spectral regions. Similar changes were 
observed at low temperature in DMSO but with considerably broader lines. As in the case 
of hypericin, the analysis was slightly complicated by the presence of impurities, the most 
abundant of which is hypocrellin B. By changing temperatures and by using 2D ROESY, 
most of these ambiguities were, however, successfully resolved. 
The 'H NMR spectrum of hypocrellin A is more complex than that of hypericin 
because of its lower symmetry and, as will be seen, the interconversion between 
conformational isomers and tautomeric forms. The presence of two asymmetric centers 
(C-16 and C-14) in combination with the helical topology of the aromatic ring system, 
permits hypocrellin to exist in two possible forms, denoted gauche and anti in Figure 5.4. 
The two conformers differ principally in the configuration of the invertible seven-
membered ring fragment. The acetyl group attached to C-16 is expected to be sterically 
restricted in its rotation about the C(16)-C(17) cy-bond, especially at low temperature. If 
the interconversion among the confomaers is slow on the NMR time-scale, peak 
broadening or even splitting will be observed due to differential anisotropic deshielding by 
the aromatic ring system and by the restricted acetyl's carbonyl group. In addition, each of 
the conformers can undergo keto-enol type tautomerization (Figures Ic and Id). 
Tautomeric interconversion will affect the hydroxyl NMR signals directly, and may 
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indirectly perturb the chemical shifts of other protons via changes in the conjugation of the 
polycyclic ring system. 
We observed nonequivalence of the aromatic and hydroxy protons despite the large 
distance to the acetyl group, which acts as the asymmetry-inducing moiety. Several peaks 
show additional splittings due to conformer/tautomer interconversion processes, as is 
evident in the temperature-dependent and ROESY data. 
In spectra recorded in acetone at 268 K, we observe a group of six doublets in the 
aliphatic region each with an identical geminal coupling constant but with differing 
intensities (Figure 5.5). Among this group are three pairs of doublets, each of comparable 
intensity, that are correlated by negative ROESY cross-peaks (Figure 5.6). These pairs of 
doublets are attributed to the methylene group (13-Ha and 13-Hb, Figure 5.4) of the seven-
membered ring appearing at different chemical shifts due to slow interconversion among 
multiple conformations. The relationship among these signals is revealed by exchange 
(positive) ROESY cross-peaks. The two strongest doublets (centered at 3.43 ppm and 2.65 
ppm) of similar intensity have exchange correlations to two weaker ones (centered at 2.75 
ppm and 3.65 ppm, respectively). In addition, the latter doublet has another pair of 
exchange correlations to doublets centered at 3.60 and 2.50 ppm, respectively, which are of 
intermediate intensity among the three pairs. In the ground state, three signiRcantly 
populated conformational species (A, B, C) are therefore involved in an interconversion 
process (Aw^B^C) in which there is no appreciable interconversion between species A 
and C. At 300 K, the ground state population is 60.6% A, 29.4% B, and 10% C. 
A similar three-site exchange pattern is observed involving singlets at 3.8 (A), 4.8 
(B) and 5.8 (C) ppm, and is assigned to the methyne proton 16-H (Figure 5.7). Their 
relative intensities, however, only qualitatively follow the same pattern as for the 13-H 
doublets: accurate intensity measurements in this region of the spectrum were difficult due 
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to overlapping signals from imptirities. 
In a separate ROESY experiment with a spectral window covering the low-field 
(hydroxyl) part of the spectrum (Figures 8 and 9) we observed strong positive cross-peaks 
between pairs of singlets at 16.12, 16.20 ppm (A) and 16.48, 16.40 ppm (B), respectively as 
well as between the latter singlets and a pair at 16.13, 16.04 ppm (C, which partially 
overlaps peak A), again indicating an exchanging system of type A*-^B^C. The order of 
the labels A, B, and C relative to the 13-H methylenes was deduced from the relative 
intensities of the peaks. 
As further evidence of interconversion between conformers, a multiplet at about 6.8 
ppm (due to aromatic protons 2-H and 5-H) coalesces to the broadened singlet as the 
temperature is raised to 313 K.. This multiplet has negative cross-peaks to another strong 
multiplet at 4.2 ppm due to the nearby methoxy protons. (Figure 5.7) 
The 15-H methyl and 18-H (acetyl) methyl peaks also exhibit evidence of 
conformational exchange. Each methyl is observed at two chemical shifts (1.5 and 1.6 
ppm for 15-H, and 1.9 and 1.3 ppm for 18-H) correlated by positive cross-peaks (Figure 
5.10). In both cases, the downfield peak had much greater intensity. The observation of 
distinct conformational species for the acetyl methyl confirms that its position is sterically 
hindered. 
Having a general picture of the dynamic equilibrium of this system, we now 
describe the specific conformers corresponding to species A, B, and C. The cross-peak 
pattern in the ROESY data shows that the chemical shift order of the 13-H. and 13-Hb 
methylene doublets is reversed upon conversion from the A to the B species, and is again 
reversed on conversion to the C species (Figure 5.6). Inspection of Figure 5.4 shows that 
protons 13-Ha and 13-Hb interchange their lateral distance to the polycyclic ring system and 
to the acetyl group (denoted as Ax'Ac) on conversion between the gauche and anti 
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diastereomers. It is reasonable to expect that the component of the chemical shifts of the 
doublets due to anisotropic deshielding will also be reversed in the gauche and and forms. 
Hence, we conclude that each step in the sequence includes a gaucbe-anti 
conformational change. Next, we note that in the gaucbe form the methyl group attached 
to C-I5 is in the and position to 13-Hb whereas in the and form it is equidistant to both 13-
H, and 13-Hb (Figure 5.4). A negative cross-peak to the methyl signal at 1.7 ppm is 
observed for only one of the doublets of species A (centered at 3.43 ppm) (see Figure 5.10). 
We conclude that species A and C are gaucbe conformers, B is an and conformer, and the 
geminal doublets may be stereospecifically assigned as given in Table 5.2. 
if. Ground-State Tautomers 
Referring now to the hydroxyl region of the spectrum, a change in chemical shift 
order was observed between species A and B but not between B and C (see Figure 5.9 and 
Table 5.2). Given the distance from the flexible portion of the seven-membered ring to the 
hydroxyls, it is unlikely that the and/gaucbe diastereomerism is influencing these shifts. 
Rather, the dominating factor is expeaed to be hydrogen bond strength, i.e., the 
tautomeric state. Therefore it is likely that during the first (but not the second) conversion 
step in the A*-^B*-^C system there is a change in tautomeric state accompanied by a 
change in the aromatic structure (conjugation) of the polycyclic system. This would 
explain the change in the order of chemical shifts of exchanging hydroxyls and the 
deshielding of methylene protons 13-Hi.b and methyne proton 16-H in B as compared to A 
(Figure 5.8). 
Based on the observation from x-ray crystallography [35] that the double tautomer 
of hypocrellin is the form isolated, we propose that the most populated form (A) of 
hypocrellin is the gaucbe diastereomer of the "double" tautomer. The and diastereomer of 
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the "double" tautomer is apparently not sufiSdently populated to be observed under our 
experimental conditions. This is plausible since such a species would be destabilized by 
the n-bond and acetyl oxygen lone pair interactions, and would undergo rapid double-
proton transfer to the "normal** tautomer (B). 
These conclusions are also consistent with the observation of only two exchanging 
species for the 15-H and 18-H methyls (Figure 5.10), since their shifts are not expected to 
be influenced by the tautomeric state, i.e., states A and C (both in the gaucbe 
conformation) are indistinguishable with respect to the methyls. 
Hi. Simulating the Proposed Model for Hypocrellin A 
To validate our model of interconverting tautomers/conformers we performed 
dynamic NMR simulations of hypocrellin A spectra in the temperature range from 268 to 
300 K. In performing these simulations, we assumed that the NMR line widths (in the 
absence of exchange broadening), the enthalpy and entropy of reaction, and the activation 
enthalpy and entropy, all had negligible temperature dependence. A temperature-
independent line width corresponding to an effective relaxation time T2' equal to 0.08 s 
was assumed for each type of proton. In addition, it was assumed that the interconversion 
rates at 240 K were negligible and the chemical shifts at this temperature were taken to be 
the slow exchange-limited values. In addition, our simulations did not account for the 
relative differences in temperature dependence of resonance frequencies for the protons 
involved. We believe this to be a reasonable assumption as the exchange processes studied 
occur among the hydrogen atoms of similar chemical environments. The relative 
population of species A, B and C at each temperature above 268 K had to be estimated 
because the spectra at these temperatures had intermediate-exchange lineshapes and could 
not be reliably integrated. This was done by extrapolation of the equilibrium constant to 
higher temperatures, once AH° and AS® for each process had been calculated by linear 
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regression analysis from the van't Ho£f equation: 
\nK= -AG" /RT =-MP /RT + /R 
The eqoilibritmi constants K at temperatures 240, 250, 260, and 268 K were 
obtained from ratios of the integrals of methylene signals in the 2.45-2.90 ppm range, 
where interference with water and other impurities is minimal (Table 5.4). 
While the relative population of A, B and C were held fixed at the calculated 
values, the interconversion rates from A to B and from B to C where allowed to vary imtil 
qualitative agreement between simulated and experimental line shape was achieved for 
each temperature (Figure 5.5). The same set of parameters was used to simulate data for 
the phenolic hydroxyl and methylene spectral regions (Figures 5 and 8). The activation 
enthalpy AH* and entropy AS* (Table 5.4) were recovered from the Eyring equation: 
k = KkBTexpi- AG* /  RT) /b 
or 
l n ( k / T ) =  23.76 - (AH* / RT) + (AS* / R) 
where K is the transmission coefficient, which is equal to unity if every transition 
state decays to product. The latter equation allowed for simple linear least-square analysis 
illustrated in Figure 5.13. (We use the Eyring equation because it allows extraction of 
activation parameters that are temperature independent. Fitting the data to a simple 
Arrhenius law with a temperature independent prefactor also produces a straight line 
within experimental error.) 
Our model involves three species A, B and C, which sequentially interconvert 
among each other as represented by the following equation: 
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Forward and reverse rate constant are related to the reaction equilibrium constant 
as given by 
KAB = [Bl/[AI = k,/k.i 
KBC=[C]/[B] = k2/t2 
where [AJ, [B] and [C] are populations of species A, B and C respectively. There is 
no interconversion between A and C in this model because we do not observe any positive 
cross-peaks for their signals in the 2D ROESY NMR spectra. Consistent with our 
assignments of states A, B and C is the observation that the activation enthalpy for the 
B—•A process is greater than that for the B—process. This is becaxise B->A involves 
both tautomerization and a conformational transition of the carbon skeleton, whereas 
B—>C only involves the gaucbe-anti transition. 
C. Hypocrellm B 
Hypocrellin B (Figure 5.1e) is very similar in structure to hypocrellin A and 
accompanies it in natural and commercial products [44,45]. Hypocrellin B is formed by 
the elimination of a water molecule at the C-14 and C-I6 positions of hypocrellin A to 
form C-C double bond in the seven-membered ring. We anticipate that this double bond 
restricts rotation around the C(14)-C(16) bond and hence restricts interconversion between 
conformers, in contrast to hypocrellin A. The formation of the double bond also removes 
both chiral centers (at C-14 and C-16). However, the double bond does not render the 
molecule planar, and two conformational isomers differing in the sense of twist of the 
perylenequinone skeleton can still coexist. In contrast to hypocrellin A, however, the two 
atropoisomers constitute an enantiomeric pair and thus are energetically equivalent. This 
by no means implies that 13-H» and 13-Hb are no longer diastereotopic, but suggests that 
they will interchange chemical shift should there be interconversion of conformers. 
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Hypocrellin B can exist in two stable tautonaeric forms, analogous to the normal 
and double tautomers of hypocrellin A. There is a possible resonance interaction of the 
C(14)-C(16) double bond with the aromatic n-system despite the significant torsion angle 
relative to the molecular plane. Such an interaction should result in a significant difference 
in energy for the two tautomers, and we expect to observe only one dominating species in 
the ground-state population of hypocrellin B at room temperature «md below. 
As anticipated the 'H-NMR spectrum of hypocrellin B in acetone is much simpler 
than that of hypocrellin A (Figure 5.11). Lowering the temperature from 313 to 240 K did 
not have a significant eflfect, except for the signals due to phenolic protons at 16.2-16.5 
ppm. At low temperature, this region showed two pairs of singlets with significantly 
different relative intensities (Figure 5.12). Each pair was assigned to the nonequivalent 
aromatic hydrogens at the C-5 and C-7 positions. As the temperature is increased from 
268 to 313K, the lines gradually broaden due to the proton-exchange processes and the 
weaker pair of singlets coalesces with the dominant one. (This is in contrast to the pair of 
nonequivalent aliphatic protons, which we referred to as 13-Hj and 13-Hb for hypocrellin 
A.) Having a typical geminal coupling constant of 11.6 Hz, their lineshapes are only 
slightly broadened at 313K (Figure 5.11). This indicates that, in contrast to hypocrellin A, 
interconversion between two possible atropoisomers of hypocrellin B is largely impeded at 
room temperature. A consequence of this latter observation should be the possibility of 
isolating (+) and (-) forms, which absorb circularly polarized light differently. However, 
the only report of which we are aware [44] states that the isolated natural product was not 
found optically active. 
Consistent with the dynamic NMR experiments, the 2D ROESY spectrum of 
hypocrellin B exhibited only negative cross-peaks (Figure 5.12). The expected exchange 
cross-peaks among phenolic hydroxyls could not be observed due to the limited spectral 
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resolution, large di£ference in intensity and significant overlap of the singlet pairs. As in 
the case of hypocrellin A we observed significant ROE between aromatic (6.6 ppm) and 
methoxy (4.2 ppm), geminal H, and Hb protons (4.1 and 3.3 ppm), and to a smaller extent 
between one of the geminal (4.1 ppm) and methyl (1.8 ppm) hydrogens. A negative cross-
peak between acetyl (2.35 ppm) and a signal at about 4.1 ppm could not be resolved with 
confidence but most likely is due to the proximity of the methoxy group at the C-11 
position. 
Both 2D ROESY and ID dynamic NMR data lead to the conclusion that due to the 
double bond in the seven member ring, hypocrellin B has higher structural rigidity than 
hypocrellin A. Consequently, only one tautomer of hypocrellin B is significantly 
populated in the ground state. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the results of the present NMR smdy it appears that hypericin in DMSO 
or acetone exists as a single conformer/tautomer even at temperatures as high as 333 K (or 
at least that multiple conformers or tautomers cannot be detected by means of NMR 
spectroscopy). Its aromatic signals are now unambiguously assigned and interpreted. 
Proton exchange among all of the three pairs of hydroxyls was observed on the time scale 
of < 300 ms. 
Hypocrellin A was shown to exist in an equilibrium involving three significantly 
populated species with an interconversion scheme that can be represented schematically as: 
A B C. Based on the detailed analysis of its 2D ROESY spectrum in acetone at 268 
K it was deduced that the most populated species, A, is most likely the double tautomer in 
the gaucbe conformation; the least populated species, B, is the normal tautomer in the ana 
conformation; and C is the normal tautomer in the gaucbe form. Both interconversion 
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barriers are small enough to be frequently crossed on the time scale of the NMR 
experiment at temperatures of 298 K and above. 
In contrast to hypocrellin A, its dehydrated form hypocrellin B exhibits less 
complex spectra of that are believed to arise from a single dominant species stabilized by 
the double bond in the 7-membered ring. 
The results of this NMR study are important for understanding the photophysics of 
hypericin and hypocrellin. The assignment of the primary photoprocess in hypericin and 
hypocrellin has now been unambiguously attributed to excited-state intramolecular proton 
(or atom) transfer by means of transient absorption and fluorescence upconversion 
experiments and a carefiil comparison of the kinetics of methoxy analogs incapable of 
executing such processes. When this assignment was proposed in our early studies of 
hypericin, it was not, however, readily accepted in part because of the mirror image 
symmetry existing between the absorption and emission spectra. Such symmetry is 
typically taken as a signature of negligible structural changes between the absorbing and 
the emitting species. Intramolecular excited-state proton transfer usually generates a broad 
structureless emission spectrum that bears little resemblance to the absorbance spectrum. 
3-Hydroxyflavone provides a good example [46-49], 
There are at least two ways to respond to this objection. It is possible that the 
structural changes induced by proton transfer do not significantly affect the electronic 
structure of the tautomeric species in such a way as to destroy the mirror-image symmetry. 
We had also argued earlier [5,6,12], that the ground state of hypericin is already partially 
tautomerized or exists in equilibrium between various isomeric species and that this 
ground-state heterogeneity yields the observed mirror-image symmetry between absorption 
and emission spectra. 
It is of considerable interest that recent ab initio calculations at the RMP2/6-
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31G(d) level of theory [32] indicate that only the so-called normal form of hypericin is 
populated at room temperature. In recent transient absorption [7,8] and fluorescence 
upconversion studies [12] the excited-state kinetics of hypericin depended on the two 
different excitation wavelengths and the two different emission wavelengths employed. 
These results were used to confirm the assignment of groxmd-state heterogeneity in 
hypericin. Our assignment must be carefWy reconsidered in the light of our ab initio 
calculations and the NMR results presented here. We are currently performing a more 
exhaustive investigation by measuring the excited-state kinetics with a tunable excitation 
source. 
The ultrafast spectroscopic evidence for ground-state heterogeneity in hypocrellin A 
is much more convincing. We have noted that at first glance, the similarity of the 
structures (Figure 5.1) and the optical spectra [5-15] of hypericin and hypocrellin would 
lead one to believe that they should exhibit, at least superficially, similar excited-state 
photophysics. This is not the case. The time constant for excited-state proton transfer in 
hypericin is ~10 ps and essentially independent of solvent [6,15] whereas for hypocrellin it 
ranges from 50-250 ps in the solvents we have investigated [10,15]. In addition, the proton 
transfer reaction in hypericin exhibits no isotope effect [6,15], whereas in hypocrellin a 
small isotope effect of 1.4 is observed [11,15]. 
The current picture that we have formed of the excited-state dynamics of hypericin 
and hypocrellin is that the different photophysical behavior that we have enumerated 
above of these two structurally very similar molecules arises because we are probing 
different regions of very similar potential energy surfaces arising from the simultaneous 
optical excitation of at least two ground-state species [15]. A crucial result in forming this 
hypothesis is that we resolve a time constant in the hypocrellin photophysics that is 
comparable to that observed in hypericin. This ~10 ps component in hypocrellin, observed 
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in both transient absorption [IS] and fluorescence upconversion measurements [50] unifies 
our picture of the photophysics of hypericin and hypocrellin if we can interpret it as an 
excited-state proton transfer arising from another tautomeric species and if we can relate it 
to the corresponding process in hypericin. 
Finally, although it has been shown that the antiviral and antitumor activities of 
hypericin can be dependent on oxygen, comparative studies for nine perylenequinones, 
including hypocrellin and hypericin, provide evidence, however, that the quantum yield of 
singlet oxygen formation is not sufficient to explain the reported antiviral activities of these 
molecules, and that other structural features of perylenequinones cire involved [54], In 
fact, the quantum yield of singlet oxygen from hypericin is much less than had been 
presumed initially. Recently, Jardon and coworkers have revised their earlier estimation of 
a singlet oxygen quantum yield of 0.73 [23], essentially equal to the triplet yield, to 0.36 in 
ethanol and less than 0.02 in water [25]. Based on this result, mechanisms involving only 
oxygen clearly cannot explain all the activity of hypericin [51,53]. Of special relevance to 
the role of labile protons for this light-induced biological activity is the observation that 
hypericin and hypocrellin acidify their surroundings upon light absorption [14,52,53]. The 
role of photogenerated protons takes on significance in the context of the growing body of 
literature implicating pH decreases with pharmacologically important functions (see 
reference 53 and citations therein). A continuing theme of our research is to identify the 
light-induced photoprocesses responsible for the broad and potent biological activity of 
these naturally occurring chromophores and to determine their mechanism of action. 
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Table 5.1 'H Chemical shifts values (5, ppm) for hypericin, hypocrellin A and B 
at 298K. 
compound 
hypericin 
acetone 
hypericin 
DMSO 
hypocrellin A 
acetone 
hypocrellin B 
acetone 
14.82 14.74 
phenolic 
hydroxy Is 
(8,13-OH) 
14.27 
(1,6-OH) 
(8,13-OH) 
14.09 
(1,6-OH) 
16.05-16.45' 16.34, 16.37= 
7.35 7.46 
aromatic (9,12-H), (9,12-H), 6.76 (b) 16.58, 16.60= 
hydrogens 6.62 
(2,5-H) 
6.59 
(2,5-H) 
(5,8-H) (5.8-H) 
methoxy 
- -
4.07, 4.14, 
4.21 (b)" 
4.04, 4.16, 
4.19, 4.20= 
methylene 
- -
3.4-3.75; 2.4-2.8" 
4.07 (d, 13-H.) 
4.34 (d, 13-Hb) 
methyne 
- -
3.84, 4.79, 5.78 
(all for H-16) -
methyl 2.78 2.75 
1.6-1.7 (IS-Hj) 
1.89 (I8-H3) 
1.81 (I8-H3) 
2.35 (I5-H3) 
* see Table 5.3 for detailed assignment 
'' see Table 5.2 for detailed assignment 
detailed assignment was not possible or attempted. 
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Table 5.2 Chemical shift of hypocrellin A doublets in NMR spectrom and assignment of 
confonner type for species A, B and C. 
species 
Doublet center shift, ppm 
H. Hb 
metfayne shift, 
ppm 
confonner 
type 
A 3.43 2.65 3.8 gauche 
B 2.75 3.65 4.8 and 
C 3.60 2.50 5.8 gauche 
Table 5.3 Chemical shifts of hypocrellin A peri-hydroxyls in NMR spectrum and 
assignment of tautomer type for species A, B and C. 
species 
Hydroxyl 
OH 
shift, ppm 
OH' 
tautomer 
type* 
A 16.12 16.20 double 
B 16.48 16.40 normal 
C 16.13" 16.04 normal 
* The exact assignment of structure for A (double or normal) and other species respectively still 
needs further evidence such as energy cjilculation in crystal and in solution or high-quality 
theoretical estimation of chemical shifts of peri-hydroxyls. 
** This signal is assumed to overlap with the one originating from species A. 
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Table 5.4 Simulation results of hypocrellin A dynamic NMR spectra based on the model 
of three interconverting spedes A, B and C. 
Equilibrium AH° AS®, AG®, 
Process (Constant at 300 K kJ/mol J/(mol JQ kJ/mol 
A-^B 0.49 5.5 ±0.3 12 ± 1 1.9 
B->A 2.05 -5.5 ±0.3 -12 ±1 -1.9 
B->C 0.34 -6.5 ±0.5 -31 ±2 2.7 
C-^B 2.95 6.5 ±0.5 31 ±2 -2.7 
Interconversion AH^, AS^, AC^, 
rate at 300 K,s-' kJ/mol J/(molK) kJ/mol 
A->B 45 67 ±4 10 ±12 64.0 
B-^A 93 62 ±4 -3 ± 10 62.9 
B->C 20 51 ± 2 -55 ± 7 67.4 
C->B 43 57 ±2 -26 ±7 64.7 
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Figure 5.1 Structures of hypericin "normal" (a) and double tautomer (b) forms; hypocrellin A 
"normal" (c) and double tautomer (d) forms; and hypocrellin B (e). 
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Figoie5.2 ID'H-NMR spectrum of hypericin in DMSO at 298 K. No lineshape coalescence 
typical of an exchanging system was observed but sample exhibited temperature-dependent line 
narrowing. As it is evident from the low-temperature data, this line narrowing clearly comes 
from lower viscosity of DMSO at higher temperatures and not due to the increased 
interconversion rate among possible tautomers. In the latter case, we would expect substantial 
signal broadening or even peak splitting at low temperatures. 
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5.3 2D ROESY spectrum of hypericin in DMSO at 298 K. Solid lines denote positive 
dashed lines denote negative contours. 
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Figure 5.4 Two possible conformational forms of the hypocrellin A normal tautomer. The 
anti/gaucbe nomenclature is based on the relative position of the methyl and acetyl moieties as 
depicted by the C(14)-C(16) Newman projection. 
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Figure 5.5 Dynamic NMR spectra of hypocrellin A doublets as a function of temperature. Experimental and 
simulated data are presented, respectively, on the left and right. Asterisks denote water signals, and small vertical 
dashes denote signals from hypocrellin B. 
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Figure 5.6 2D ROESY NMR spectrum of hypocrellin A methylene H, (A, B, Q and Hb (A', 
B*, C) protons at 268 K. Solid lines denote positive contours; dashed lines denote negative 
contours. An asterisk (*) denotes peaks due to the traces of hypocrellin B. Water peaks have 
been removed to clarify the spectrum. 
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Figures.? 2D ROES YNMR spectrum of hypocrellin A aromatic and methyne protons. Solid 
lines denote positive contours; dashed lines denote negative contours. Water peaks have been 
removed to clarify the spectrum. 
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Figure 5.8 Dynamic NMR spectra hypocrellin A low field region as a (unction of temperature. Experimental and simulated data are 
presented, respectively, on the left and right. Asterisks denote impurities, and small vertical dashes denote signals from hypocrellin B. 
Due to the numerous factors that can affect line shapes of hydrogen-bonded protons it was only possible to achieve qualitative 
agreement with the experimental spectrum and be consistent with simulations for aliphatic region (see Figure 5). Asterisks denote 
impurities, and small vertical dashes denote hypocrellin B. 
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Figure 5.9 2D ROESY NMR spectrum of hypocrellin A in the low-field region at 268 K, 
showing signals from phenolic hydroxyls. Only positive-phase cross peaks (arising from 
tautomeric exchange) are evident in this region. Water peaks have been removed to clarify the 
spectrum. 
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Figure 5.10 2D ROESY NMR spectrum of hypocrellin A in the high-field region at 268 K 
showing signals of 15-H and 18-H methyls. Solid lines denote positive contours; whereas dashed 
lines denote negative contours. Water peaks have been removed to clarify the spectrum. 
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Figure 5.11 'H-NMR spectra of hypocrellin B doublets and low-field region of hypocrellin B NMR spectrum as a function of 
temperature. Line broadening is attributed to intermolecular proton exchange with trace amounts of water. 
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Figure 5.12 2D ROESY NMR spectrum of hypocrellin B at 268 K showing all signals except 
for phenolic hydroxyls. Dashed lines indicate negative contours. 
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Figure 5.13 (top) Linear plot of rate constants k for A->B (open circles) and A<-B (closed 
circles) processes vs. temperature according to Eyring equation, r = -0.997 
(bottom) Linear plot of rate constants k for B->C (open circles) and B<-C (closed 
circles) processes vs. temperature according to the Eyring equation, r = -0.9W. 
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Figure 5.14 Ground-state energy surface for the three interconverting species A, B and C of 
hypocrellin A based on the results of dynaniic NMR. simulations. 
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ABSTRACT 
Time-resolved fluorescence and absorption measurements are performed on 
hypericin complexed with human serum albumin, HSA, (1:4,1:1, and ~5:1 hypericin:HSA 
complexes). Detailed comparisons with hypocrellin A/HSA complexes (1:4 and 1:1) are 
made. Our resiilts are consistent with the conclusions of previous studies indicating that 
hypericin binds to HSA by means of a specific hydrogen bonded interaction between its 
carbonyl oxygen and the Nj-H of the tryptophan residue in the n A subdomain of HSA. 
(They also indicate that some hypericin binds nonspecifically to the surface of the protein.) 
A single-exponential rotational diffiision time of 31 ns is measured for hypericin bound to 
HSA, indicating that it is very rigidly held. Energy transfer from the tryptophan residue of 
HSA to hypericin is very efficient and is characterized by a critical distance of 94 A, from 
which we estimate a time constant for energy transfer of ~3 x lO " s. Although it is tightly 
bound to HSA, hypericin is still capable of executing excited-state intramolecxilar proton 
(or hydrogen atom) transfer in the ~5:1 complex, albeit to a lesser extent than when it is 
free in solution. It appears that the proton transfer process is completely impeded in the 
1:1 complex. The implications of these results for hypericin (and hypocrellin A) are 
discussed in terms of the mechanism of intramolecular excited-state proton transfer, the 
mode of binding to HSA, and the light-induced antiviral and antitumor activity. 
INTRODUCTION 
Hypericin and hypocrellin A (Figure 6.1) are naturally occurring polycyclic 
quinones that have gained great interest recently owing to their light-induced biological 
activity (1-5). They display virucidal activity against several types of viruses, including the 
human immunodeficiency virus (HTV) (6-9), as well as antiproliferative and cytotoxic 
effects on tumor cells (10-12). Hypericin is also a potent antidepressant (13-15), exhibits 
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light-dependent inhibition of protein kinase C (PKQ (16,17), and is reported to possess 
numerous other types of biological behavior (19-23). Hypericin, like other anticancer 
drugs, also induces apoptosis (11,23,24). 
Owing to this important biological activity, over the past few years we have been 
studying the photophysics of hypericin and hypocrellin (25-35). By means of H/D 
substitution, investigation of methoxy analogs, and complementary studies using both 
transient absorption and fluorescence upconversion spectroscopies, we have 
unambiguously demonstrated that the major primary photophysical process in hypericin 
and hypocrellin A in organic solvents is excited-state intramolecular proton or hydrogen 
atom transfer. Considerable effort was required to demonstrate this fact owing to the 
unusual mirror image symmetry between absorption and emission spectra, the lack of an 
H/D isotope effect on the proton transfer reaction in hypericin, and the occasional 
consideration of this ultrafast reaction in terms of equilibrium F6rster-cycle type 
calcxilations (36). 
We have suggested that the labile protons resulting from the intramolecular proton 
transfer reaction may be important for understanding the light-induced biological activity 
of hypericin and hypocrellin A. Notably, hypericin and hypocrellin A acidify their 
surroundings upon light absorption (37-39). The role of photogenerated protons takes on 
significance in the context of the growing body of literature implicating changes in pH with 
inhibition of virus replication (40), antitumor activity (41,42), and apoptosis (43,44,45). 
For example, comparative studies for nine perylenequinones, including hypericin, provide 
evidence that the quanmm yield of singlet oxygen formation is not sufficient to explain the 
reported antiviral activities of these molecules and that other structural features of 
perylenequinones are involved (46). In fact, the quantum yield of singlet oxygen from 
hypericin is much less than had initially been presumed. Recently, Jardon and coworkers 
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have revised their earlier estimation of a singlet oxygen quantum yield of 0.73 (47,48), 
essentially equal to the triplet yield, to 0.35 in ethanol and less than 0.02 in water (49). 
Based on this result, mechanisms involving only oxygen clearly caimot explain all the 
activity of hypericin. 
We had previously reported that hypericin does not require oxygen for its antiviral 
activity (5,18,34). This conclusion was based on an inability to estimate accurately low 
oxygen levels in our virus samples. Our most recent results indicate that while antiviral 
pathways independent of oxygen may exist, the role of oxygen in this activity is significant, 
although it seems to differ for hypericin and hypocrellin A. The ability of photogenerated 
protons to enhance the activity of activated oxygen species (39) is still considered to be of 
importance (50). De Witte and coworkers have also recently considered the relative role of 
oxygen in the phototoxicity of hypericin against A431 human skin carcinoma cells (51). 
Although numerous studies dealing with the biological and photophysical 
properties of hypericin have been performed, the mechanism and site of action of hypericin 
at the cellular level is still unclear. Thus a better understanding of the interaction of 
hypericin with various possible cellular targets (membranes, proteins or nucleic acids) is 
essential for a determination of its function in biological systems. For human T47D 
mammary tumor cells, it has been shovm that hypericin immediately associates with cell 
membrane and also localizes in the cytoplasm and nucleus after a long-time incubation (3 
hr 30min) (52). And recently a study of hypericin in fetal rat neurons was performed, 
employing both fluorescence imaging and subnanosecond time resolution, that indicated 
localization in the membrane as well as in the nucleus (53). 
Human serum albumin (HSA) is a transport protein in the blood plasma. It binds a 
wide variety of substances, such as metals, fatty acids, amino acid, hormones, and a large 
number of therapeutic drugs (54). Because of its clinical and pharmaceutical importance. 
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the interaction of HSA with a variety of ligands has been studied (55,56). HSA consists of 
six helical subdomains and its polypeptide back bone is formed by 585 amino acids. HSA 
has two major binding sites denoted IIA and niA according to the subdomains where they 
occur. The interaction of hypericin with HSA has been studied by various groups (57,58-
60). Hypericin in aqueous physiological solution is aggregated (61), and binding with 
albumin helps to solubilize it in monomeric form, which is believed to be important for 
virucidal action (62). Burel and Jardon have also noted that the photodynamic properties 
of hypericin are greatly diminished when it is aggregated (63). 
Previous studies have suggested that the binding site of hypericin was in the HI A 
subdomain of the protein, where the hypericin is not completely shielded from the outer 
environment (59,60). Recent surface enhanced Raman (SERS) and resonance Raman (RR) 
studies, however, identify the binding site as the IIA subdomain, where the binding occixrs 
through an interaction between the carbonyl oxygen of hypericin and the Ni-H of the 
single tryptophan residue (W214) in the protein (57). 
In this article we discuss the results of time-resolved fluorescence and absorption 
measurements of hypericin and hypocrellin A bound to HSA. An important problem that 
arises in the course of this investigation is understanding the nature of the complex that 
hypericin forms with subcellular components, in particular, HSA. Is this binding specific, 
that is, directed to a pjuticular target site, or nonspecific? What nonradiative processes are 
induced upon binding? As will be seen, drastically different degrees of nonexponential 
fluorescence decay are observed for hypericin and hypocrellin A when they interact with 
HSA. In order to respond to these questions, hypericin was investigated in complex with 
other biological macromolecules whose binding interactions would be expected to present 
a considerable spectrum of variability with respect to that of HSA, namely poly dG-dC, 
Brij-35 micelles, and myoglobin. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Hypericin, hypocrellin A, and the pH probes SNARF, and BCECF were purchased 
from Molecular Probes, and were used as received. Hiiman serum albumin (99%, 
essentially fatty acid and globulin free), horse heart myoglobin (minimum 90%, 
lyophilized, essentially salt free), polydeoxyguanylic-deoxycytidylic acid (Poly dG-dC), 
Brij-35 (polyoxyethylene 23 lauryl ether), and AOT (dioctyl sulfosuccinate) were 
purchased from Sigma and were used as received. 
Preparation of the bypericin-albuinin and hypericin-myoglobin complexes. HSA 
and myoglobin solutions of 1.5 x 10'® M concentration were prepared in 10-mM phosphate 
buffer (pH 7). A concentrated solution of hypericin in DMSO was added to the protein 
solution in microliter quantities so as to obtain a final DMSO concentration of 0.8% <ind 
a final hypericin concentration of 4.0 x 10"^ M. The HSA/hypericin and 
myoglobin/hypericin complexes were equilibrated for 12 hours in the dark. 
For steady-state spectra and time-resolved fluorescence studies we initially prepared 
a complex whose stoichiometry was 1:4 hypericin:HSA where the concentration of HSA 
was 1.5 X 10"^ M; and that of hypericin, 4.0 x 10"^ M. We also prepared 1:1 complexes 
where both the HSA and the hypericin concentrations were about 4.0 x 10"^ M. Both the 
1:4 and the 1:1 hypericin:HSA complexes gave the same results in the fluorescence lifetime 
and anisotropy decay experiments.. 
For time-resolved absorption measurements, in order to obtain a measurable signal 
from the bound hypericin, it was necessary to increase the hypericin concentration to 7.0 x 
10'^ M while keeping HSA at 1.5 x 10'^ M. This provided an ~5:1 hypericin;HSA 
complex. Attempts to make a 1:4 hypericin:HSA complex with [HSA] = 3.0 x 10"^ M and 
[hypericin] = 7.0 x 10'^ M resulted in aggregation of HSA. Furthermore, keeping [HSA] = 
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1.0 X 10"^ M in an attempt to make a 4:1 hypericin:HSA complex with Piypericin] = 4.0 x 
10*^ M resulted in aggregation of hypericin. Finally a 1:1 hypericin:HSA complex was 
prepared where the concentration of each was 7 x 10'^ M. The association constant 
between hypericin and HSA has been given as 7.5 x 10^ M"' (58) and 1.3 x 10^ M"' (62). 
Preparation of the bypericia-poly dG-dC complex. Ten units (one unit when 
dissolved in 1 mL buflfer gives an absorbance of 1 at 260 nm in a 1 cm cell) of poly dG-dC 
was dissolved in 1 mL of 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7) by stirring for 24 hours. A 
concentrated solution of hypericin in DMSO was added in microliter amounts in order to 
obtain a final hypericin concentration of 3.0 x 10"® M and a final DMSO concentration of 
0.5%. The solution was stirred for 24 hoiirs in the dark before performing experiments. 
Attempts to increase the concentration of hypericin for transient absorption experiments 
resulted in aggregation, so that pump-probe studies could not be performed. 
Preparation of hypericin in micelles. To a concentrated (1.25 x 10'^ M) solution of 
Brij-35 in water a concentrated solution of hypericin in DMSO was added so as to have a 
final hypericin concentration of 2.0 x 10"^ M. 
Time-resolved studies. Steady-state absorption spectra were obtained on a Perkin 
Elmer Lambda 18 double-beam UV-vis spectrophotometer with 1-nm resolution. Steady-
state fluorescence spectra were obtained on a SPEX Fluoromax with a 4-nm bandpass, 
corrected for detector response. The apparatus for time-correlated single-photon counting 
and the 30-H2 pump-probe transient absorption spectrometer are described in detail 
elsewhere (25-27). Fluorescence decays are collected for a maximum of 10,000 counts in 
the peak channel. The polarized fluorescence traces used to obtain fluorescence <misotropy 
decay parameters were collected to a maximum of 20,000 counts in the peak channel. 
Fluorescence upconversion. The fluorescence upconversion apparatus is based on a 
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homemade Tirsapphire laser (64) producing pulses of less than 50 & fwhm at a repetition 
rate as high as 90 MHz. The Ti:sapphire oscillator is pumped by an intracavity frequency-
doubled Nd:YV04 continuous-wave laser (Millennia V, Spectra Physics) and produces 
tunable (750-850 nm) pulses which are precompensated for group velocity dispersion with 
a pair of glass prisms and a gold mirror. The fundamental beam is frequency doubled by a 
type-I, -mm LBO crystal from Super Optronics. These frequency-doubled excitation 
pulses, which typically were centered about 414 nm, are separated from the fundamental 
by a 400-nm dielectric mirror. To precompensate for group velocity dispersion a pair of 
quartz prisms oriented at Brewster's angle is used before focusing into the sample with 15 
cm convex lens with anti-reflection coating for 400 nm. In order to reduce energy losses 
during precompensation a 400-nm zero-order quartz half-waveplate is used to minimize 
reflections at air-prism interfaces. The polarization orientation of the excitation light is 
then adjusted to the desired angle by another similar half-waveplate. For room temperature 
measurements, the sample was circulated in 1 mm flow cell by means of a dye laser pump 
with voltage-controlled rotation speed. The excitation light is removed from fluorescence 
by a 450-nm long-pass filter. The residual fundamental pulses are used as the gate to 
upconvert the fluorescence, which is collected with an LMH-lOx microscope objective 
(OFR Precision Optical Products) coated for near infirared transmission. They are then 
focused by a 15-cm quartz lens onto a type-I 0.4-mm BBO crystal (cut at 31° and mounted 
by Quantum Technology, Inc.). The polarization of both excitation and gate beams is 
controlled with a set of zero-order half-wave plates coated for 400 and 800 nm respectively. 
The upconverted signal is sent directly into a HIO (8 nm/mm) monochromator (Jobin 
Yvon/Spex Instruments S.A. Group) coupled to a Hamamatsu R760 photomultiplier 
equipped with UGll UV-pass filter and operated at maximum sensitivity. The 
photomultiplier output is amplified with two stages (total by a factor of 25) by a Stanford 
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Research Systems SR-445 DC-300 MHz amplifier with input terminated at 500 Q and 
carefully calibrated after a long (1-2 hours) warm-up. Photon arrival events are registered 
with SR400 gated photon counter operated in CW mode with threshold level of 100-120 
mV. At each delay step signal is obtained by averaging 3-5 samples collected for 1 s each. 
To reduce fluctuations due to laser flicker or sample instability (e.g. air bubbles in the flow 
cell) data are resampled if significant relative standard deviation or relative drift is 
detected. This approach also helps eliminate errors in data transmission lines. A 
translation stage (Klinger Scientific) with a resolution of 1 step/fim or 10 microsteps/^m is 
used to delay gate pulses and is controlled by a computer via an IEEE interface and 
Klinger Scientific CD-4 motor driver. The instriiment response function is obtained by 
collecting a cross correlation fiuction of the second harmonic and the fundamental (with 
the long-pass filter removed): The resulting third harmonic intensity is plotted against 
delay time. Cross correlation functions typically have a fwhm of 280-300 fs and for time 
scales greater 20 ps are assumed to be delta-function like. All curves were fit and 
deconvoluted firom the instrument response function using an iterative convolute-and-
compare nonlinear least-squares algorithm. 
Average pump power was about 40-60 mW as measured at the second prism for 
precompensation. Spectral resolution was limited by the bandwidth of the upconversion 
crystal (BBO) and was estimated to be ±3 nm. 
A sample of a total volume of -10 ml was constantly pumped through a 1-nmi 
quartz flow cell by a dye circulator. All experiments excluding sample preparation were 
performed in an unlit room. 
An attempt was made to prepare a chromophore in buffer solution to serve as a 
reference sample for HSA complexes. Unfortunately, hypericin emission is efficiently 
quenched in the absence of the hydrophobic environment provided by the protein, and the 
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quantum yield was not sufficient to obtain a reasonable signal. Hypocrellin A was 
essentially nonfluorescent both with and without the protein, which is why no fluorescence 
upconversion results for hypocrellin A are reported here. 
Attempts to observe Ugbt-induced addiScation. Light induced pH drops by 
hypericin have been observed in different environments such as vesicles and 3T3 cells (37-
39). We have employed the pH probes SNARF (Molecular Probes) to see if there is any 
light induced pH drops of hypericin bound to HSA. For the pH drop experiments, the 
solution was purged with argon for at least 30 minutes (argon was flowed gently over the 
top of the solution so as to prevent the formation of bubbles). The solutions are 
illuminated by the fluorimeter for 10 minutes at 550 nm (4-nm band pass). The 
hypericin/HSA complex was studied in pure water with and without buffer; but the 
SNARF spectra remained unchanged after illumination. 
Consequently, a control experiment was performed to determine if there was any 
light induced pH drop of hypericin in a reverse micellar system in the absence of HSA. 
The system studied in this case was hypericin in n-heptane/AOT/water reverse micelles; 
and the pH probe used was SNARF. The concentration of AOT used was 0.5 M, and the 
amount of water added was 200 |iL. The concentration of hypericin and SNARF were 2.2 
X 10"^ M and 6.4 x 10"® M. The solution was kept in the dark and purged with argon for 
one hour before illumination. The second harmonic of the Nd-YAG (532 nm) was used to 
illuminate the solution, and the power was a few microwatts. The composite fluorescence 
spectrum of hypericin and SNARF was recorded as soon as it was illuminated by the laser 
light and five minutes after. The two spectra showed no cheinge in relative intensity, and 
consequently showed no indication of a light-induced pH change. 
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RESULTS 
Steady-state Spectra 
Figures 6.2a and 6.3 present the fluorescence excitation spectra of hypericin DMSO 
and in sulfuric acid (where the carbonyl groups are protonated). These differ in a number 
of ways. First, the sulfuric acid spectrum is red shifted with respect to that of DMSO. 
Secondly, the relative intensity of the 400-500 nm region of the sulfuric add spectrum has 
increased considerably with respect to the DMSO spectrum. The emission spectrum in 
sxilfuric acid is also red shifted compared to that in DMSO. 
For purposes of comparison. Figs. 2a and 4 present the steady-state excitation and 
emission spectra of hypericin in complex with HSA and poly dG-dC, along with the 
spectrum in DMSO. In complex with HSA and with poly dG-dC, the excitation spectrum 
of hypericin is closer to that in sulfuric acid than in DMSO. The emission spectra are also 
red shifted, though not as much as in sulfuric acid. 
The fluorescence quantum yield of hypericin/HSA (1:4) is 0.18, compared to 0.35 
for hypericin in DMSO (32). The emission intensity of hypericin/poly dG-dC is very 
much weaker. The changes in the hypericin excitation spectra induced upon binding it to 
either HSA or poly dG-dC can be interpreted in terms of an interaction through its 
Ccirbonyl oxygen if the above comparisons with the sulfuric acid spectra are justified. This 
interpretation is consistent with Raman studies which suggest that the carbonyl oxygen of 
hypericin interacts with the NpH of the single tryptophan residue present in II A 
subdomain of HSA (57). Raman studies also suggest that the hypericin interaction occurs 
via its carbonyl and peri hydroxyl groups with the N? nitrogen of the guanine residue in 
poly dG-dC (57,65-67). The reduction of the fluorescence quantum yield of 
hypericin/HSA with respect to that in DMSO may be due to the H-bonding interaction of 
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the caibonyl oxygen with the tryptophan residue, or a part of hypericin is projected outside 
of the protein, exposed to the solvent, or may be due to both. Similarly, in nucleic acid the 
very low emission can probably be accounted for greater interaction with the guanine 
residue, jmd/or greater exposure to the solvent. (It may be argued that the reduction of the 
fluorescence quantum 3deld of hypericin noted above is due to the formation of hypericin 
aggregates. At the micromolar concentrations used for the hypericin/HSA spectra, there 
was no evidence in the absorption spectra for aggregate formation. We did not, however, 
have enough nucleic acid to obtain a properly corrected absorption spectrum of the nucleic 
acid complex.) 
Fluorescence Lifetime and Anisotropy Decay of Hypericin and Hypocrellin A in 
Complex with HSA 
Tryptophan 214 of HSA. The fluorescence and fluorescence anisotropy decay 
parameters of the tryptophan of HSA are presented in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. In HSA, the 
tryptophan residue has a nonexponential fluorescence decay, which is best described by a 
sum of three exponentials. Its anisotropy decay is best characterized by a double 
exponential. These results are consistent with those obtained by other workers (68). The 
double exponential anisotropy decay of the tryptophan can thus be interpreted as arising 
from both rapid restricted local depolarizing motions and the overall rotational diffusion of 
the protein. The relative contributions of these two effects are related by the order 
parameter, S^, from which can be calculated a hypothetical semi cone angle in which the 
tryptophan diffuses. For probes attached to globular proteins, the order parameter, S^, is a 
model independent measure of the extent to which restricted motion can occur: S^ = 
[r(t)/r(0)] exp(t/Tr) = r(0^)/reff(0), where tr and r(00 are determined by the fit of the long­
time behavior of the anisotropy decay (the overall protein reorientation or tumbling) to a 
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single exponential and are equivalent to Xz and r2(0), respectively (69). refi(0) = ri(0) + 
r2(0). For the tryptophan residue in HSA, = 0.8 ± 0.01. The order parameter can be 
related to a hypothetical cone semiangle, 6o, within which the transition dipole moment 
can diSuse; S = (1/2) cos6o (1 + COSOQ). For the tryptophan residue in HSA, 0O = 30 ± 1°. 
Hypericin. In comparison, hypericin has a single-exponential fluorescence decay of 
~5.5 ns in all nonaqueous pure solvents. Bound to HSA (for both 1:4 and 1:1 complexes), 
however, its fluorescence decay is best described by a double exponential with a short 
component of -2.5 ns (Figure 6.5 and Table 6.1). In order to understand what induces the 
nonexponential decay, hypericin was also studied in Brij-35 micelles and in complex with 
the protein myoglobin. In both cases, the resulting fluorescence decay is nonexponential. 
In the case of myoglobin, where hypericin can bind only to the surface of the protein, the 
decay is best described by a triple exponential (Table 6.1). Thus, in HSA the presence of 
this short component may arise from new nonradiative decay processes for a subset of 
hypericin molecules in the binding pocket, protruding into the solvent, or bound to the 
surface of the protein, or both. 
The polarized fluorescence decay curves of hypericin bound to HSA are given in 
Figure 6.5. The limiting value for the anisotropy, r(0), for hypericin bound to the protein 
is 0.32 (Table 6.2). The anisotropy decay is single exponential and ~400-fold longer than 
that for the free molecule (31 ns in the protein as compared to ~80 ps in a 1:1 
ethanol/methanol mixture (31)). This large rotational time constant is obviously a 
signature of the overall protein motion, thus indicating that hypericin is very rigidly bound 
to HSA. The anisotropy decay of hypericin bound to HSA must be considered carefully in 
light of the lifetime data discussed immediately above. Chromophores bound to proteins 
that exhibit no rapid restricted motion (with an apparatus providing ~50 ps time 
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resolution) are extremely rare. The example of the single tryptophan residue buried in the 
interior of Pseudomonas aeruginosa, azurin is one example (70). The surfaces should be 
much less rigid and more disordered than the interiors. In addition, the surfaces are 
exposed to interactions with solvent. Consequently, the fluorescence anisotropy decay of 
the single surface exposed tryptophan residue in Alcaligenes faecalis azurin does exhibit 
rapid restricted motion, as is expected (70). We thus conclude that the single-exponential 
anisotropy decay of 31 ns for hypericin bound to HSA arises from hypericin molecules 
rigidly held in the binding pocket, but in suflBciently different conformations to experience 
different nonradiative interactions with neighboring amino acid residues. If there are 
surface-bound hypericin molecules, the signal-to-noise ratio of our experiment is not 
sufGcient to detect them in the anisotropy decay. 
Bound to poly dG-dC, the fluorescence intensity of hypericin was too low to permit 
time-resolved polarization studies. However, the time-resolved fluorescence (Figure 6.4c) 
shows a nonexponential decay, which can be best fit by a simi of three exponentials (Table 
6.1). 
Hypocrellin A. The effects of aqueous solvation and of binding to HSA on the 
fluorescence anisotropy decay and lifetime of hypocrellin A are illustrated in Figs. 6 and 7. 
There are considerable differences with respect to hypericin: 
1. The fluorescence lifetime and anisotropy decays of the hypocrellin A/HSA complex 
depend on stoichiometry. Different kinetics are obtained for the 1:4 and the 1:1 
complexes (Figure 6.6 and Tables 6.1 and 6.2). Most notable are the relative 
amplitudes of the shorter and 31-ns components of the anisotropy decays. Such an 
effect is not apparent for the hypericin/HSA complexes. 
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2. The steady-state absorption spectrum of hypocrellin A is much less sensitive to the 
presence of water than that of hypericin (compare Figs. 7a and 8a), as measured by the 
perturbation of the lowest energy transition upon addition of water. 
3. The fluorescence lifetime of hypocrellin A is much less sensitive to the presence of 
water that that of hypericin (Figs. 7c and 8c). 
4. The fluorescence decay of hypocrellin A bound to HSA is more similar to that of 
hypocrellin A in a 1% DMSO solution compared to hypericin bound to HSA (Figs. 7b 
and 8b). 
Based on these fluorescence results, it is difficiilt to determine with any degree of 
certainty to what extent and in what manner hypocrellin binds to HSA. For example, the 
fluorescence lifetime data in mixed DMSO/water solutions clearly indicate that 
hypocrellin is much more hydrophilic than is hypericin. We tentatively suggest that 
bypocrellin is aggregating nonspeciScally at the surface of the protein. 
Investigating Ultrafast Excited-state Processes by Transient Pump-probe 
Absorption and Fluorescence Upconversion Techniques 
Hypericin. 
Transient absorption. In pump-probe transient absorption experiments, we have 
discovered that stimulated emission can be induced from the excited state of hypericin in 
the region of 600-660 nm (25-27). This stimulated emission grows with a time constant of 
6-10 ps in all solvents, except sulfuric acid, where it appears within the duration of our 
laser pulses. We have argued that this transient is a signature of excited-state 
intramolecular proton (or hydrogen atom) transfer between the hydroxyl groups peri to the 
carbonyl. This interpretation has been confirmed in numerous experiments involving 
hypericin analogs (32,33) and by the fluorescence upconversion technique (34). Figure 6.9 
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presents the stimulated emission transients of hypericin in sulfuric acid, DMSO and in 
-5:1 and 1:1 complexes with HSA. 
The curves are distinctly different; and when the transients in DMSO and the 
protein are normalized and fit globally, the amplitude for the risetime of hypericin is 
smaller in HSA (0.36) than in DMSO (0.65) for the ~5:1 complex. It is thus possible to 
interpret these results as indicating that the excited-state proton or hydrogen atom transfer 
of hypericin is partially reduced, but not stopped completely, when it is complexed with 
HSA: i.e., that while one of the carbonyl groups is complexed to the Ni-H of the 
tryptophan residue, the other one is firee to execute excited-state proton transfer. Because 
the ratio of hypericin to HSA in this experiment is approximately 5 to 1, the possibility that 
the observed kinetics are a superposition of intramolecular proton transfer reactions of 
surface-bound hypericin and pocket-bound hypericin cannot be unambiguously excluded 
For example, it may be argued that the transient in Figure 6.9c represents at least two 
different populations of hypericin molecules: those in which intramolecular proton 
transfer is completely inhibited because they are pocket bound and one of their carbonyls is 
coordinated to the N-H proton; and those that are bound to the surface and fi-ee to execute 
intramolecular proton transfer. 
In order to investigate this possibility, the 1:1 complex of hypericin and HSA was 
investigated. In the 1:1 complex, the rising component disappears, indicating that the 
intramolecular proton transfer process has been impeded. 
Fluorescence upconversion of the 1:1 complex. Because of the possibility that the 
rising component was obscured in the 1:1 complex by the presence of other absorbing 
species or because the signal-to-noise ratio was insufficient, we searched for the rising 
component with the fluorescence upconversion technique, which measures only emission. 
Figures 6.10 and 6.11 present fluorescence upconversion traces of the 1:1 hypericin/HSA 
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complex at two different emission wavelengths, 606 and 653 nm, corresponding to the first 
two TTiayiTna of the emission spectrum of the hypericin/HSA complex (Figure 6.2a). On 
the shortest timp scales investigated (20 ps full scale) there was no evidence for a rising 
component in the fluorescence signal, confirming the conclusions obtained from the 
transient absorption measurements, that intramolecular proton transfer is impeded in the 
1:1 hypericin/HSA complex. 
Hypocrellin A. Because the fluorescence of hypocrellin A is so strongly quenched 
in the complex with HSA (Figures 6.6 and 6.7), it was impractical to obtain upconversion 
data. Transient absorption experiments with the 1:1 complex give no indication of excited-
state proton transfer and only indicate a rapid decay of an excited state (~32 ps), consistent 
with the photon counting data (Figures 6.6 and 6.7). 
Energy Transfa in the HSA Complexes 
Between the tryptophan of HSA and hypericin . The emission spectrum of 
tryptophan overlaps the hypericin absorption spectrum, thus providing the possibility of 
energy transfer from tryptophan to hypericin. The total integrated emission intensity of the 
tryptophan residue in albumin is greater when there is no hypericin complexed to it. The 
ratio of the integrated emission intensity of tryptophan (after correcting for the iimer filter 
effect due to hypericin absorption) without and with hypericin is 1.5, i.e. there is a 33% 
decrease in the integrated emission intensity. Figure 6.12 presents the corrected emission 
spectra of the tryptophan emission in the presence and in the absence of hypericin. The 
ratio of the integrated emission of hypericin at two wavelengths, 295 and 550 nm, was 
determined as follows (69): 
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where, A(Xi) is the absorbance (optical density) at the excitation wavelength, Xi, i^(Xi, v) 
is the emission intensity at the excitation wavelength A.i and c(Xi) is a correction factor 
taking into account fluctuations of the excitation intensity. The integrated emission 
(fluorescence quantum yield) of hypericin is 0.36 in DMSO and 0.53 when it is complexed 
with HSA (in this latter case, correction is made for the "inner filter effect" due to 
tryptophan absorption at 295 nm). Thus there is a 47% increase in the integrated emission 
of hypericin when excited at 295 nm, in the presence of albunun. This is in fair agreement 
with the percentage decrease of tryptophan emission. The fluorescence decay curves for 
tryptophan in the presence and in absence of hypericin are clearly different (Figure 6.12). 
The tryptophan residue in HSA has an emission maximum at 340 nm (compared to that of 
tryptophan in buffer at 352 nm) and the emission maximum has a slight red shift (342 nm) 
when complexed with hypericin. The quantum yield of tryptophan in HSA is 0.12 as 
compared to that of 0.18 for tryptophan in water at pH 7 (69,71). The average 
fluorescence lifetime of tryptophan in HSA decreases by 14% when hypericin is bound 
(data not shown). We were, however, imable to see any rise in the time resolved 
fluorescence of hypericin when exciting at 295 nm. This may be probably due to a very 
fast energy transfer that cannot be resolved with our instrument or whose amplitude is 
small compared to the prompt fluorescence arising from the direct excitation of the 
hypericin. Such a rapid energy transfer csm explain our inability to observe a rise time in 
fluorescence emission of hypericin in our time-correlated single-photon-counting 
experiments. 
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In order to determine the efficiency of this energy transfer, we estimated the so-
called critical distance. The efficiency of the nonradiative energy transfer in a FOrster 
energy transfer mechanism is determined by, among other things, Ro, the critical distance 
at which the rate of energy transfer is equal to the inverse of the fluorescent lifetime of the 
donor. 
In the above equations ker is the rate of energy transfer, Tf is the average lifetime of the 
tryptophan donor (3.4 ns), R is the distance of separation between the donor and acceptor, 
n is the index of refraction of the medium, N is Avogadro's number, OD is the fluorescence 
quantum yield of the tryptophan donor (0.12), FD( v) is the donor emission normalized to 
unit area on wavenumber scale, and eA( v) is the decadic molar extinction coefficient (in L" 
'mor'cm ') on a wavenumber scale. Ro calculated for the tryptophan-hypericin complex is 
94 A. This large value for Ro is not surprising because there is a high degree of spectral 
overlap (Figure 6.13). Assuming the acmal distance between these molecules to be 10 A 
(center to center) the rate for energy transfer is 3.8 x 10*'* s ' (3 x lO '® s). In order to 
resolve the energy transfer between tryptophan and hypericin, the two chromophores 
would need to be separated by 55 A: such a separation, given the parameters of the 
calculation, yields an energy transfer time of 50 ps. We thus conclude that energy transfer 
between tryptophan and hypericin is too rapid to be observed with our apparams. (We 
note that if the donor and acceptor are in physical contact, a Forster dipole-dipole 
mechanism may not be a quantitatively appropriate model for the energy transfer.) 
If we assume that even in the 1:4 hypericin;HSA complex hypericin is 
nonspecifically bound to the surface of HSA (which is in agreement with the 
,_9000(lnl0)<I>o2« 
° mn^n*N 3 i 
/Fo(v)e^(v)v-^i/v 
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nonexponendal fluorescence decay of hypericin in this complex) as well as specifically 
coordinated to the tryptophan residue, a range of energy transfer times are expected. 
These can only be crudely estimated since even though a published structure for HSA 
exists (72,73), its coordinates have not been deposited in any data bank of which we are 
aware. The dimensions of HSA are approximately 30 x 80 x 80 A. If we assume for a 
case of nonspecific binding that the tryptophan and hypericin lie on opposite extremes of 
the HSA the energy transfer time will be 0.4 ps at 30 A and 790 ps at 80 A. If all the 
hypericin molecules had a 10-A center-to-center distance from tryptophan, it is expected 
that a negligible amount of tryptophan fluorescence be observed. Since this is not the case, 
we conclude that there is nonspecific binding of hypericin to HSA even in the 1:4 
hypericin.HSA complex. 
Between the tryptophan of HSA and bypocrellin A . We have no evidence for 
energy transfer from tryptophan to hypocrellin. In a 1:1 complex, the quanmm yield of 
hypocrellin only increases 6%, which is negligible within the margin of error. In a 1:4 
hypocrellin/HSA complex, the hypocrellin quantum yield decreases by 28%, which implies 
aggregation of hypocrellin. These results are again consistent with hypocrellin A binding 
to the surface of HSA in a nonspecific manner. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
A comparison of the steady-state spectra of hypericin in DMSO and sulfiiric acid 
and in complex with HSA and poly dG-dC suggests that there is a strong interaction of the 
hypericin carbonyl group with the latter two macromolecules. Specific interactions of 
hypericin with DNA and its model compounds were studied by surface enhanced and 
resonance Raman spectroscopy (57,65-67). The results indicate that there is a site specific 
interaction between the terminal hydroxyl and carbonyl groups of hypericin and the 
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guanine residues in DNA probably through the N7 atom. Raman studies also indicate that 
the carbonyl oxygen of hypericin interacts with the tryptophan residue in the II A sub 
domain of HSA. This interaction is suggested to occur via hydrogen bonding between the 
Ni-H of the tryptophan and the carbonyl oxygen of hypericin (57). 
As indicated above, there are several important differences in the interactions of 
hypericin and hypocrellin A with HSA. It is reasonable to conclude from the 31-ns single-
exponential fluorescence anisotropy decay of the HSA/hypericin complex and the fact that 
the form of this decay is independent of the stoichiometry of the complex (Figure 6.6), that 
the majority of hypericin binds rigidly and specifically in the IIA subdomain of HSA. On 
the other hand, not only is there a rapidly decaying component of -150-250 ps in the 
anisotropy of the hypocrellin/HSA complex, but the form of the decay depends on the 
stoichiometry of the complex (Figure 6.6). The order parameters for the hypocrellin/HSA 
complex are < 0.5 (as opposed to 1 for the hypericin/HSA complex) and indicate, along 
with the other data, that the majority of hypocrellin that binds to HSA binds to the more 
fluid-like exterior. 
A comparison of the fluorescence properties of hypericin and hypocrellin in 
complex with HSA and in DMSO/water mixtures indicates that hypocrellin is more 
hydrophilic than hypericin, which is consistent with the above interpretation of the 
anisotropy data for hypocrellin binding largely to the HSA surface in a nonspecific 
manner. That there is no energy transfer from the HSA tryptophan to hypocrellin and that 
in the case of the 1:4 hypocrellin/HSA complex the fluorescence quantum yield of 
hypocrellin actually decreases when the tryptophan is excited strongly suggests that 
hypocrellin is aggregated at the surface of HSA. 
In the 1:4 hypericin/HSA complex, it is very likely that some hypericin binds to the 
surface; but the fact that hypericin's lifetime in the complex is so much longer than that of 
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hypocrellin's (Figures 6.7b and 6.8b) indicates that these surfoce-bound molecules are not 
aggregated. Also, hypericin's ability to execute excited-state intramolecular proton 
transfer in this complex (Figure 6.9c) indicates that these sur&ce-bound molecules are not 
aggregated—assuming aggregation most likely occurs end-to-end, so that the hydroxyl and 
carbonyl groups of neighboring hypericin molecules are mutually blocked (61). Note that 
there is no evidence for intramolecular excited state proton transfer for the 
hypocrellin/HSA complex in any stoichiometry. Study of the hypericin/HSA complex 
may also provide significant insight into the nature of the proton transfer reaction itself. If 
the specific binding interaction of hypericin to HSA is such as indicated in the Raman 
experiments (i.e., by coordinating one carbonyl group of hypericin and hence prohibiting it 
&om accepting the neighboring hydroxyl proton), then the absence of intramolecular 
proton transfer in the 1:1 complex (Figures 6.9b, 6.10, 6.11) indicates that proton transfer 
cannot occur independently in the "top" or "bottom" of the molecule; and, consequently, 
that the proton transfer is a concerted event involving both ends of hypericin. It is also 
possible that the rigid binding of hypericin to HSA prohibits it fi-om any intramolecular 
conformational change (74) that accompanies the proton transfer reaction and that this 
also is responsible for the absence of intramolecular proton transfer in the complex. 
Finally, an important problem raised by this study is understanding the nature of 
the nonradiative processes induced upon binding hypericin to proteins, DNA, or micelles. 
In all the model systems to which hypericin is bound, nonexponential fluorescence decay is 
induced (Table 6.1). This question has been raised by Song and coworkers (75-76) in the 
context of another system that is very similar to that of hypericin, namely the stentorin 
chromophore (Figure 6.1). Stentorin serves as the primary photosensor in the single cell 
ciliate, Stentor coeruleus. Proton transfer has been suggested as a possible primary 
photoprocess in triggering the light signal transduction chain in Stentor coeruleus. The 
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stentorin chromophore is covalentiy linked to an ~50 kDa apoprotein. Bound to the 
protein, in water, this chromophore exhibits a very short-lived nonexponential fluorescence 
decay that is dominated (~95%) by an 8-ps component. Song and coworkers have shown 
that the long-lived hypericin fluorescence can be efficiently quenched by electron acceptors 
such as benzoquinone (77,78) and they have proposed that excited-state electron transfer of 
the stentorin chromophore to disulfide bonds in the protein result in photooxidation of the 
stentorin chromophore (HO—^ST—OH) to oxystentorin (O = ST = O) and the loss of two 
protons by the following mechanism, which is reversible (75,78): 
HO—ST—OH + hv -> HO—ST—OH* HO—ST—OH** ^ O = ST = O + 2H* 
Song and coworkers estimate the oxidation potential of excited-state hypericin to be 
~1.2 V (77) and use the oxidation potential of dithiodiethanol (0.95 V) for that of a 
disulfide bridge. (There is considerable uncertainty in these numbers. For example, the 
oxidation potentials of cystine disulfide and oxidized P-mercaptoethanol are calculated to 
be 1.7 and 1.5 V, respectively (79)). It is quite possible that such electron transfer 
processes are occurring in HSA, which has 18 disulfide bridges (80). Excited-state electron 
transfer of hypericin bound to poly dG-dC is also feasible (the oxidation potentials of 
guanine and cytosine are 0.85 V and 1.2 V, respectively (81). It is also possible that the 
long-lived (~5.5 ns) excited state of hypericin is quenched by an excited-state 
intermolecular proton transfer process independent of any electron-transfer processes (for 
example, in myoglobin or micelles, where there are no disulfide bridges). Such excited-
state proton transfer to an appropriate acceptor may explain our inability to observe a 
light-induced pH drop in micelles or bound to HSA (see Experimental Section). 
The nonradiative rate processes that are introduced upon binding hypericin (or 
hypocrellin A) to protein, DNA, or micelles give rise to nonexponential fluorescence decay 
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in hypericin. In the context of what is known for the analogous stentorin chromophore, 
such nonradiative processes may involve excited-state electron transfer, excited-state 
proton transfer, or new processes introduced by the presence of sur&ce-bound aggregates. 
Further work is required to understand the nature and the mechanisms of these pathways. 
To what extent they arise from specific or nonspecific binding, interior or surface binding, 
and aggregation of the chromophore is an important question that we hope to address by 
studying a more detailed series of target molecules than has been done in the present work 
where the nature of the chromophore-macromolecule interaction is known or can be 
predicted. 
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Table 6.1. Fluorescence lifedme parameters*. 
Sample ai Ti (ps) a2 T2(PS) aa •^3 (ps) 
tryptophan 
inHSA" 
0.29±0.01 363±30 0.23±0.02 2607±200 0.47±0.04 7787±500 
tryptophan in 
hj'pericin/HSA 
complex** 
0.32±0.03 296±45 0.29±0.01 2300±100 0.39±0.03 7720±470 
hypericin in 
hypericin/HSA 
complex^ 
0.51±0.01 2850±350 0.49±0.01 5000±580 
hypocrellin A in 
hypocrellin/HSA 
complex*^ 
0.4 
(0.41) 
89 
(51) 
0.25 
(0.12) 
540 
(490) 
0.35 
(0.47) 
1500 
(1450) 
hypericin in 
myoglobin*^ 
0.33 180 0.27 1600 0.40 5800 
hypericin in 
Brij-35 micelles'^ 0.05 1000 0.95 6500 
hypericin in 
poly dG-dC'^ 
0.37 32 0.43 1300 0.20 3400 
' Fluorescence lifetimes were fit to a sum of up to three exponentially decaying components and 
had the form: F(t) = ai exp(-t/Ti) + aa exp(-t/T2) + nj exp{-t/Zi). The absence of values for as 
and T3 implies that the lifetime was adequately described by a double exponential decay, -
1.3 for all ^ta presented in the Table. 
** For excitation and detection of the emission of the tryptophan residue of HSA, Xex = 288 nm, 
X.em = 300-400 nm. 
For excitation and detection of hypericin and hypocrellin A, Xe* = 570 nm, Xeni ^ 610 nm. Both 
1:4 and 1:1 hypericin:HSA complexes gave identical results. Data shown here aie for the 1:4 
complex. For hypocrellin A, data for both 1:4 and 1:1 complexes are shown. The values in 
parentheses are those for the 1:1 complex. 
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Table 6JS. Fluorescence anisotropy parameters*. 
sample ri Tri(ps) T2 Tr2 (ps) 
tryptophan in HSA** 0.07±0.0I 920±40 0.12±0.01 28000±3000 
hypericin in HSA^ 0.32±0.01 31000±4000 
hypocrellin A in HSA*^ 
0.10 
(0.14) 
252 
(165) 
0.05 
(0.12) 
31000 
(31000) 
hypericin in Brij-35 micelles'^ 0.13 860 0.17 4700 
hypericin in EtOH/MeOHChl)*^'"* 0.35±0.01 83±10 
' Fluorescence anisotropy decays were fit to a sum of up to two exponentially decaying 
components and had the form: F(t) = t2 exp(-t/Tri) + 12 exp(-t/Tr2). The absence of values for tz 
and Tr2 implies that the lifetime was adequately described by a single exponential decay. 
** For excitation and detection of the emission of the trjrptophan residue of HSA, Xex = 288 nm, 
Xcm = 300 - 400 nm. 
For excitation £md detection of hypericin and hypocrellin A, = 570 nm, k„a ^610 nm. Both 
1:4 and 1:1 hypericin:HSA complex gave identical results. Data shown here are for the 1:4 
complex. For hypocrellin A, data for both 1:4 and 1:1 complexes are shown. The values in 
parentheses are those for the 1:1 complex. 
Reference 31. 
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O. A /O 
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Hypericin Hypocrellin A 
Stentorin chromophore 
Figure 6.1 Two-dimensional structures of hypericin, hypocrellin A, and the stentorin 
chromophore. 
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Figure 6.2(a) Fluorescence excitation (Xem = 650 nm) and emission (kex = 550 nm) spectra 
of hypericin in HSA (1:4 complex, [HSA] = 1.5x10'^ M and Piyp] = 7x10"^ M, dotted line) 
and in DMSO (solid line). 
(b) Fluorescence excitation (A^ = 650 nm for DMSO and 600 nm for HSA) 
and emission(A«x = 414 nm) spectra of hypocrellin A in HSA (1:1 complex, [HSA] = 
[hypocrellin] = 3.6x10"^ M, dotted line) and in DMSO (solid line). Greater noise in these 
data indicates considerably higher quenching efficiency as compared to hypericin/HSA 
complex. 
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Figure 6.3 (a) Fluorescence excitation spectra of hypericin in sulfuric acid = 750 nm, 
dotted line) and in DMSO (k„a - 650 nm, solid line). 
(b) Fluorescence emission spectra (X<at = 550 nm) of hypericin in sulfuric acid 
(dotted line) and in DMSO (solid line). 
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Figure 6.4 (a) Fluorescence excitation spectra (X^ni = 650 nm) of hypericin in poly dG-dC 
(dotted line) and in DMSO (solid line). 
(b) Fluorescence emission spectra (A.ex = 550 nm) of hypericin in poly dG-dC 
(dotted line) and in DMSO (solid line). 
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Figure 6.5 (a)Fluorescence decay of hypericin bound to HSA: Xex = 570 nm; Xem ^610 
mn, = 1.10. 
G>) Fluorescence anisotropy decay of hypericin bound to HSA: X.ex = 570 nm; 
X<n) ^ 610 nm, = 112. (The anisotropy decay is independent of the stoicbiometry of the 
complex. Data not shown. See Table 6.2). 
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Figure 6.6 (a) Fluorescence anisotropy decay of hypocrellin A/HSA (1:4) in buffer. A fit 
to a double exponential yields r(t) = 0.10 exp(-t/0.25 ns) + 0.12 exp(-t/31 ns), = 1-05. 
A fit of the lifetime to a triple exponenti^ yields F(t) = 0.35 exp(-t/ 1.5ns) + 0.25 
exp(-t/0.54 ns) + 0.40 exp(-t/0.09 ns), ~ 1-0 (data not shown). The order parameter for 
this complex (1:4) is 0.54 and the half angle is 35.8°. See Table 6.2. 
(b) Fluorescence anisotropy decay of hypocrellin A/HSA (1:1) in buffer. A fit 
to a double exponential yields r(t) = 0.14 exp(-t/0.17 ns) + 0.05 exp(-t/31 ns), = 1.08. 
A fit of the lifetime to a triple exponential yields F(t) = 0.47 exp(-t/1.45ns) + 0.12 
exp(-t/0.49 ns) + 0.41 exp(-t/0.05 ns), - 1-15 (data not shown). The order parameter 
for this complex (1:1) is 0.28 and the half angle is 50.2°. See Table 6.2. 
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Figure 6.7(a) Absorbance spectra of hypocrellin A in 1:1 mixture with HSA in buffer 
(solid) and in DMSO/water mixtures of various proportions: 1% (dotted), 10% Gong 
dashed), 33% (short dashed) and 100% DMSO (dash-dot). These spectra were scaled to 
compensate for slightly different chromophore concentration. 
(b) Comparison of normalized lifetime decay traces in mixture with HSA (1:1 
ratio) and in 1% DMSO/water solution. F(t) = 0.985exp(-t/4.2 ps)+0.002exp(-t/235 
ps)+0.013exp(-t/1450 ps) for 1% DMSO. F(t) = 0.55exp(-t/63 ps)+0.19exp(-t/644 
ps)+0.26exp(-t/1620 ps) for HSA/bufFer solution. 
(c) Normalized lifetime decay traces of hypocrellin A in DMSO/water mixtures 
of different proportions. F(t) = 0.97exp(-t/4.2 ps)+0.02exp(-t/235 ps)+0.01exp(-t/1450 
ps) for 1% DMSO. F(t) = 0.83exp(-t/1.2 ps)+0.03exp(-t/363 ps)+0.13exp(-t/1335ps) for 
33% DMSO. F(t) = 1.00 exp(-t/1310 ps) for 100% DMSO. The instrument response 
function is shown by the dotted line. It is also artificially shifted with respect to the 
fluorescence decays. 
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Figure 6.8(a) Absorbance spectra of hypericin in 1:1 mixture with HSA in buffer (dash-
dotted) and in DMSO/water mixtures of various proportions: 1% (solid), 10% Gong 
dashed), 33% (short dashed) and 100% DMSO (dotted). These spectra were scaled to 
compensate for slightly different chromophore concentration. 
(b) Comparison of normalized lifetime decay traces of hypericin with HSA 
(1:1 ratio) and in 1% DMSO/water solution. F(t) = 0.96exp(-t/12 ps)+0.03exp(-t/304 
ps)+0.01exp(-t/3680ps) for 1% DMSO. F(t) = 0.75exp(-t/3050 ps)+0.25exp(-t/5770 ps) for 
HSA/buffer solution. 
(c) Normalized lifetime decay traces of hypericin in DMSO/water mixtures of 
different proportions, is shown in the insert. F(t) = 0.96exp(-t/12 ps)+0.03exp(-t/304 
ps)+0.01exp(-t/3680ps) for 1% DMSO. F(t) = 0.91exp(-t/1.4 ps)+0.05exp(-t/264 
ps)+0.04exp(-t/3380ps) for 10% DMSO. F(t) = 0.41exp(-t/190 ps)+0.59exp(-t/387()ps) for 
33% DMSO. F(t) = 1.00 exp(-t/5580 ps) for 100% DMSO. 
The instrument response function is shown by the dotted line. It is also 
artificially shifted with respect to the fluorescence decays. 
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Figure 6.9Transient absorption traces of hypericin in different environments. The traces 
are normalized to the maximum absorption in the figure. A^pump = 588 nm; Xprobe = 600 nm. 
(a) Sulfuric acid: AA(tVAAm., = -I.O exp(-t/co). 
(b) HSA: AA(t)/AAnia* = -1-0 exp(-t/oo); 1:1 complex, [HSA] = [hyp] = 7x10'^ M 
(c) HSA: AA(t)/AA.„ax = -0.36 [exp(-t/6.0 ps) - 1] - 0.64; -1:5 complex; [HSA] = l.SxlO"^ 
M; [hyp] = 7x10 ® M 
(d) DMSO: AA(t)/AA.„ax = -0.65 [exp(-t/6.0 ps) - 1] - 0.35. 
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Figure 6.10 (a) Fluorescence upconversion at the "magic angle" of 1:1 hypericinrHSA 
complex, [HSA] = 1x10"^ M, = 414 mn, Xem = 606 nm. A fit to double exponential 
yields: F(t) = 0.12 exp(-t/50 ps) + 0.88 exp(-t/1320 ps). The 50-ps component is not 
observed with the limited resolution afforded by time correlated single photon counting 
measxirements. The insert shows results obtained on a 20 ps time scale. 
(b) Parallel and perpendicular fluorescence upconversion traces of the 1:1 
hypericin:HSA complex, = 414 nm, Xem = 606 nm. Anisotropy decay fit with a single 
decaying component yields r(t) = -0.03 ± 0.01 exp(-t/2 ± 1 ns). The large relative error is 
due to the small value of limiting anisotropy at this excitation wavelength. The insert 
shows results obtained on a 20 ps time scale. That a value of ~2 ns instead of 31 ns (Table 
6.2) is obtained is a result of collecting the data on a full scale of only 1.3 ns. 
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Figure 6.11 (a) Fluorescence upconversion at the "magic angle" of 1:1 hypericin:HSA 
complex, [HSA] = 1x10"* M; = 414 nm, Xem = 653 nm. 
(b) Parallel and perpendicular fluorescence upconversion traces of the 1:1 
hypericinrHSA complex, = 414 mn, Xcm = 653 nm. 
These data were collected on the short timescale only. 
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Figure 6.12 Corrected tryptophan emission of HSA in the presence (dashed line) and in 
the absence (solid line) of hypericin. Inset: Decay curve of the tryptophan residue of HSA 
in the absence (top) and in the presence (bottom) of hypericin, k^x = 288 nm; 300 < Xem ^ 
400 nm. 
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Figure 6.13 Spectral overlap between hypericin absorption and the tryptophan 
from HSA (in phosphate buffer at pH 7 and 22°C). 
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CHAPTER Vn. EXCITED-STATE INTRAMOLECULAR H-ATOM 
TRANSFER OF HYPERICIN AND HYPOCRELLDST A 
INVESTIGATED BY FLUORESCENCE UPCONVERSION 
A paper in preparation for submission to the Journal of Physical Chemistry 
A. V. Smimov, K. Das, D. S. English, Z. Wan, G. A. Kraus, and J. W. Petrich' 
ABSTRACT 
The excited-state intramolecular H-atom transfer reaction occurring in hypericin 
and hypocrellin is investigated by means of the fluorescence upconversion technique in a 
variety of solvents. Rising components of ~10 ps, attributable to intramolecular proton or 
H-atom transfer are clearly observed in the fluorescence upconversion traces of both 
hypericin and hypocrellin A. The amplitude of the rising component is emission 
wavelength dependent and occurs on the blue edge of the emission spectra. Neither in 
hypericin nor in hypocrellin A does this fluorescent component exhibit a deuterium isotope 
effect. This result identifies it with the ~10-ps component, also lacking a deuterium 
isotope effect, observed in hypericin in transient absorption measurements monitoring 
stimulated emission. The clear and complementary observation in fluorescence of the ~10-
ps component in both hypericin and hypocrellin A is a crucial link in refining a unified 
model of the hypericin and hypocrellin photophysics that we first proposed in J. Pbys. 
' To whom correspondence should be addressed. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The naturally occurring polycyclic quinones, hypericin and hypocrellin (Figure 
7.1), have attained notoriety for their wide range of biological activities, many of which 
require light. These have been the subject of several reviews [1-3] and have been referred 
to in detail in our previous work [4-19]. One of the most interesting photophysical 
processes that these molecules execute is the excited-state proton (or H-atom) transfer, 
both intramolecular [4,6,13,20] and intermolecular [21,22]. We have suggested that the 
intermolecular proton transfer plays a role in certain aspects of the biological activity of 
hypericin emd hypocrellin [8,21,23]. 
We have taken considerable pains to demonstrate that such H-atom transfer does 
occur in hypericin [4-6,9-12,17,24,25] and hypocrellin A [10,12-17,25]. One of the most 
convincing demonstrations was the observation of an ~10-ps rise time in the fluorescence 
upconversion signal of hypericin in DMSO [9]. One of the reasons for using the 
fluorescence upconversion technique is that often in transient absorption experiments it is 
difficult to distinguish stimulated emission &om transient absorption. For example, if 
there are overlapping excited-state spectra, an apparent rise in induced absorption might in 
fact correspond to a decay of stimulated emission superimposed on an absorption transient 
that appears instantaneously and that does not decay on the time scale of the 
measurement. Thus, transient absorbance data can be subject to complications because 
they measure ground-state bleaching, absorption of all excited states present (both singlet 
and triplet), and stimulated emission. Because fluorescence upconversion monitors 
emission only Grom the fluorescent singlet state, it is not subject to these complications and 
hence provides complementary information not subject to the same ambiguities. 
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Our argument for intramolecular exdted-state proton transfer in hypericin is as 
follows. The deshydroxy analog of hypericin, mesonaphthobianthrone (phenanthro-
[1,10,9,8,o,p,q,r,a]perylene-7-14-dione, (Figure 7.1a), is non-fluorescent except in strong 
acids [6] (e.g. sulfuric acid or triflic acid (CF3SO3H)) where it produces a fluorescence 
spectrum that has nearly the same shape as that of hypericin in DMSO (Figure 7.2a). 
These results demonstrate the importance of a protonated carbonyl group for producing 
byperidn-Uke fluorescence [5,6]. The hypericin emission spectrum grows in on a 6-l2-ps 
time scale in all solvents except in sulfuric acid where it is instantaneous. Based on the 
results for mesonaphthobianthrone (see above), the rise time for the appearance of the 
hypericin emission is taken as evidence for an exdted-state proton (H-atom) transfer [6]. 
Confirming this interpretation are the fluorescence upconversion measurements [9] of 
hypericin and methylated hypericin analogs, which are incapable of executing 
intramolecular excited-state proton transfer reactions. 
EXPERDiENTAL 
Hypericin and hypocrellin A and B were obtained from Molecular Probes and were 
used as received. Anhydrous DMSO as well as HPLC grade methanol, ethanol and 
octanol from Aldrich were used (freshly opened) without further purification. Deuterated 
methanol (CH3OD) and ethanol (CH3CH2OD) were 99.5+ grade and also came from 
Aldrich. To ensure thorough deuterium substitution solvent was repeatedly (3 times) added 
to the solid sample and evaporated under reduced pressure until dryness. The 
concentration of the sample was on the order of 10"* M (0.05 mg/ml). 
Steady-state absorbance spectra were obtained on a Perkin Elmer Lambda 18 
double-bezim UV-Vis spectrophotometer with 1-nm resolution. Steady state fluorescence 
spectra were obtained on a Spex Fluoromax with a 4-nm bandpass and corrected for lamp 
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spectral intensity and deteaor response. 
The fluorescence apconversion apparatus is based on an amplified, homemade 
Ti:sapphire laser system producing pulses of less than SO fs fwhm at a repetition rate as 
high as 90 MHz.. A Ti:sapphire oscillator pumped by intracavity doubled Nd:YV04 CW 
laser Millenia V (Spectra Physics) producing timable (750-900 nm) pulses which are 
precompensated for group velocity dispersion with a pair of glass prisms and gold mirror. 
Frequency-doubled pulses are used to excite the sample. These pulses which typically 
were centered about 414 nm are also precompensated before focusing onto the sample with 
a pair of quartz prisms oriented at Brewster's angle. For room temperature measurements 
sample was circulated in 1 TTITTI flow cell by means of dye laser pump with voltage-
controlled rotation speed. Excitation light is removed from fluorescence by 450 nm long-
pass filter. The residual fundamental wavelength is used as the gate pulse to upconvert the 
fluorescence, which is collected and focused into a 0.2-mm BBO crystal with an 
microscope objective coated for near-infrared region. Polarization of both excitation and 
gate beams is controlled with a set of zero-order quarter-wave plates coated for 400 and 
800 nm respectively. The upconverted signal is sent directly into a HIO (8 nm/mm) 
monochromator from Jobin Yvon/Spex Instruments S.A. Group coupled to a Hamamatsu 
R760 photomultiplier equipped with UGll UV-pass filter and operated at maximum 
sensitivity. PMT output is amplified with 2 stages (by a factor of 25) of Stanford Research 
Systems SR-445 DC-300 MHz amplifier terminated at 50 Q and carefully calibrated after a 
long warm-up. Photon arrival events are registered with SR400 gated photon counter 
operated in CW mode with threshold level of 80-100 mV. At each delay step signal is 
obtained by averaging 3-5 samples collected for 1 s each. To reduce fluctuations due to 
laser flicker or sample instability (e.g. air bubbles in the flow cell) data are resampled if 
significant relative standard deviation or relative drift is deteaed. This approach also helps 
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eliminate errors due to data transmission. Translation stage &om Microcontrole (France) 
with resolution of 1 step/^m or 10 microsteps/^m used to delay gate pulses is controlled 
by computer via IEEE inter&ce and Klinger Scientific CD-4 motor driver. The instrument 
response function is obtained by collecting a cross correlation function of the second 
harmonic and the fundamental (with long-pass filter removed): the resulting third 
harmonic is plotted against delay time. Cross correlation functions typicsdly have a fwhm 
of 280-300 fs and for time scales greater 20 ps are assumed to be delta-fimction like. All 
curves were fit and deconvoluted &om the instrument function using an iterative 
convolute-and-compare nonlinear least-squares algorithm. 
Metbylation of bypocreUin A. One gram of potassium carbonate and 0.5 ml of Mel 
was added to 3 mg of hypocrellin A in 1 ml of acetone under nitrogen. This solution was 
boiled for 24 hrs with stirring. The solvent was removed, and residue was extracted with 
ethyl acetate. After ethyl acetate was removed under vacuum, the red crude product was 
purified by flash column chromatography (ethyl acetate:hexane / 4:1, then methanolrethyl 
acetate / 1:1), giving 2.9 mg red solid. NMR showed that the phenol protons had 
disappeared. 5 ppm (CDCI3): 6.83-6.82 (2H): 4.05-4.21 (18H); 3.27-3.40 (2H); 2.51-2.56 
(IH); 1.91-1.94 (3H); 1.62-1.69 (3H). 
RESULTS 
The steady-state absorption and emission spectra of hypericin, hypocrellin A and its 
methylated analog are presented in Figure 7.2c. 
Fluorescence upconversion traces of hypericin and hypocrellin A are presented in 
Figures 7.3-7.8. The significant results are that: a ~10-ps rising component is observed on 
the blue edge of the emission spectra in all cases, except for hypocrellin A in DMSO; no 
long-lived (i.e. 50-230-ps) rising component is observed in the hypocrellin (or hypericin) 
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fluorescence upconversion traces; and no deuterium isotope efifect is observed on the ~10-
ps component for either hypericin or hypocrellin A. 
Figure 7.7 presents the polarized fluorescence data of hypocrellin A in DMSO, 
ethanol, and octanol. The crucial result here is that no ~10-ps component is observed in 
the anisotropy decay, indicating that the origin of this component cannot be attributed to 
the relaxation of a higher lying excited state. 
Figure 7.9 indicates the absence of the ~10-ps rising component in methylated 
analog of hypocrellin A (Figure 7.1b), further suggesting that its origin is intramolecular H-
atom transfer. 
DISCUSSION 
A. Assignment of the ~10-ps Component to Intramolecular H-Atom Transfer 
The original assignment of the ~10-ps component in hypericin to intramolecular H-
atom transfer was based on the optica] properties of the analog mesonaphthobianthrone in 
various solvents and the observation of a rise time in the stimulate emission of hypericin 
(see Introduction). Additional evidence was provided by the investigation of O-methoxy 
analogs [9-11,17] and the observation of the ~10-ps component in fluorescence 
upconversion [9]. The latter eliminates the possibility that the transient arises from 
spurious excited state absorbance decays that might overlap the stimulated emission 
spectrum. Also in complex with human serum albumin [19] this fast component was not 
observed which is accordance with resonance Raman measurements implicating aromatic 
hydroxy! engagement in interaction with host molecule (HSA). 
The ~10-ps observed in the fluorescence upconversion signal for hypocrellin A in 
this work is also absent in the methylated analog (Figure 7.9), which lacks labile H atoms. 
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In addition, no component of this duration is observed in the fluorescence anisotropy 
decay of hypocrellin A. Hypocrellin A, like hypericin, has its So -> Si transition polarized 
at large angles to its So Sz transition [17]. If a ~10-ps fluorescence anisotropy decay 
were observed, it could be attributed to excited-state relaxation from S2 to Si- On the other 
hand, a rapid relaxation was observed in the fluorescence anisotropy decay of 7-azaindole 
dimer [26], which also possesses transition dipole moments to closely Ijring excited-states 
at large angles to each other: in this case, the observation was used to argue quite 
convincingly that the proton transfer reaction in the 7-azaindole dimer in the condensed 
phase does not proceed by means of an intermediate—as has been argued to be the case in 
the gas phase [27]. 
Vibrational cooling effects may be eliminated since, again, the ~10-ps component is 
not observed in the O-methoxy analogs and also because in hypericin and hypocrellin, this 
component is observed using excitation wavelengths of 294, 415 and 588 nm [9-11,14]. 
Ultrafast (<5 ps) decav fluorescence component is registered for most of these analogs and 
is in great contrast to a slower rising feature of non-methvlated compounds. With the 
current sipnal-to-noise ratio provided bv uPCOnversion technique it is almost impossible to 
reveal if same short decaving component is present in hvpericin or hvpocrellin. Lastly, no 
dynamic Stokes shifts have been observed [9-11] on this or any other time scale. 
B. A UniGed Picture of the Hypericin and Hypocrellin Pbotopbysics 
We had previously constructed a picture that unifies the photophysics of hypericin 
and hypocrellin A. The key points, subsequently refined and augmented, upon which this 
picture is based are the following; 
1. Proton transfer rates of hypocrellin and hypericin can differ by more than an order 
of magnitude. X-ray and fluorescence data lead us to propose that hypocrellin 
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exists at least paidally in a taTxtomeiic form that is similar to that which hypericin 
would assume in the ground state (Figure 7.1b), if it were thermodynamically 
feasible. This conclusion has now been verified by NMR measurements [18]. 
Consequently, the 50-230-ps transients in hypocrellin A are interpreted in terms of 
"back transfer" reactions [13] with respect to the corresponding hypericin reaction. 
2. The proton transfer reaction in hypericin is not dependent on viscosity and depends 
only very weakly on solvent [5]. This suggests that intramolecular vibrations 
control the proton transfer reaction in hypericin. However for hypocrellin, the 
"back-transfer" reaction rate is very strongly dependent on viscosity [12,13,15]. 
3. No deuterium isotope effect is observed for hypericin [6]; but a deuterium isotope 
eflfect of 1.4 is observed for hypocrellin [14]. This isotope effect unambiguously 
identiSes the excited-state process as a proton transfer event. 
4. For hypocrellin in viscous solvents such as octanol and ethylene glycol, a transient 
of ~10-ps duration is also detected in the transient absorption data [13]. The results 
presented here indicate that it is present as well in the fluorescence upconversion 
data. This is a crucial and unifying result for understanding the pbotopbysics of 
these systems. 
5. The excited-state intramolecular proton transfer reactions of hypericin and 
hypocrellin A are measured as a function of temperature in em ethanol/methanol 
mixture. The data yield activation energies of 0.044 ± 0.008 and 2.12 ± 0.070 
kcal/mol for hypericin and hypocrellin A, respectively. The negligible activation 
energy of hypericin is consistent with previous suggestions that the proton-transfer 
reaction is adiabatic [14] and that a very low-amplitude displacement in at least one 
other coordinate be taken into account in order to describe the reaction dynamics. 
The proton transfer for hypocrellin is also considered to occur in the adiabatic 
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regime, but the significant activation energy suggests that a larger amplitude motion 
than that for the case of hypericin comprises part of the reaction coordinate. Much 
of the barrier cited above for hypocrellin A results from the temperature 
dependence of the viscosity of the solvent mixture. The viscosity independent part 
of the activation barrier, 0.41 ± 0.088 kcal/mol, is larger than that for hypericin but 
still quite small. The conformational changes that are coupled to the proton 
transfer reaction in hypericin and hypocrellin have yet to be identified and are 
currently imder investigation. 
6. The fluorescence lifetimes of hypericin and hypocrellin, measiired with -50 ps time 
resolution, are independent of excitation wavelength: identical results are obtained 
exciting at 300 or 570 nm [17]. Assuming that the ground-states of these species are 
heterogeneous, as noted above, this restilt suggests that the fluorescent species 
(detected via methods with time resolution no better than 100 ps) for both 
hypocrellin and hypericin is an intermediate between (two) tautomeric or isomeric 
species. 
Structurally hypericin and hypocrellin are very similar. They both possess extended 
aromatic skeletons whose most important functionalities are the hydroxyls peri to the 
carbonyls. In this regard, the most significant structural difference between them is that 
hypocrellin possesses two fewer peri hydroxyls. The current picture that we have formed 
of the excited-state dynamics of hypericin and hypocrellin is that the different 
photophysical behavior that we have enumerated above of these two structurally very 
similar molecules arises because we are probing different regions of very similar potential 
energy surfaces. This picture is crudely illustrated in Figure 8 of reference [16] (or see 
Figure 4.8 in Chapter IV). 
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A crucial result in forming this hypothesis is the observation that under certain 
conditions we resolve a time constant in the hypocrellin photophysics in transient 
absorption measurements that is comparable to that observed in hypericin (point 4 above). 
This --10 ps component in hypocrellin unifies our picture of the photophysics of hypericin 
and hypocrellin A if we can interpret it as an excited-state proton transfer arising from 
another tautomeric species and if we can relate it to the corresponding process in 
hypericin. 
Three significantly populated species are observed for hypocrellin A [18]: two 
"normal" species differing in the orientation of the 7-membered ring (i.e., gauche or anti 
about the C14-C13 bond or the C14-C16 bond) and a double tautomer in the gauche 
conformation. This fits well in context of the proposed model mentioned above that 
postulates multiple closely separated minima on hypocrellin ground-state potential energy 
surface. 
C. Construction of Potential Energy Surfaces and Simulations 
Our inability to observe 50-230 ps component in hypocrellin emission can be 
explained by the similarity in structure of corresponding proton transfer educt and product. 
Indeed, if their fluorescence spectra and quantum yields are close enough it can be difficult 
to observe such a small change in fluorescence intensity on top of a dominant (~90%) 
slower decaying component. Presence of another faster growing component adds to the 
complexity of the issue. Our simulations of isotropic fluorescence decay profiles (Figure 
7.10) are compared with the typical raw data and indicate that under these conditions up to 
7% of 50 ps (observed in methanol [13]) and 15% of 230 ps (observed in octanol [13,16]) of 
hypocrellin A rising components are essentially indistinguishable among the other 
contributions, so their detection is limited by the uncertainty of the measurements afforded 
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by our instrument and the data analysis routines. 
D. Outstanding Problems 
L Growad-State Heterogeneity 
As we note in the Conclusions section, a recurring objection to our assignment of 
the excited-state reaction to H-atom transfer in these systems is the observation of mirror 
image symmetry between the absorption and emission spectra, which indicates minimal 
structural changes between the absorbing and emitting species — not usually the case for 
excited-state tautomerization. 
Our first attempt to respond to this criticism was to suggest that the ground state 
was populated with at least one other species, for example, a mono tautomer [6]. This 
seemed to be reasonable, especially given the breadth of the visible absorption spectrum: 
there are no "gaps" of zero absorbance anywhere between the ultraviolet and -600 nm. 
This suggestion also seemed to be supported by the observation that the transient 
absorbance [10,11] and upconversion [9] kinetics of hypericin differ with excitation 
wavelength and probe wavelength, respectively. On the other hand, for hypericin, 
evidence is emerging that the ground-state is much less heterogeneous than we had 
believed. Based on ab initio calculations, (RMP2/6-31G(d) level of theory, using 
geometries obtained with the 3-2IG basis and Hartree-Fock wavefunctions) only one 
hypericin species, the "normal" form, is populated in the ground state for an unionized gas 
phase species [24]. Furthermore, on the NMR time scale, only one species of hypericin 
appears to be present in the ground state [18]. 
On the other hand, as noted above, three significantly populated species are 
observed for hypocrellin A [18]: two "normal" species differing in the orientation of the 7-
membered ring (i.e., gauche or anti about the C14-C13 bond or the C14-C16 bond) and a 
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double tautomer in the gancbe conformation. 
if. Recondling the Kinetics 
First we consider hypocrellin A. The excited-state dynamics modeled in Figure 
7.11 and especially Figure 7.12 are an extension of the model presented in reference [16], 
enhanced by the knowledge that on the NMR time scale three ground-state species are 
present. As noted above (point 6 of section B.), it is an asstmiption of the model that only 
the "tautomer," not the "normal" species is significantly fluorescent. Consequently, in 
order to justify the absence of 50-230 ps rise times in the fluorescence upconversion 
kinetics, it was necessary to conclude that the concentration of the species giving rise to 
them is smaller than or comparable to that producing the ~10-ps component. This is 
consistent with our NMR data (obtained by integration of the resonance signals) in that 
one of the hypocrellin A forms among the heterogeneous ground-state population is found 
to be dominant (>70% at 268 K) over the other two with popiilations estimated to be about 
10% and 20%. 
Based on the enhanced version of the model, the instantaneous component of 
emission corresponds to the amount of double tautomer preexisting in the ground state. 
However, room temperature NMR results [28] tell us that this should be about 50%, not 
80-90% as we see from the amplitude of the long-lived component in fluorescence 
upconversion measurements.lt is tempting to rationalize this discrepancy by invoking a 
change in the population of ground-state species with concentration, since the NMR 
measurements were typically carried out at 4x10*^ M while the fluorescence measurements 
were performed at ca. 1x10"^ M. Such change due to aggregation is not likely as acetone is 
considered to be desegregating medium. Further, our experiments showed [unpublished 
data/] that no change in signal relative intensities or chemical shifts occur upon dilution 
down to about 10"' M. The problem, however, is more acute for hypericin: only one 
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species is identified in the NMR and yet we observe an ''instantaneous" rise in the 
upconversion signal with an amplitude of ~90%. It is possible that there are ground-state 
species interconverting faster than the NMR time scale of 300 ms. If this were the case, the 
"instantaneous" rise observed in hypericin and perhaps also in hypocrellin might be 
explained by an ultra^t (<300-fe) event that produces a ground-state double tautomer, 
which is subsequently excited. In &ct, in our earlier investigations, an ~100-fs component 
was observed in the fluorescence rise time for hypericin, but it was also observed in the O-
hexamethylated analog [9]. The resolution to this question clearly requires work using 
higher time resolution and a tunable excitation source. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The fluorescence upconversion measurements of hypericin and hypocrellin A 
presented here provide detailed and complementary information to the transient absorption 
data of reference [16] and permit a refinement of the model of the ground- and excited-
state potential energy surfaces of this systems initially developed therein. 
In concluding, we wish to address to two major objections that are still occasionally 
raised to our assignment of the excited state processes in hypericin and hypocrellin to 
excited-state H-atom transfer. These tire the absence of a deuterium isotope effect in 
hypericin and the mirror image symmetry between the absorption and emission spectra in 
hypericin and hypocrellin. 
We have treated the lack of a deuterium isotope effect in hypericin at length 
elsewhere. Its absence is easily attributed to the reaction coordinate not being identified 
with the proton coordinate, as we have depicted in Figure 7.11. There is precedent for this 
in other systems [29,30]. The ~10-ps component in neither hypericin nor hypocrellin A 
exhibits a deuterium isotope effect while the longer-lived transient in hypocrellin A, 
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assigned to a "back transfer," exhibits a deuterium isotope efifect of 1.4 in methanol. 
Requiring that a mirror image symmetry exist between the absorption and emission 
spectra assumes that the potential energy surface of the emitting species is significantly 
different from that of the absorbing species. Such a displacement in the coordinate of the 
emitting species is clearly evident in the most commonly studied proton transfer systems 
(Figure 7.13): methyl salicylate [30,31] (similar to 2-hydroxyacetophenone); 7-azaindole 
dimer [26,27,32-35]; 2-pbenyl-benzotriazole [36]; and 3-hydroxyflavone [37-43]. It should 
be noted that one of the reasons that these systems have been so susceptible to 
investigation by optical spectroscopy is that there is such a marked difference between the 
emission jmd the absorption spectrum. This difference is clearly a result of the structural 
disparity between the normal species and the proton transferred species, which is indicated 
in Figure 7.13. 
If, however, we consider systems in which the normal and tautomer species are 
symmetric, or nearly so, this disparity no longer exists or is significantly minimized. 5-
Hydroxytropolone [44,45] presents an excellent example of such a case. And if a double 
H-atom transfer were to occur in naphthazarin [46] or the 4,9-dihydroxyperylene-3,10-
quinone subimit of hypocrellin, a similar symmetric situation would arise Figure 7.13. 
We argue that hypericin and hypocrellin A have similarly symmetric normal and 
tautomeric forms, although it may not be immediately apparent (see the emphasized bond 
systems in Figure 7.1a-b). Even in case of mono-tautomerized species it is possible to draw 
resonance forms that upon superposition restore the aromatic character of the substructure 
involved in proton transfer reaction. Consequently, we conclude that the mirror image 
symmetry observed in hypericin and hypocrellin is not at all surprising. If, on the other 
hand, the excited-state reaction were a genuine proton transfer, then the resxilting charge 
separated species would be expected to exhibit an emission spectrum significantly different 
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from that of the absorption spectrum, as in 3-hydroxyflavone; and the rate of reaction 
should be very sensitive to solvent polarity, which is not the case for hypericin or 
hypocrellin. In order to avoid any possible confusion in this matter, we now refer to the 
excited-state reactions in hypericin and hypocrellin as exdted-state H-atom transfer. 
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Figure 7.1 (a) Structures of hypericin tautomers and mesonaphthobianthrone. 
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Figure 7.1 (continued, b) Structures of hypocrellin A tautomers and its methylated analog. 
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Figure 7.2 Absorbance and fluorescence emission spectra of hypericin (a), hypocrellin A (b) in 
DMSO and hypocrellin A methylated analog (c) in etihanol at room temperature. The emission 
spectra were obtained using excitation wavelength 414 nm (same as in the fluorescence 
upconversion experiment). 
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Figure 7.3 (a) Fluorescence upconversion transient for hypericin in DMSO at Xon = 576 nm. 
The fit curve is described by ±e following equation (with background subtracted): jFl(t)= -0.21 
exp( -t/6.5 ps) + 1.00 exp( -t /«). 
(b) Fluorescence upconversion transient for hypericin in DMSO at X<ni = 653 nm. 
The fit curve is described by the following equation (with backgroimd subtraaed): F(t) = 1.00 
exp(-t/oo). 
The excitation wavelength was the second harmonic of our imamplified 
Tirsapphire oscillator, 414 ima. 
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Figure 7.4 Lack of deuterium isotope efifect in the hypericin excited-state proton transfer in 
ethanol demonstrated by fluorescence upconversion with Xct=415 nm amd Xem=576 nm. 
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Figure 7.5 Lack of deuteriiun isotope efifea in the hypocrellin A exdted-state proton transfer 
in ethanol demonstrated by fluorescence upconversion with X«,=415 nm and XHn=591 mn. 
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Figure 7.6 (a) A series of upconversion traces for hypocrellin A in octanol collected at 
different emission wavelengths. 
Qj) A series of upconversion traces for hypocrellin A in acetonitrile collected at 
different emission wavelengths. 
(c) A series of upconversion traces for hypocrellin A in ethanol collected at 
different emission wavelengths. 
Note the ~ 10 ps rise time of fluorescence at emission wavelengths <591 nm. 
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Figure 7.7 (a) Absence of fluorescence anisotropy decay of hypocrellin A in DMSO colleaed 
at 591 nm. Same was observed for other emission wavelengths up to 637 mn. 
(b) Fluorescence anisotropy decay of hypocrellin A in ethanol collected at 591 nm 
and 669 nm. Fit results for 591 nm: F(t) = 1.00 exp(-£/1012 ps) - 0.0785 exp(-f/7.9 ps); lit) = 
-0.032 exp(-t/282 ps). 
(c) Fluorescence anisotropy decay of hypocrellin A in octanol collected at 591 nm 
and 669 nm. Fit results for 591 nm: F{t) = 1.00 exp(-f/1113 ps) - 0.141 exp(-f/3.65 ps); /(t) = 
-0.034 exp(-t/502 ps). 
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Figure 7.8 Fluorescence decay of hypocrellin A in octanol and DMSO on the longest 
avtiilable timescale. Fit results: PlCt) = I.OO exp(-c/ 1219 ps) for DMSO at 653 nm; F(t) = I.OO 
exp(-t/ 1353 ps) for octanol at 621 nm. 
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Figure 7.9 Fluorescence upconversion traces obtained at 7^=516 nm (solid) and 7^=652 nm 
(dashed) for hypocrellin A methylated analog in ethanol. Inset shows ultra-fast decay 
component on a smaller time scale at XOT=560 nm where it appeared most evidendy. 
Fit results: Pl^t) = 1.00 exp(-t/ 466 ps) for 653 nm; 
F{t) = 0.20 exp(-t/ 24 ps) + 0.80 exp(-t/ 560 ps) for 576 nm and 
F{t) = 0.135 ex^-t/ 4.4 ps) + 0.865 exp(-f/ 300 ps) for 560 nm. 
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Figure 7.10 Simulated fluorescence upconversion traces with the increasing amplitudes of 
additional 50 ps (top) and 230 ps (bottom) rising components. The residuals show deviations 
from the data collected for hypocrellin A in octanol with Xcm=59l mn. These data afford the 
following fit results: F{t) = -0.10 expi-t/ 4.5 ps) +1.0 exp(-£/ 1200 ps). 
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Figure 7.11 Potential energy sur&ce for hypericin. This diagram illustrates how growing "blue" 
emission can be a result of exdted-state tautomerization of the less fluorescent "normal" species 
(N). The adiabatic exdted-state H-atom transfer is modulated along the "skeleton" coordinate. 
At the same time the instantaneous red-shifted fluorescence arises from the direct relaxation to 
the grotmd state which is likely to be one of the 6 hypericin relevant tautomers (T). 
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Figure 7.12 Sj potential surfece of hypocrellin A. Along with the hyperidn-like proton and 
skeleton coordinates, this molecule exhibit additional degree of freedom associated with the 
twisting motion of ±e seven-membered ring (the "ring" coordinate). Just as it was foimd from 
NMR 2D ROESY data [18], such motion is also coupled to the H-atom transfer event in the 
excited state as it is illustrated on the diagram. 
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Figure 7.13 Proton transfer species. In the upper half of this figure the product of 
tautomerization is structurally and electronically different firom educt. In contrast, H-atom 
transfer in 5-hydroxytropolone results in nearly identical species and double-tautomers of 
naphthazarin and 4,9-dihydroxyperylene-3,I0-quinone are essentially the "mirror" images of 
"normal" structures. 
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CHAPTER Vm. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND 
FUTURE WORK 
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
By complementing the techniques of time-resolved absorption spectroscopy 
(Chapters III and IV) with those of fluorescence upconversion (Chapters VI and VII) and 
applying them to hypericin, hypocrellin A and B, and their methylated analogs that are 
unable to execute proton transfer, we have demonstrated unequivocally that intramolecular 
excited-state proton (or hydrogen atom) transfer is a dominant primary nonradiative 
process in hypericin and hypocrellins. 
For hypocrellin A in viscous solvents such as octanol and ethylene glycol, an 
absorption transient of ~10-ps duration, similar to the hypericin transient, can also be 
detected (see Chapter FV). This trimsient is quite apparent in some solvents using the 
fluorescence upconversion technique (Chapter VII). Another transient component of 
hypocrellin A, most evident in pump/probe absorption spectroscopy, exhibits isotope effect 
[1] and a strong solvent bulk viscosity dependence (Chapter III, [2]). Such behavior is 
rationalized by postulating that excited-state tautomerization pathway, besides the proton 
stretch, involves at least one other reaction coordinate. This coordinate may involve 
molecule skeletal motion or even conformational change, e.g. flipping of seven-membered 
ring in hypocrellin A, and essentially modulates proton double-well potential. The lack or 
small magnitude of isotope effect is not surprising by itself and can be explained by 
invoking theory developed by Hynes, Bogis and coworkers [3-8] in which proton zero-level 
vibrational energy lies just above the reaction barrier. The only requirement is that O-O 
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distance for the relevant hydrogen bond must be <2.7 A and X-ray data suggest that it is 
the case for the title polycyclic quinones [9-12]. 
Structurally hypericin and hypocrellin are very similar. They both possess extended 
aromatic skeletons whose most important fimctionalities are the hydroxyls peri to the 
carbonyls. In this regard, the most significant structural difference between them is that 
hypocrellin possesses two fewer peri hydroxyls but has flexible seven-membered ring giving 
rise to conformational lability. The current picture that we have formed of the excited-
state dynamics of hypericin and hypocrellin is that the different photophysical behavior 
that we have enumerated above of these two structurally very similar molecules arises 
because we are probing different regions of very similar potential energy surfaces. 
The ~10 ps component in hypocrellin A unifies our picture of the photophysics of 
hypericin and hypocrellin if we can interpret it as an excited-state proton trjmsfer arising 
from another tautomeric species and if we can relate it to the corresponding process in 
hypericin. A thoroughly smdied system that bears many similarities to this one is that of 
stilbene. The trans-to-cis photoisomerization of stilbene bears distinct differences from 
that of the cis-to-trans photoisomerization. For example, the former process has much 
stronger viscosity dependence and occurs on a longer time scale than the latter. The 
differences in behavior have been attributed to different reaction coordinates for the two 
isomerization processes [13-17]. g 
The transient absorbance kinetics of hjfpericin differs with excitation and probe 
wavelengths [18]. This, along with "mirror-image" symmetry of absorbance and emission 
spectra leaded investigators to a preliminary conclusion that hypericin is heterogeneous in 
the ground state. In the light of a more detailed investigation, presented in the Chapter V, 
it was found that peculiar structured features of this molecule allow for different 
interpretation which is also consistent with ab initio calculations results [19]. 
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Temperature-dependant 'H NMR and 2D ROESY studies of hypericin and hypocrellins 
provide unambiguous proof that there is only one apparent conformational 
isomer/tautomer for hypericin in the ground state on the NMR time scale. On the other 
hand, these measurements indicate that three out of four possible ground-state species are 
signiiicandy populated for hypocrellin A. These species where identified and their relative 
energies and interconversion barriers were determined through dynamic NMR simulations. 
Hypocrellin B, similar to hypericin, was found to be essentially homogeneous in the 
ground state which is attributed to the rigidity of its structure caused by the presence of 
double bond in its seven-membered ring. 
In Chapter VI time-resolved fluorescence and absorption measurements of 
hypericin complexed with himian serum albumin (HSA) indicate that hypericin very 
rigidly binds to HSA by means of a specific hydrogen bonded interaction between its 
carbonyl oxygen and the Ni-H of the tryptophan residue in the 11 A subdomain of HSA. 
(They also indicate that hypericin binds nonspecifically to the surface of the protein.) 
Energy transfer from the tryptophan residue of HSA to hypericin is very efficient and is 
characterized by a critical distance of 94 A, from which we estimate a time constant for 
energy transfer of ~3 fe. It is remarkable that such a strong interaction does not cause 
hypericin to lose its biological activity [20]. 
Finally, the last chapter combines all the available to date information on the 
ground- and excited state dynamics of hypericin and hypocrellin and proposes a "stilbene-
like" model to rationalize the whole complexity of the observed phenomena. It also 
effectively addresses the issue of "mirror-image" symmetry in these polycyclic quinones 
which was the key point of criticisms toward the very existence of excited-state proton 
transfer in the title compounds. Another challenge for our theory was associated with the 
presently discovered picosecond blue-shifted rising component in time-resolved 
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fluorescence. Careful analysis of the proposed model shows that its flexibility naturally 
permits for such unexpected behavioiu* and can not be attributed to a mere vibronic 
cooling processes [21]. 
FUTURE WORK 
The amount of experimental data colleaed to date is limited to hypericin and its 
few methylated smalogs, hypocrellin A, hypocrellin B and dimethyl derivative of 
hypocrellin A. We know that many other members of perylenequinone family also posses 
varioxis degrees of light-induced antiviral and antitumor activity [22-24]. A lot more 
experiments need to be done if one hopes to establish clear relation between such activities 
and molecular structure. The nature of inter-molecular proton or hydrogen atom transfer 
that is a key step in the light-induced acidification by hypericin and hypocrellin A still wait 
to be addressed in the coming years. 
Meanwhile, the list of our short term goals include: 
— a more thorough photophysical characterization of hypocrellin B which at certain 
conditions is more potent in antiviral activity than A form, despite the lower 'O2 
quantum yield [22]; 
— expanding the flexibility of our transient absorbance spectrometer and fluorescence 
upconversion apparatus by constructing optical parametric amplifier (OPA). All our 
previous results were obtained at just two-three excitation wavelengths provided by 
laser fundamentals and their second harmonics. Simple wavelength tunability of OPA 
developed by Greenfield and Wasielewski [25,26] enables study of molecules excited-
state dynamics over the whole visible rsmge (450-750 nm) and with excellent time 
resolution (~100 fs). This additional information will bring deeper understanding and 
further enhancement of our model for polycyclic quinones primary photophysics. For 
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example, such issues as ground-state heterogeneity, vibrational cooling effects [21] and 
internal conversion among the closely separated excited states [27] can easily be 
investigated. 
another intriguing possibility is to study molecular vibrations with femtosecond 
time resolution. Application of conventional Raman spectroscopy is largely impeded 
by appreciable absorbance and fluorescence of the relevant chromophores among 
almost entire UV and visible spectrum. With the availability of self-mode locked 
Tirsapphire oscillator producing -10 fe pulses [28] it is now possible to coherently 
excite molecules into a certain vibrational state and then observe its evolution [29]. 
This impulsive Raman experiment is expected to provide information on molecule low-
frequency vibrations/librations [30-32] which, in particular, are postulated to be 
involved in hypericin excited-state tautomerization. The goal is to determine which 
vibrational modes are coupled to the proton transfer by obtaining resonance R<mian 
spectra via the Fourier transform of coherently excited vibrations, and by evaluating 
the hessian and mode-mode couplings along the reaction path. The intrinsic reaction 
path method will provide information about which coordinates are changing most 
rapidly as the H transfer proceeds. 
there is also a way to accomplish similar goals by means of time-resolved FT-IR 
spectroscopy [33-35]. After excitation molecular vibrational spectrum is determined 
with a certain delay by the interference of two IR pulses one of which travels through 
the sample. This experiment will make it possible to directly observe carbonyl group 
accepting proton or hydrogen atom in the course of excited-state tautomerization. Such 
an arrangement is more suitable for study of medium to high frequency vibrational 
modes. 
we expect continuation of our fruitful collaboration with a group of synthetic 
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chemists headed by Prof. G. Kraus [36-40]. They have proposed a variety of interesting 
hypocrellin analogs (Figure 8.1) which should be easily available through standard 
techniques of modem organic synthesis. Two important questions related to the 
polycyclic quinones will be investigated: 1) what are the origins of the excited-state 
transients and how does the ground-state heterogeneity (distribution of conformational 
isomers and tautomers) affect the observed kinetics; 2) why does hypocrellin behave 
differently from hypericin, more precisely what is the role of steric strain and 
substituents such as the hypocrellin 7-membered ring on these effects ? 
— recent accurate ab initio calculations of hypericin tautomers and interconversion 
barriers were a result of parmership with Prof. M. Gordon and co-workers [19]. 
Meanwhile, hypocrellin A was studied with methods no better than semi-empirical 
AMI calculations [41-43]. Our future collaboration will include implementation of 
higher levels of theory, a more detailed study of H/D transfer, energies of lowest 
excited states and development of a sophisticated model for treating solvent effects [44-
47]. Continuing development of electronic structure code [48] that permit us to take 
advantage of state-of-the-art parallel computer hardware along with the exciting new 
developments in methods for treating excited electronic states [49] will the the 
keystones of the project success. 
— to expand our studies of polycyclic quinones in complexes with subcellular 
components [50] we proposed a series of single-molecule spectroscopy experiments. 
The major question that we must address is whether diffusion of hypericin in the cell 
will complicate our measurements. In this respect, it will be important to perform 
FRAP (fluorescence recovery after photobleaching) experiments [51-53] to measure the 
rate of diffusion of hypericin in the cell and to determine if there is a fraction that is 
immobile on the time scale of the experiments. Another important problem that can be 
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Figure 8.1 The proposed proton transfer analogs of hypericin, hypocrellin A and hypocrellin 
B. 
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addressed by this study is understanding the nature of the nonradiative processes induced 
upon binding hypericin and hypocrellin to cell membranes, proteins and nucleic adds. 
Such phenomena as conformational transitions of single molecules can also be studied 
[541. 
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